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Ioomorning -
Mr. Rosen. Good morning,
HE coer
My name isJES 'm the chief investigative counsel of the House of

Representatives Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the U.S.
Capitol,

We're here today fora transcribed interviewofJeffrey A. Rosen.

Let me start with some introductions. | know we have one memberof the select

committee here. Vice Chairman Liz Cheney is present. | believe we also have

Representative Murphy who has joined remotely. And I think we expect at least one

additional member of the select committee to join, also remotely.

We're here in a conference room in the House of Representatives’ offices, but
Some members of the committee and other lawyers are joining remotely.

With me from the select committe, haveISSNho isa senior
investigative counsel

EE Good morning.
IE ho s a senior investigative counsel
EE Good morning.

pe —p———
also a senior investigative counsel;[SNwho is an investigative counsel; andIll

J+o is 2 senior investigative counsel. A lot of lawyers from the select committee

that are here to participate -- potentially participate in the questions.

We also have a couple of lawyers from the Department of Justice. Kira Antell
and Brad Weinsheimer are here, and | think Emily Loeb has oined as well from the
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Department of Justice remotely.

Acourt reporter - there are actually several court reporters who will be taking

down a verbatim transcript of the proceedings.

Let me start, Mr. Rosen, by asking you to introduce yourself. State and spell your

name for us

Mr. Rosen. My name is Jeffrey A. Rosen, J-e-f-F--e-y, A as in Adam, Rosen,

Rosen.

Ioicome, vr Rosen
And I know you're here attended by Reg Brown and some lawyers from Kirkland &

lis.

Reg, could you introduceyourself and your team?

Mr. Byres. Reginald Brown, Kirkland & Ells. Introduce yourselves.

Mr. Byrnes. John Byrnes, Kirkland & Elis.

Ms. Pohl. MeredithPoh, Kirkiand& Ells.

ME Great Asi said, there is a court reporter here making a verbatim

record of the proceedings. After the proceedings are overwith, we will send you a draft

ofthe transcript. You'll have an opportunity to review it, make any changes or

corrections and ensure its accuracy.

I'd ask you just to make sure that you give audible answers, not head shakes, so

that the court reporter can takeeverythingdown.

And, the court reporter, please free to

The Reporter. | will

EE slow us down or

The Reporter. Thank you.

IE co in if you need something spelled or repeated.
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You're not under oath today. This is a transcribed interview, not a deposition.

But you still have the same legal obligation to tel the truth. I say this to every witness,
not you in particular. | know that you understand that a false statement could be in

violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

If you don't recall the answer to a question, just say so. That's to be expected

given the passage of time.

Askme to repeat a question f it's not clear. Il try not toputyou in that

position
If you need to consult at any time with your lawyers, that's fine. Just say so, and

we'll give you time to consult with Reg orthe team.

Obviously, if you need a break at any point, just say so, and we'll take a break.

We have to stop at alittle before 12:00 to accommodate a scheduling issue, which we'l

do, and we'lltake a short an earlier longer break around the lunch hour. 1 don't

Know how long we'll be here, but we'll definitely break for lunch.

Mr. Rosen. Okay.

I7re two broad areas that we're going to coverduring the

transcribed interview. The first is the White House pressure on you and others at the

Department of Justice regarding alleged election fraud.

You testified about this previously. We're not going to go over everything you

testified before but try to isolate some things that the select committee thinks, you know,

we want some clarification on or context. |will essentially be handing that with breaks

10 stop to see if members of the committee or other counsel have questions.

Then we'll stop, and we'l focus on preparations for management of the

January 6th events. [Jil essentially fea hat portion of th testimony. And,
similarly, we'll stop periodically and give others a chance to ask questions.
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So those are kindof the two paths that -- do you have any questions for meorfor

us before we get started?

Mr Rosen, | don't think so
EE Ov. Okey. Thankyou.

EXAMINATION
ovIN

Q  Solet me start justbyclarifying that you have testified a coupleof times

previously about these issues. Is that right?

Aves
Q believe the first time was the House Oversight Committee, May the 12th of

2000-of 20217
A Taking the words right out of my preliminary remarks here.

Q If you have a preliminary statement, then why don't you go ahead and start

hat,
A It will take a few minutes, but, as you'll recall in the Senate interview, | also

did that, and just think it helps offer some preliminary observations and help frame, then,

the conversation ater, 50 that you've heard my overview and bottomline on a couple of
things. So--

Q Yeah.

A if youd give me the opportunity, | don't mean to disrupt how you'd like to

proceed but --

Q Please do.
A — some minutes to do that.

So. wellthankyou or the opportunity to share some preliminary observations.
Asyou just alluded to, | did previously testify at the Senate Judiciary Committee in August
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ofthis year regarding the President's interactions with the Departmentof Justice during

the time | was the Acting Attorney General, and | also previously testified before the

House Oversight Committee in May of 2021 regarding DOJ's role in the response to the

January 6th attack on the Capitol and DOJ's subsequent prosecution of wrongdoer.

And | have understood that the House select committee, led by Chair Thompson

and Vice Chair Cheney, had questions as to these topics as well, and, you know, so I'm

here today to answer those.

Sol wanted to reaffirm at the outset that, during my tenureat the Department of

Justice, my priority was to ensure is that the Department would proceed on the basis of

the facts and the legal merits to enforce the Constitution and preserve the role -rule of

law, and we did that. ~ And | was honored to have led and served alongside an

extraordinary team of public servants who always put the best interests of our country

first.

So, during mytenure as the Acting Attorney General, which began on

December 24th of last year, the Department maintained the position that the

Department of Justice had been presented with no evidenceofwidespreadvoterfraud at

a scale sufficient to change the outcomeof the 2020 elections.

We thus held firm the position that the Department would not participate in any.

campaigns or politcal parties’ legal challenges to the certification of the electoral college

Votes and that there must be an orderly and peaceful transfer of power under the

Constitution.

In particular, during my tenure, we appointed no special prosecutors; we sent no

letters to States or State legislators disputing the election outcome; we made no public

statements suggesting the election was corrupt and should be overturned; we initiated

no Supreme Court actions, nor filed or joined any other lawsuits calling into question the
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legitimacy of our election and institutions.

To the contrary, the only time the Department filed a brief in court, it was to say

that a Congress Member's lawsuitseeking to overturn the election should be dismissed,

and it was.

50 let me comment quickly on President Trump's interactions with the Justice

Department during the time | was Acting Attorney General.

President Trump's unwillingness to accept the results of the election is public and

well-known. | thought that was misguided, and | disagreed with things that

President Trump suggested the Department could do with regard to the election. So we

did not do them.

When | orothers told him he was misinformed or wrong or that we would not

take various actions to discredit the election's validity, he did acquiesce to the

Department's position. It was unfortunate that | ultimately had to seek a meeting with

the President on the evening of January 3rd, 2021, to persuade the President not to

pursuea different path endorsed by Jeffrey Clark, which would have ended my tenure. |

was gratified that my approach had the support of the entire DOJ senior leadership team

and the White House counsel.

Now, with regard to the other topic for today, the violence at the Capitol on

January 6, let me saywhat | saidpublicly that day and also when |testified in May.

It was an intolerable attack on the fundamental institution of our democracy and a

national travesty and an intolerable attack onour democratic values. | took solace in

the fact that our Republic never faltered. ~The buildings were breached, but the

Constitution and our shared values were a bulwark against the violent mob.

As explained in the May hearing, while the police handled the security and crowd

control for protests and demonstrations, the DepartmentofJustice did prepare
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extensively in advanceof January 6 to playa supportive role. And, when the Capitol was

breached, the DOJ urgently deployed more than 500 agents and officers from the F8l, the

ATF, and the U.S. Marshals to assist in restoring orderto the Capitol, and then, that

evening and the next day, turned swiftly to investigating and prosecuting those

responsible for this disgraceful attack.

My written statement from that hearing is available to you. ~ So | won't repeat all

of that. But do think its important to recognize, with regard to protests and

demonstrations in the national capital region, it's the police organizations ~ the MPD, the

Park Police, and the Capitol Police — who are responsible for the frontline security and

crowd control in their respective jurisdictions.

Other Federal agencies, including DOJ and the FBI, DHS, DOD and their

components, can and sometimes must play a supportive role. For our part at the

Department of Justice, primarily through the FBI, we assisted by gathering crime

intelligence about potential threats of violence and sharing information with police and

Federal partner agencies about those threats, crime intelligence information sharing.

Although neither the District of Columbia nor the Capitol Police had requested

DOJ or personnel or resources before January 6, various DOJ entities took

precautionary steps to alert or preposition tactical teams if they were needed for support

on January 6.

And I know it was in the written testimony. So | won't walk through them unless

You want to get into that in questioning.

On the morning of January 6th, | met with the FBI leadership |believe it was at

9:30in the morning -for the latest updates and preparation. ~ During the events as they

were unfoldingatthe Elipse, | spoke with the acting U.S. attorneyfor the District of

Columbia, Michael Sherwin, for additional updates.
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And then, as the day unfolded, as events turned for the worst, my staff and |

sought to make sure that the Department of Justice and its the F3I and other

components were doing everything we could do to help. So sizeable numbers of ATF

personnel arrived on the site. twas reported to me | wasn't at the site, but it was

reported to me -- by 2:40 p.m, which is roughly 10 minutes after the House officially

recessed. FBI teams began arrivinga tte bit ater, although the some of them before

3 p.m. and continued after that

1 was in constant communication with our staff to coordinate the Department's

response, spoke throughout the day with White House staff, multiple Members of

Congress and the staff, Federal agency counterparts, and with Vice President Pence.

As theattack continued, we had the number two officials from both the FBI and

D0), Rich Donoghue and David Bowdich, personally go to the Capitol Building inside the

rotunda, and they provided leadership and ongoing situation reports from inside the

building as efforts to restore order were underway.

Ultimately, thanks to the collective efforts at the Capitol, the Capitol Building had

largely been cleared of attackers late in the afternoon. There were stil tasks to be done

to see if explosives had been left behind and things like that.

But we had a 7 p.m. conference call with the congressional leadership, the Vice

President, with some White House staff, and with representatives from DHS, Interior,
Defense, and me, as well as my deputy, Rich Donoghue, and Mr. Donoghue, who was stil

at the Capitol, was able to report from inside the building that we expected Congress

could return by 8 p.m. which is what happened.

Accordingly, Congress returned and completed its constitutional role in certifying

the votes of the electoral college the evening of that very same day.

The Department of Justice work had only begun at that point. ~ Acting U.S.
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Attorney Sherwin and the prosecutors from his office, along with FBI and police

counterparts, began charging participants in the violence the next day. That's one of

those statements that I've given you that | put out.

And, within the first week after the attack, more than 70 individuals had been

criminally charged and DOJ had opened more than 170 investigations. |had issued a

statement condemning the attack on the Capitol on the afternoon of January 6th, and |

continued to issue public statements about the progressof charges and arrests, aswell as

our efforts to avoid any further violence as the inauguration of President-elect Biden

approached.

And 've provided you with the eight public statements that the Department of

Justice issued on my behalf during that time.

itis a matter of public record that the work of investigatingand prosecuting those

who attacked the Capitol continues to this day, and myperspective that | suspect we all

shareis thatthe actionsof the rioters who entered the Capitol that day must never be

repeated.

Soll do my best to answer your questions today. ~The passageof time probably
is my memory isn't perfect, and, you know, the events have occurred some months

ago, and my access to information is somewhat limited from not being at the

Department. But you do have my earlier transcripts, which | hope will be something you

can rely on.

But the one thing | clearly remember and want to underscore is that, during my.

time as the Acting Attorney Genera, | feel very strongly that the Department maintained

its integrity and maintained the rule of law with regard to last year's election, and we also

did our part in restoring orderafter the intolerable attack on the Capitol, and then we

moved promptly to hold wrongdoers criminally accountable.
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S01 hope these initial observations will prove helpful as we proceed with your

questions tot. |just framed a little bit of my perspective on these things.

Q Yep. Thankyou, Mr. Rosen. They are very helpful. | appreciate that.

And we'll go back over some, but, trust me, not all

A Okay.

Q of those facts.

Just at the very end, you indicated again that you sort of stand by your prior

testimony. ~ Letme just make sure I'm clear. ~ You testified in front of the House

Oversight Committee on May the 12th of 20217

A Yes.

Q Did you have a chance thereafterto review that transcript and ensure its

accuracy?

A I don't thinkso,

Q  Youdidnot? Okay.

Have you had a chance to review it since then?

A Yeah. In preparing for today, I've looked at it.

a okay.

A And!--1did not take the exercise of seeing if there were word errors or

something like that, but, in the big picture, | thought it captured the gistof what|said.

Q Okay. And all we're really interested in is the big picture. Anything in

there that you, at this point, need to clarify or correct?

A Notthat not that recall. Assay,I | didn't - | didn't focus on it as in

did they capture this word in the transcript right or wrong or something like that. 1 just

said, are the concepts consistent with what |said and -

Q Yeah.
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A ~Ithink they were

Q Okay. Similarly, you testified, you indicated here in your opening

statement, before the Senate Judiciary Committee on August the 7th. Did you have an

opportunity with that transcript to review it and ensure its accuracy?

A Onthat one, yes.

Q Okay. Andisitaccurate?

A tin the broad thrust, | think, it accurately captured -it certainly captures

both what | said and to my best recollection on the day inwhich I said it. A few small

caveats,justfor technical accuracy.

Q Uh-huh,

A Ithinkthere is a lot ofplacesthere are quotation marks andthings that |

gave in my answers, and | just would want to be clear that | - in giving those answers, |

‘was describing the substance of what was said. | don't have a transcript or --

Q Yeah.

A transcript in my head. So I'm although there are quotation marks,

they're more capturing the substance of how | remember what was being said as opposed

to necessarily being actual quotes --

Q ise

A in quotes marks

And the other two other modest caveats. | did see one place, maybe more.

than one - there is one that's stuck in my head --where there was a typo. Again, | don't

think it's a huge thing, but there was a page ~ I think it's page 104 — that used the phrase

“change of command." 1 think it was "chain" rather than "change." It was "chain." |

referenced a chain of command. | don't think -I think, if you read it, you probably got

the correct the gist of it, but ~ so | did see that.
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AndI think there is maybe one other typo that and then there were a couple of

places where | acknowledged that | didn't remember things, but | might be able to be

refreshed on them. There is a place in at the - there may be more than oneofthese,

but one that stuck with me is | didn't remember what State Farm Arena was. |

subsequently, afterwards, was refreshed that the State Farm Arena i the - the location

in Atlanta where ballots werebeing counted.

So I'm being a litle bit technical here. | think, in the big picture, the transcript is

an accurate recording of the things | remembered and said that day.

Q Okay. lappreciate that.

Butfor those spelling errorsorthe slight thingsthat you didn't recall, sum and

substance of itis accurate, and you stand by it today?

A Thatsright.

Q Okay. And we are going to the select committee is going to essentially

incorporate thosetranscriptsas part of our record and rely upon your testimony there for

our purposes going forward, as long as you're comfortable with that?

A Yes.

Q Okay. You were authorized before the Senate Judiciary testimony by the

Department of Justice to talk about certain subject matters. Is that right?

A That's correct.

Q Do you recall gettinga letter from the Department essentially authorizing

You to talk about the White House pressure on you and others in the Department with

respect to election fraud?

A remember both the letters from the Departmentof Justice in late July and

from the former President's counsel as well expressing that they would not object to my.

responding to questions.
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Q Gott. And youre here today under those same terms, with that

permission from the Department of Justice?

A That's my understanding. Ves.

Q oy.
Mr. Rosen. Unless the Department ofJustice tells me otherwise.

IE 0cpsrtmentofJustice is here and can step in if you cross that ine.
Mr. Rosen. Okay.

ovI

Q Allright. Again, thank youfor the opening statement. We'll go back toa

few of those things.

But, before that, | just wanted to get a tle bit about your background - your

professional background --

A sure.
Q -sowe-
A sure
Q You started your career in private practice at the Kirkland& Ellis law firm.

Is that right?
A Yes ino

Q How long

A 1982is when | joined the firm.

Q And how long were you at Kirkland before you began your public service

A Alittle under 22 years before | went into the Bush administration.

Q What wasyour first job in public service?

A Iwas the general counsel at the DepartmentofTransportation.
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Q 2003 to 2006, is that right, you served in that capacity?

A Yes. Secretary Mineta was the Cabinet officer.

Q Allright. What did you doafteryou were GC at the Department of

Transportation?

A had been asked to go be the general counsel and senior policy adviser at

the Office of Management and Budgetatthe White House.

Q How long did you serve in that capacity?

A Alittle just under 3 years.

Q Okay. That takes ustothe endof the Bush administration. Is that right?

A Yes

Q When

A Comect.

Q When Bush administration ended in early 2009, did you return to Kirkland?

A did

Q How long did youstay atthe law firm?

A Justunder8 years. |basically was there ~ I rejoined Kirkland in April or

May of 2009, and | -- | departed in Februaryor March of 2017.

Q To return to government service?

A Yes.

Q Yeah. Andinwhat capacity did you join - rejoin the government in 20172

A Thad been nominated to be the Deputy SecretaryofTransportation. ~ While

awaiting confirmation, | think | initially joined the Department in — | forget the exact

title senior adviser or something like that, but | was only in that role for about a month

untillgot confirmed.

a Okay.
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A And then was Deputy Secretary.

Q Until 2019, when you movedovertoJustice?

A Correct

Q Okay. And tellme what capacity you served at the Department of Justice

starting in 2019.

A Well, | was the Deputy Attorney General. | was confirmed on May 16th of

2019, and I think | started a few days later. And then, when Attorney General Barr

departed I'm sorry December 23rd of 2020, the next day,or at midnight, however

You want to think of that, on his departure, | became the Acting Attorney General

through the end,until January 20thof 2021.

Q So you served as Acting Attorney General December 23rd of 2020 to

January 20th, 2021, atte under a month?

A Ithink that's right.

Q Okay. Have you also taught at Georgetown, professional responsibilty,

ethics?

A Yes. Yes.

a okay.

A In the late 1990s, early 2000

a okay.

A time period.

Q There are two summaries that you just quoted in your statement that you

had similarly indicated before the Senate Judiciary Committee, and I've just given you a

folder with the prior testimony with two highlights, and | wanted you to start with the

first one and just read it again for us.

A "During my tenure as the Acting Attorney General, which began on
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December 24 of ast year, the DepartmentofJustice maintained the position, publicly

announced by former Attorney General William Barr, that the Department had been

presented with no evidence of widespread voter fraud in a scale sufficient to change the

outcome of the 2020 election.”

Q Okay. And, again, you reiterated that in your opening statement here

today?

A Yes.

Q Alright. Soitindicates, just to break that down a little bit, Mr. Rosen, that

the Department had been presented with no evidence of widespread voter fraud. Had

the Department evaluated allegations of voter fraud over the course of your time.

in —either as the Deputy Attorney General or as the Acting Attorney General?

A Yes.

Q And did any of those claims result in any findings of credible evidence of

Voter fraud?

A Sol--Ionly-- the only reason | want to be cautious about that -

Q Yeah.

A is sometimes there is a preliminary inquiry, but then additional evidence is

developed. And, after | left, you know, there could be some investigations in theory I

don't know of this, but, in theory, could be still pending. ~ So | don't want to infringe on

any DOJ equities.

Q And, to be clear, I'm not looking for the details of the investigations.

A Yeah.

Q  I'mjustlooking--

A But what think what I'd say is consistent with here, that there was nothing

that we assessed that involved a major, widespread, substantial fraud.
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Q Okay. And that was true throughout the period of

December - post-election of 2020 all the way through the end of your tenure?

A That's right.

Q Okay. Who specifically was involved in evaluating those allegations?

A Well, in the initial period after the election, Attorney General Barr was very

hands-on about this and had, you know, people reporting up to and through and

including him. But| think, in general, the U.S. attorneys are the first line on that.

‘That - the FBI actually does the investigatory work, but the assessments, if you will,

because | don't even want to characterize everything as an investigation. There is

different levels that things graduate to. But the initialassessments were doneby — |

guess I'dsay a combination of the FBI and the U.S. attorneys, but they were reporting in

to Main Justice.

Q Ise. SoFBlagents in the field, U.S. Attorney's Offices in the field were

involved in evaluatingthese claims

A Yes.

Q passing information up to the Department of Justice?

A That's the way | understood it. You know, | - obviously | wasn't out in the

field myself, but, yes, that's the way| understood it.

Q Yeah. Okay. Andit sounds like your conclusion was that President Biden

waslegitimatelyelected, that there was

A Yes.

Q nothing in those allegations that gave you any pauseaboutthe accuracy of

the overall result?

A Correct. My my understanding is President Biden was properly and

legitimately elected.
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Q The next highlighted portion of your transcript | wanted to ask you about,

could you just read that for us again.

A "During my tenure, we appointed no Special Prosecutors, we sent no letters

to States or State legislators disputing the election outcome; we made no public

comments saying the election was corrupt and should be overturned; we initiated no

Supreme Court actions nor filed or joined any other lawsuits calling into question the

legitimacy of the election and our institutions."

Q Now, that's a lst of possible things that the Department could have done,

and your testimony is that the Department did none of them. Is that right?

A Correct.

Q Were each of them proposed at some pointordiscussed?

A Atdifferent junctures, suggestions or, as you put it, at least discussions of

them were raised, yes.

Q  Sothere was a time when there was discussion about the appointment ofa

Special Prosecutor to investigate these allegations --

A Well

Q but the Department never took that step?

A The key thing is the latter part. ~The Department did not do these things.

When say therewasdiscussion, | don'tmean that a bunch of usat the Department of

Justice said, "Hey, this is an idea. Let's -

Q Yeah.

A let's pursue this," and then walked it back or something. | mean, we

received external suggestionsof this, and -- and we decided not to do them.

Q  Doesthat go forall of them? | appreciate that distinction. ~All of these

were external suggestions about things the Department may -- should consider, and the
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Department rejected them. Is that right?

A Yes

Q same goes for the letter to State legislatures? There was an external

proposal that that's something that the Department might do, and you rejected that?

A Yes, with forgive me if|sometimes just geta ttle bit technical. That's

the only one, when| say "external," | don't know the source of that proposed letter, but

Jeff Clark wasthe one who presented it to me and Rich Donoghue. So, if it was his, then

it would - that one, unlike all the others that | was just alluding to, in some manner

would be internal but not in an authorizedordirected way.

Q ise

A Wedidn't ask him to dothatorsuggest it.

Q Yeah.

A That was, from what |said, not Department activity, but it wouldn't it the

description | previously gave of being external.

Q That's the one of these possible steps that there was an internal proposal to

potentially undertake?

A That'sright.

Q Okay. How about the press conference regarding election fraud or the

filingof this potential claim in Supreme Court?

A Yeah, those were not internal at the Department. ~ Those came from

elsewhere and were things we declined to do.

Q Okay. The reason for the declination of those things, was it factual, legal,

or both?

A Both

Q  Factually, why would it have been inappropriate to do any of those things?
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A Because we proceed I've said this so many times -- that our job s to

proceed on the basis of the facts and the law, and there was no factual foundation that

there was widespread fraud. So, in the absenceofthere being a basis to suggest there

is fraud, we had no —it would be - not be proper for us to say there was. It's it's

pretty straightforward. So -- so that would be factually unfounded.

There were also legal. | mean, an example was a proposal to file a Supreme

Court case against Pennsylvania, and that was not well grounded in either of the facts or

the law. The facts -- because, again, there was no factual predicate that there was some

kindofwidespread impropriety. And, legally, there were multiple problems but, as an

example, no standing.

Q So, evenif there had been factual irregularities, the Departmentof Justice

would not have had —

A Right

Q legal standing to bring that?

A Right

a Okay.

A And--and so, | mean, you know, we can talk about any of these individually,

but - but there were factual and legal problems, and on at least some of them

were -- there were also what | would call institutional problems as in i's not the

Department of Justice's role, you know, that -- in addition to it not being factually and

legally well grounded, there are certain things that its just not the Department's role.

Q So, ultimately, the Department took noneofthose actions?

A That's right.

Q And upheld the rule of law?

A That's correct.
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Q Okay. Iwanttoaskyou about something that you just mentioned.

Actually, | don't believe you did yet mention the White House contacts policy. In front

of you, you should have exhibit 1 which is an

A Yes

Q email that Mr. Donoghue sent out to all of the assistant attorneys general

on November the 11th, copying you. At this time, Mr. Rosen, am | correct that you were

still the Deputy Attorney General, and Attorney General Barr was stil in, correct?

A That's correct.

Q Okay. In this email, there is attached the White House contacts policy

A Yes

Q as promulgated by Attorney General Holder in May of 2009.

A Yes. Thatcorrect. That's the one that was operative at the time.

Q Yeah. Do you recall why it was that Mr. Donoghue sent out this email a

few daysor a week or so after the election?

A do, because we discussed this. So, first, | should just say as background,

we periodically not monthly, but from time to time, did remind people of this, that this

is good practice. But, thisparticulartime, | remember Mr. Donoghue told me that

Attorney General Barr's chief of staff had raised that you guys, in the deputy's office,

which is my staff and me, ought to recirculate that because it's - it's just a timely thing to

do. We're this is, what, November 11th, soit's a few days after the election, and that

we need to remind peaple this isa responsibility that people have.

So! think | thought it was a good idea. It wasn't triggered by, you know,

some violation that recall, but | thinkwe thought it was a good idea.

Q Okay. Andyousay'we." You indicated Attorney General Barr himself

suggested that the deputy's office should distribute them?
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A His chief of staff.

Q His chiefof staff?

A His chief of staff had suggested it, and -- and Rich Donoghue and | thought

that was a good idea —

Q Yeah.

A sowed.

Q Mr. Donoghue's message says: Many thanks to you and your teams for the

tremendous job you all continue to do in difficult circumstances. While we are living in

distracting times, itis imperative that we ignore the noise and remain focused on

responsibilities in our respective lanes and that we keep our teams doing the same.

Do youhave any idea what the difficult circumstances and distracting times were

specifically that prompted Mr. Donoghue to say that in his email?

A Ican't speakfor him on this. | don't I don't remember talking with him

about the word choice. | think, you know, it's somewhat obvious that the — the

circumstances were we are now in an administration that's looking at the end of the

term, you know, that ~ I think, at this point, the President was still contesting things, but |

think the, you know, public realm, the AP and others, had called the election for

President-elect Biden,

Q Yeah. So,at this time, there was -- the current President was saying, It's

not over, but the news outlets had called the election for President Biden?

A That's consistent with how | remember it

Q Okay. The basic terms of the White House Contact Policy, | don't need you

to read it, but basically what does it provide?

A Well, it's meant to channel,fordifferent typesofactivities, that the right

levelsofseniority are either involved or have approved the participants. So some things
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are less sensitive. Let's say legislation. ~ We're working on legislation. ~ You don't

need -- that doesn't necessarily have to start a the top, right, that the policypartof the

White House can talkto the policyofficeand DOI.

But, the closer you get to adjudicatory things and especially to criminal

investigations and prosecutions, the sensitivity that there not be White House contacts

on those goes up. So - soit routes at the more sensitive things that the attorney -- the

DOJ side of the street, the Attorney Genera, the Deputy Attorney General, and, for some

matters, the Associate Attorney General, have to ether be the participants or have

authorized someone else, and at the White House and the President's or the White House

counsel, or someone they ve authorized.

Soit's a channeling thing to ensure that the leadership i either the only ones

discussing or at least is aware of what conversations are taking place.

Q Yeah. Sowhyisthatimportantas a matter of practice and policy, that only
thetop levelsof the Department communicate with the White House, as opposed to

everyone down the line?

A Well, you know, Attorney General Holder actually did this memo, but t had a

tradition. Attorney General Mukasey had done one lke it before, and I think some past

Attorney General. So there was a convention — and Il speak more of the convention

than, let's say, the termsof the particular memo. | think the convention i to try to, on

the one hand, ensure well, we should always ensure that thingsare done on their

factual and legal merits and without extraneous or even improper influences.

And those can come from the White House. They could come from Congress,

right, that if they're improper extraneous influences. So it’s to it's to try to say, if

something's got sensitivity, what can we do to minimize the possibility of extraneous

influences?
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Q Do you recall any specific feedback when this was sent out? Did anything

reach you, reactions for some of these?

A Not that recall

1 do remember when it went out, but | don't I don't have any recollection. |

mean, as | say, people should have already beenfamiliarwith it. It'sa reminder.

Q Yeah. Tobe clear, this was nota new policy. This was just reminding

everyone about

A Thats right.

Q hey, there is a White House contacts policy. Be aware?

A Correct.

a okay.

Exhibit 2, the next one, Mr. Rosen, which is another — it's a memo to the field that

went out around this time. If you could take a look at it's a memo to all the United

States attorneys, the assistant attorneys general in the Criminal Division, Civil Rights

Division, and National Security Division, and FBI Director, from Attorney General Barr

about post-votingelection iegularity
A Yeah.

Q inquiries.

Do you recall when this memo was composed and sent to the feldbyAttorney

General Barr?

A Well, I - I recall becoming aware that it went out, and| think | did talk some

about this in the Senate interview, so

Q Yeah.

A ~Iguessthe answers yes,

Q Do you recall the genesis of it or what gave rise tot? Were you involved in
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any of those discussions with Attorney General Barr or others?

A Well, there is really two parts to that. | had been aware at an earlier

juncture that Attorney General Barr was very interested in trying to do things to ensure

there would be public confidence in the election. As to the actual text of this memo, |

think| learned about it when it went out. But -- but it didn't surprise me as -- | never

heard this was even a possibility or something like that.

Q  Isee. Why,if you know, was Attorney General Barr concerned about public

confidence in the resultsof the election?

A You'd probably have to ask him that.

Q Yeah.

A I don't I don't remember anything substantive that | - that | have to say

about that.

Q Inthe memo, he says, and I'm reading in the second paragraph: Although

the States have primary responsibility to conduct and supervise elections under our

Constitution and the laws enacted by Congress, U.S. Departmentof Justice has an

obligation to ensure that Federal elections are conducted in such a way that the American

people can have full confidence in their electoral process and their government.

What is your understanding, or was at the time, what the States are responsible

for versus what the Department of Justice is responsible for with respect to the.

supervision — the conduct and supervision of elections?

A Well, just, you know, in a big picture kind of way, the States, under our

Constitution, have the frontline responsibility to conduct elections, including Federal

elections. And — but the — but there are a number of Federal statutes that address

elections in some way: In the criminal side, the election fraud statutes to just categorize

them that way. There are also civil rights laws that - Federal civil rights laws that
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impact elections.

So there is a Federal overlay, if could put it that way, on the activities that the

States are responsible for. And so, with regard to the electoral processes, the Criminal

Division, the Justice Department, and the FBI and the U.S. attorneys have the

responsibility for enforcing the election integrity laws.

Q Ise. So States generally have responsibility to conduct elections, but the

Department of Justice enforces those statutes that govern fraud or irregularities in that

process?

A That's ight.

Q Okay. Alittle further down in the memo, this presents a change in

Department policy in which Mr. Barr -- Attorney General Barr says, and I'm at the very last

paragraph: | authorize you -- meaning the recipients of the memo and the U.S.

attorneys - to pursue substantial allegations of voting and vote tabulation irregularities

prior to the certification of elections in your jurisdictions in certain cases, as | have

already done in specific instances. Such inquiries and reviews may be conductedif there.

are clear and apparently credible allegations of irregularities that, if true, could

potentially impact the outcomeof a Federal election in an individual State.

Did that, Mr. Rosen, represent a change in policy about who within the

Department could pursue those irregularities?

A My recollection is that it ~ that it was a change. You could you could

argue whether it was a -- an interpretation or adding -- adding things to it ~ to the earlier

policy, but it was always perceived within the Department as a change -- the reason I'm

pausing here ijust, by the time | became the Acting Attorney General, this was.

somewhat moot because the certification of the State elections had already occurred.

Q Uh-huh
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A So, whether it was the old or this modified wasn't a very joining issue for me,

and the activity that had occurred under this had provided - if you want to think of it as a

data resourceof what we already knew about what I call the absence of election frau

So this particular memo, | don't think | gave it the kind of consideration we're talking

about right here.

Q Yeah. Well it'sa month before more than a month before you became

Acting

A Yeah.

Q Attorney General.

Was the perception before the disseminationofthis that the Criminal Division, the

Public Integrity Section, or the Elections Crimes Branch were sort of the gatekeepers or

the ones that needed to approve or supervise these kinds of investigations?

A Sothe way these work is Department's has this very decentralized

structure. There is 94 U.S. attorneys, and there is 55 FBI field offices. So they are

the — in many instances, the first line to be looking at allegations of improprieties, or

people present them with evidence or, you know, can arise in different manners, but

there is a need to have some coordination and consistency

Q  Uhuh

A sothatlike cases are treated alike and that the law is applied in an even

manner.

50 the Public Integrity Section is - has got the responsibilty to do that. In

addition, they can also bring - do their own investigation, bring their own cases. But

they ~ they are to provide the consistency. And 1--as sit here, | don't remember, in

the Justice manual, which levels of approvals are needed, because there is different in

the Justice manual and | apologizeifthis i really getting in the weeds for you.
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Sometimes there is consultation requirements. ~ Sometimes there is approval

requirements. Sometimes there is notice, but it can be rejected. So what -- what type

of coordination, I'd have to refresh myself on.

Q Okay. But the explicit message of this memo is that U.S. attorney's offices

are authorized to go ahead and pursue when there is apparently credible allegations of

irregularities?

A Anditsays what it says.

Q Yeah. And there is also a timing issue, is that right, that it -- Attorney

General Barr's memo indicates, prior to the certificationofelections, those

investigations --

A That

Q Again, predicated upon credible allegations?

A Yeah. That'stheissuethat|think|--

Q Yeah.

A previously said I have a general recollection of having produced some

friction, that the time change there was perceivedas a change.

Q Do you know why it was that Attorney General Barr put forth this memo

shortly after the election?

A Ithink I think that's one you'd have to ask him.

Q Uh-huh. The memosays: So that the American people can have full

confidence in the electoralprocess andtheir government.

In yourdiscussionswith him, was thatsomething that he was concerned about in

your +

A Idid hear him say that, yes.

Q Okay. What, if any, role did the deputy's office, the Deputy Attorney
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General's have — office have with respect to these ongoing investigations of alleged

irregularities in the election process?

A 50-50 the the Deputy Attorney General's Office at the Department is, at

least in my experience, relative toother departments, fairly large. ~ And there were a

number of lawyers who coordinate with different parts of DOJ.

So I'm trying -- I've been trying to remember who -- who interfaced with the

Criminal Division, but Rich Donoghue, as myprincipal deputy at that time, | believe was

helping AG Barr, and there were probably some others onour staff, but | don't have a real

clear recollection of who was doing what at that time.

Q Yeah. Does the DAG's Office typically serve a deconflction role --

A Yes.

Q  ~toensure that

A Yes.

Q the US. attorney's offices are not working across purposes?

A Yes.

Q Do theyalso coordinate between the Criminal Division and the U.S.

attorney's offices --

A Yes.

Q again, to - okay.

And you mentioned Attorney General Barr. Was he personally involved in or

getting briefed on these investigations as they--

A Yes.

Q went forward?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And Rich Donoghue, was he the person on your staffwho was
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most within the DAG's Office, primarily responsible for monitoring these investigations?

A Ithinkso. 1was going to say I'm trying to remember if there was someone

else onourstaff that would ~ or if to the extent they were, they were working with

Rich Donoghue.

Q  Ubhuh

A And i'ma little vague on that, but | think - I tink Rich Donoghue would be

the right person.

Q  Gotit. And he was your principal deputy at that time. _ Is that right?

A Thats right.

Q That was hs job?

A That'sright. And he had also previously been US. attorney. And, during

the course of his career, he had also been very experienced assistant Us. attorney.

Q Yeah. Now, abouta monthafterthe issuance of this memo, Attorney

General Barr makes a public statement that the Department had found no evidence of

systemic election fraud sufficient to undermine the outcome.

Do you recall when he made that public statement on December the 1st?

A Yes. I-Irecalltwo very public statements.

Q  Uhuh

A I'm not certain if there were more, but| remember December 1st, he gave

an interview to the AssociatedPresswhere he said that. And then, on December 21st,

he had a press conference about the extradition of someone connected with the

Lockerbie plane bombing from the late 19805, and the question came up, and he gave a

very full response on December 21st as well

Those are the two | remember very distinctly. It's possible there were others,
but those are the two | remember very clearly.
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Q Prior tothe first one on December 1st, was there any internal discussion

about whether there was a sufficient basis to make that statement, whether he shouldn't

make that statement? Do you recall any discussion with Attorney General Barr about

that public statement?

A can't say there that there was none, but | don't recall.

Q Uh-huh. When he made that statement on December 1st, was that a

surprise to you, or was that consistent with what you had heard internally?

A Itwas consistent with what | had been hearing internally. Sot was nota

surprise in that sense. | don't as sit here, | just don't remember how | learned of its

being made public is what I'm saying. But, no,a fact of that being the conclusion was

nota surprise. That is what | had understood.

Q Okay. Did Attorney General Barr, to your knowledge, make that statement

to the President at the time before he made it publicly?

A 1-Idon't think that|knew the answer to that. In —in my dealings with

Attorney General Barr, he did not automatically, if | can put it that way, debrief me on his

conversations with the President

Q Uh-huh,

A Butitwasn't that they were some secret. He might anecdotally have

mentioned things, so - so | don't remember him telling me abouta discussion with the

President on that.

Q Did he atany time give you any information about conversations he had with

the President on this issue, on the Department's lack of finding of any evidence of

systemic election fraud, not tied to the public statements but at any time?

A Asi sit here today, | don't recall him telling me about conversations with the

President about that. | it's - you know, it's been many months, so | can only, you
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know, recall what| recall, but | 1 don't have a recollection on that.

Q Okay. OnDecember the 14th, the President announced that Attorney

General Barr was going to be resigning.

A Yes

Q Did you knowthat that was coming before it was publicly announced, that

Barr was going to resign?

A 50-50 he had told me - we had had a discussion some period before about

how long each of us would stay and would we stay to the end of the term. ~ So | was

aware that he was thinking about that, and and | think he had suggested to me that

ought to plan to stay until that was resolved.

think felt obliged to do that, but ~ but | did not know that December 14th was

going to be the day

Q understand.

A thathewas making thatdecision.

Q Yeah. Was he frustrated with, you know, his role as Attorney General or

his relationship with the President?

A Ithink it again, I'd probably have to defer to him on that.

Q Did he ever express frustration?

A Ithinkthat, as I sit here, | cannot remember, you know, us sitting face to

face and him commenting on that in a specific way we're talking about. At the same

time, | think| had a general awareness from him or from his chief ofstaff that was

consistent with that he wasn't sure that he would stay to the end.

Q Uh-huh. And, again, what do you - on what basis? What was the source

of that frustrationofwhich you had a general sense?

A That's what I'm that's actually ~ that's part of why I'm saying to you | think
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1-1 would defer to him on that because | don't have a good recollection of some

statement or something | would tie any of this to.

Q Okay. Was there tension between the Attorney General and the President

even predating the election, going back, for instance, to the summer of 2020 and the

public protests in D.C.2

A don't again, | don't knowthat | recallspecifics that would really shed light

onthat. There was there was a time that | remember he was frustrated about some

tweets in the earlierpart ofthe year, and he was public about that.

Q so-

A Aboutthat.

Q what specifically do you recall?

A ljust-- remember he gave an interview. | can't remember one of the TV

networks, where he expressed frustration with some of the President's tweets about the

Department.

Q Making it harder for the Department to do its job?

A Yeah.

Q Uh-huh,

A Yeah. But,if!try to think about something analogous to that, again, I'm

not saying there weren't, I'm saying, as sit here today, I'm -- | don't have a clear

recollection of those things. You'd probably dobetter to ask him.

Q Yeah. Andifully appreciate that. | guess I'm looking for whether he, to

Vou, expressed any frustration over any issue prior to his resignation.

A I'm sorry that I'm not more helpful with this, but the trouble is, you know,

when you work with people, at any given time, I'm sure he, I, and everyone I've worked

with has had frustration at one kind or another, so — and it — you know, it can come and
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go. Sol just don't have an episode or like a recollection that | could help with that.

Q Yeah. Was there any discussion with Attorney General Barr or others

about the prospect that he might be fired if he didn't resign prior to the end of the

administration?

A Not that! recall

Q When he told you that he was resigning, did he encourage you to stay

despite the fact that he was leaving?

A Saythat again.

Q When Attorney General Barr when you learned that he was actually

resigning prior to the end of the administration, did he encourage you, Mr. Rosen, to stay

on in the Department even after his departure?

A Idon't 1 don't recall anything as specific as what you just said. 1 do--1do

remember that he was generally supportive of my being the acting after he left.

Q Yeh

A But] don't remember with the level of specificity of what you just said

Q Yeah. Did you have a conversation about you stepping into the role as

Acting Attorney General upon his departure?

A Yes

Q Okay. Tellus more about that conversation. What, if anything, did he

advise you or suggest to you about your possible assumption of that responsibilty?

A Ithink that unfolded in different steps. You know, there was -- the day he

resigned, | gota call from the President saying that | would become the Acting Attorney

General, and | had a conversation with AG Barr about that

1-1 don't remembera lot about it other than that we just that | shared that

had received a call with the President, that he was generally supportive.
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Q And, tobe lear

A Ithinkabout in the

Q sory.

A He was there — I think that was December 14th. He there until the 23rd, so

Im confident we talked some more after that, but the ~ the detail, | don't have a clear

Q Yeh

A Clear recollection.

Q Any advice that he gave you or guidance that he gave you that you recall?

A Nothing specific that recall.

Q Okay. You mentioned a couple with President Trump. ~ That was on the

Lath, the day that

A Yes

Q Attorney General Barr announced that he would be resigning sometime.

later?

A Correct.

Q Right. And what, if anything, do you recall about that conversation?

A Ihad a weekly meeting with my own staff that was scheduled for that

afternoon, and I was pulled out of it. My assistant had identified that there was a call

from the White House. So went from my conference room back nto my office, took

the call

I think it was relatively brief. | think the President told me that AG Barr had

resigned, that they had a positive meeting, and that he would like for me to stay on as

Acting Attorney General.

AndI think | said | would be pleased todo that, and | think that was the git of it

1-1 can't remember if there was anything else, but there was nothing else that stayed
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with me.

Q Yeah. Did heputany conditionson

A No.

a Onyour service?

A No.

Q  Anddid he say

A Itwas very much in the nature of a "This is - this is what's happening, and |

wanted just to check in with you that this is what's happening.”

Q  Isee. Anddid he say during that conversation that the twoof you would

be talking, that you would have ongoing contact with him?

A Ithink -1 think he made some kind of - "Ill look forward totalking with

You" or, you know, something in that -- of that type. | don't remember, again, the exact

words.

Q Okay. Did you also that day, Mr. Rosen, speak to White House counsel, Pat

Cipollone?
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[11:00 a.m]

Mr. Rosen. Yes.

oI
Q Tellus what you recall about that conversation.
AI think he called because they were going to put out an announcement that |

would become Acting Attorney General and Rich Donoghue would become, functionally,

my deputy, would backfill my role.
And, if I recall correctly, | think he was focused a litle on how they articulate that,

because he knew enough about the Vacancies Act that you don't actually when you
backfill somebody when | became Acting Attorney General, under the Vacancies Act,

they don'tactually depart the Deputy Attorney General role. So Rich Donoghue,
although he would perform the functionsof the deputy, wasn't technically the Deputy.
Attomey General.

And so think Pat was asking about what are the correct terminologies, you know,
what do we say about this. So think we had some back-and-forth about, here is what

think you can appropriately say. It was more alon those lines.

Q see. Okay.

I ccstop there and turn first, Ms. Cheney, to you, to see if you
have any followup questions.

Ms. cheney, 1 don'at thistime. ThanksJl
EE von Acualy, etme
I+con't wego with the Members fist?

Ictve start with Mrs. Luria or Mrs. Murphy,ifyou have we can

see your names on the screen andhearyou if you unmute and have a question.
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Mrs. Luria, 1 don't

Mrs. Murphy. I'll wait.

IE Oty. Oey. Thenlet me tum yes? [N= member

of our staff, has a question.

Ico head.

EXAMINATION

ovI

Q Mr. Rosen, if you could turn your attention back to exhibit 2 --

A Okay.

Q  --which, again, is the November 9th memorandum from Attorney General

Bar.

Is it fair to say that the Justice Department's policy regarding election irregularity

inquiries is focused primarily on DOJ avoiding pre-election-day overt investigation activity

that could affect the outcome of the election?

A Solet me say it this way and see if I'm getting at your question.

The Department, over a long periodof time -- and continued to be the case under

AG Barr does not want to be taking steps that could or could be perceived to be

influencing the election. You know, the classic thing is indictinga politician a week

before the election. Something like that is avery sensitive thingifthere isn't an
exigency or some reason for there to be an exception. _ But, in general, the Department

doesn't want to be a participant in the politcal process. That's not its role. So think
there are policies that are focused on that.

I think, if| understood your question, what you're getting at is that the highest

level of concern i before votes are cast
Q sue
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A up until election day.

Q  Thatiswhat | was asking about. And the Department's policy regarding.

pre-election-day overt investigative activity remained unchanged by Attorney General

Barr's memo, correct?

A Ibelieve that s correct.

Q  Andisit fair to say that the risk of the Department affecting the outcome of

an election through overt investigative activity significantly declines after all of the votes

have been cast?

A seems logical

Q So, if Attorney General Barr had not changed the policy through this

November 9th memorandum to allow precertification investigative activity, do you think

Attorney General Barr would've still been able to make his statement regarding "no

evidence of widespread fraud sufficient to change the outcomeofthe 2020 election” with

the same degree of confidence?

A No.

Q  Andwhyis that?

A Because after November9th, the FBI and U.S. attorneys were able to do

assessments and look at evidence and deal with State counterparts who may have

explored some of those issues, so there was a larger body of information that was.

available.

1 suppose you could say its alittle bit ike a head start versus where it would've

been if they had waited til the certifications, which did not all occur on the same day.

They were staggered. But they were completed, as |recall at least they had to be

completed by the electoral college.

Q And you testified to the Senate Judiciary Comittee that President Trump,
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on several occasions, asked you and Mr. Donoghue about what the President believed

were election irregularities in several States.

Do you think you would've been able to answer the President's questions.

regarding those irregularities had Attorney General Barr not issued this memorandum on

November 9th that allowed investigative activity?

A Well, rather than try to address a counterfactual or a hypothetical, let me

just say, there were instances where the President would say, people are telling me this,

or heard this, or | saw on television, you know, this impropriety in Atlanta or

Pennsylvania or something. And we were in a position to say, our people have already

looked at that, and we know that you're getting bad information, that that's not correct.

It's been demonstrated to be, you know, incorrect and, from our point of view, had been

debunked.

So, without trying to say what would've happened, what did happen is there were

instances where the President said, I've heard this, people have told me this, and we

were in a position to say, you're getting bad information, it's not accurate, it's not right.

Q So, based oneverything that you just described, do youbelieve that

Attorney General Barr's November 9th memo actually increased confidence in the 2020

election results in the period between election day and January 6th?

A I'mpausing just becausea little bit of -- what my role here is as a factual

witness is to explain what | saw, what | heard, what | did, and | know I'm going to want to

be consistent and not just try and offer opinions or things like that. ~ So I'm trying to be a

little cautious about when|can say, here's what actually happened. Could

Q Ian rephrase the questionif that helps.

A Could --yeah, because | understand sometimes there are different points of

View on something, but what did happen here -- and you and | have just discussed
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this we were in a position where we knew some things were factually incorrect and we

could say so.

a okay.

Would you say that Attorney General Barr's November 9th memorandum allowed

the Justice Department to engage in some investigative activity that increased your

confidence in the resultsof the 2020 election during the period between electionday and

January 6th?

A Well, again, just saying what we did, because various components of DOJ

had had an opportunity to look at the facts in a number of circumstances, | think Rich

Donoghue and I, in particular, were in a position to be able to say both that some.

individual incidents were not true and that, in the aggregate, we had done enough to say

that we aren't seeing indicia of widespread fraud.

Q And do you think it would've been harder for you to say that had the Justice

Department not been able to engage in post-election investigative activity pursuant to

this memo?

A 50,again, | don't mean to be difficult, but that presents the counterfactual,

and I'm not trying to be argumentative or something, but somebody if we get into.

hypotheticals, then someone will say, well, what if you hadn't done it but someone else

had done it and delivered it to you on aplatter or something. In other words, that isn't

what happened.

a Okay.

A Sol'm not trying to be argumentative. I'm just saying |think it's better to

stick with what actually did happen, because those are things, as a factual witness, | can

just say, here's what | saw, here's what | observed, here's what |did, here's what other

people said that | was present for, and| can say it on a factual basis.
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There may be a time or a lace where, you know, opinions and things are
appropriate, but at least the way | perceive my role here today is to try to stay very

[
J cot have anythingese rightnow.
EE yore cise?

Airight. Ave you okay to proceed? Do youneed a break now? We are going
to break at 11:50/11:55 to accommodate acall.

Mr. Rosen. Do you want to just take 2 minutes?

EE se
Mr. Rosen. I'd like to stretch my legs.

EE potion.
We'll go off the record.

[Recess.)

ME Aight. We're going to go backonthe record.
ovI

Q 1am nowgoing to talk just a little bit about some of, but not all of, the White

House contacts, Youwarevery thorough in your prior astmony shout sch of the
phone calls, each of the meetings, andour job now is to just circle back to a couple of

Shor oso oles of cafcstion
A Or
Q But let me start and ask if you and Mr. Donoghue ever sort of generally

strategzed or talked about how you should approach communicationswith the President
or others in the White House. Did you have sort of an overall strategy?

A Yes. Imean, "strategy" might not be the word, but we thought about, you

know, what's the right way to deal with some of tis,
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50, as you may recall from my earlier testimony, at the very beginning, the first

time we were asked to go over to the White House, | had thought, well, let's just urge the

President, don't focus on the election, get on something more positive. ~ Talk about the

accomplishments of the last 4 years, you know, of the tax reform or energy independence

or vaccines. Just, you know, talk about positive things, and leave the election alone.

Because the electoral college had just reported - I think it was either the day before or

that day.

That turned out to, you know, not be a very effective message. ~ So, over time,

we sorted out that -- there were different kinds of issues that came up, okay?

At one end, let's say, with the special counsels, on that, there was really no reason

to have conversation. ~ So the approach that | took was to say, "Sir, that's the

Department of Justice's responsibility. ~ You're going to have to leave that to me. |

don't want to talk about that" ~ And that's what we did. ~ You know, when it came up,

we said, "We're not going to talk about that." And, | mean, you know, the ultimate

answer is we didn't do any special counsels

But we also - we didn't engage on that, as in, "Oh, well, you got any candidates in

mind?" We did not do that. We just said that's an area — there were things that we

would just say, "We don't want to talk about that."

There wereotherthings that ~ if any President ofthe United States is saying

things you know are untrue and he's hearing them from people and he's repeating them,

felt andIthink Rich Donoghue, you know, was of the same view -- we should tell him

those are false, you know, as opposed tojust say, "Yeah, you keep saying it. We're

going to be silent about that." So, on something like that, ourapproach was we should

tell him that’s not accurate and then hope for the best, right?

But thenother things would come up and we would have to sort out how to
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handle it consistent with the way we saw our obligations, which, you know, as | said

before, | think I've said multiple times over the courseof these conversations, we want to

do theright things for the right reasons.

Soit can be a complicated question. ~ Well, what about if there'sa factual thing.

that we don't know the answer to? Well, the DepartmentofJustice proceeds based on

the facts and the law. ~ So maybe there are some factual things that's okay but not

without precautions, as in, we don't want to do things that are outside the government

that might be misused to suggest through overt steps that we're corroborating assertions

or something

So, if we did look at something factual and an example of that would be this.

suggestion that the Pennsylvania voter registration website shows there's fraud because

there's more votes than voters or something like that. ~ We thought we should look at

that, but not in an external way that would be public. Because we just want to know.

what thefactsare. So we'd take that approach,

But we also said, what we don't want to do is, we don't want to deal with the

campaign. That's not our purview. And that, again, would inherently be overt, in

some sense. And so, on more than one occasion, | was asked to meet with Mr. Giuliani

and just flat refused to do that, because we thought that's not consistent with what we're:

trying to accomplish here.

So Rich Donoghue and |, we did periodically, and especiallyat the beginning, try to

sort out how are we doing some of those things. And we felt | don't mean to be

dramatic, but we felt we had an obligation to be faithful to the Constitution and the rule:

of law, so we were doing our very best on that. ~ And, you know, we hoped that it would

work, that it would be consistent with what we perceived was the right way todo things.

Q Yeah. Youtalked about both fact and law in that answer. Is it fair to say
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that part of your strategy oryour approach was to ensure factual accuracy, that you

would push back if there were misconceptions --

A Yes.

Q or factual inaccuracy that you heard from the President?

A Yes. lagree with that.

Q  Andlaw. You were trying to ensurethat the Departmentof Justice was

staying in ts lane or only doing things that were legally and institutionally appropriate.

A Yes.

Q And were there times when you had to tell the President, “That's outside of

our lane," or, "That would not be legally proper"?

A That's right.

a okay.

And no contact at all, explicitly, with the campaign. That was something, in your

view, that was

A That's ight.

Q  --beyond the scope of your responsibilities as Acting Attorney General

A That'sright. Did notwant todo that. There'sa reality that the President

of the United States is affiliated with his own campaign, but | can't do anything about

that. But | can do something about the lawyers for his campaign and the campaign

officials, and we didn't talk to any of them.

Q Yeah. Were there others within -

A Well, | have to qualify with this one - | don't know that it was for his

campaign, but there was that odd episode with Kurt Olsen that you presumably saw in

the Senate interview.

Q Where you actually did have an inadvertent
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A Yeah

Q  -- conversation with him even though he was 3 lawyer for the campaign.

A Right. But we wound up saying to him, you're out of this conversation.

Q Right. That'san example of you making clear what the Department's role is

and what t's not.

A Yes.

Q Were there others within the White House who similarly would push back

against factual inaccuracy or the President's misconception as to what was appropriate

for the Department of Justice?

A Well, I perceived the White House Counsel they had a different job than

the Department of Justice, but | perceived them as being very much supportive of where

the Departmentof Justice was.

Q You're anticipating my question precisely. Is it fair to say that you saw

Mr. Cipollone as someone who sharedyourview and was another voicein those:

conversations about correcting factual inaccuracy or ensuring that the Department stayed

inits lane?

A perceived him that way, yes. And, in general, when | would get a call from

the President, | would afterwards call and debrief Mr. Cipollone. | can't say if that was

100 percent of the time, but it was a very high percentage.

Q Yeah. Iwas going to askyou about that exactly. Why did you decide you

needed to debrief Mr. Cipollone after those conversations?

A Ithink there were multiple reasons. One was | thought it was important

that he know what his cient, the President of the United States, was doing or saying,

Second, | thought because | did perceive him as supportive or, even if he had not

been supportive, as just an intelligent, sensible person, as someone who might have
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insights or suggestions that | could consider.

And I think that | wanted to have the continued support, you know, that it was

just it was good, maintainingthe relationship, that I'm sharing information with him so

that he can do his job better.

Q soit sounds like those conversations were not simply you reporting to him

the conversation but actually getting his feedbackor his advice about how to handle

certain things?

A Sometimes. | mean, as sit here, | don't remember a specific, you know,

you should do Xoryou should do Y. But | just remember, | would tell him, | got a call

from the President, here's the gist of itorthe substance.

Q Yeah.

A Ithink sometimes he would react by saying, "l didn't know about that.

‘Thanks for letting me know."

Q Yeah.

A Butin the big picture of the sum of those, I'm confident that somewhere

along the way we had some discussionback and forth about, well, maybe here's an idea,

or, you know, here's something that could be done.

But | understood he had a different job, a different role, and it was certainly

possible he would say, you know, "Sorry, | just don't agree with you," but --

Q Yeah.

A -thewayit played out, he was supportive.

Q Did that ever happen, a disagreementbetween you and Mr. Cipollone about

any of the specific issues you discussed when you were Acting Attorney General?

A Notthat recall. | mean, I think we wereofverysimilar outlooks on these

issues,
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a okay.

How about Mr. Philbin, Pat Philbin, who worked with Mr. Cipollone?

A Yeah.

Q Was he, in terms ofacomparison to Mr. Cipollone, similar, sharedyour view,

and -

A Didn'ttalk to him as much, but | did perceive him assimilar outlook.

Q And he was present for some meetings where you did push back

A Yes.

Q  --onthings that thePresident raised?

A Yes.

a okay.

I've not seen any notes that you took about any of these meetings. Just tell me

why you called Mr. Cipollone. ~ You did not make any contemporaneous or after-the-fact

notes. If you could just tell me about your decision not to do that.

A It'skind of that the | didn't take notes because that was my basic practice

onthat. But, also, if | needed notes, | often had someone available with me, you know,

that -

Q Uh-huh

A When | was Deputy Attorney General, | pretty infrequently took them. |

sometimes took them - | mentioned that monthly meeting with my own staff. |

sometimes took notes as reminders to myself to do something.

But in most meetings that | attended, it was not my practice. It would be

more -- how do I say this? You know, one of the luxuries ina large organization is you're

not the only person available to help with things. So --

Q Yeah.
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A 50 other folks sometimes took notes that | could access if | needed them.

But not on the calls with the President, obviously. But I'm just saying, if| thought|

needed notes, | could've made some, | guess, but |didn't

Q Yeah. Did the President himselforanybody who worked with him ever tel

You about a policy against taking notes --

A Ohno.

Q in Oval Office meetings or meetings with him?

A No

Q That's not something that was conveyed to you?

A Noone said that to me.

Q Yeah

A 1just generally didn't take them when | went to those meetings.

a okay.

Now, the first interaction with him about which | want to ask you - again, not the

first one you had -- was a Christmas Eve call where he for the first time mentions Jeff

Clark. Do you remember that conversation?

A Ohyes. Yes. Yes. Iwas when you said the first time," | was thinking

the first call was actually on the 23rd, but the one about Jeff Clark was on the 24th.

Q That's the one | want to ask you about, i the one where he mentions Jeff

Clark.

First of all, who is Jeff Clark?

A Jeff Clark was the Assistant Attorney General for the Environment and

Natural Resources Division who had been, | think around Labor Day, made into the acting

head of the Civil Division of the Justice Department

Q  So,at this time in December, he's the Senate-confirmed head of the
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Environment and Natural Resources Division and the acting head of the Department's

Civil Division, right?

A Yes. Andina functional way, because the Civil Division is actually bigger

than the Environment and Natural Resources Division, Jon Brightbill, who had been the

principal deputy, was actually running the Environment section and Jeff Clark was running

the Civil Division. But Jeffs title wasexactlyas you set out.

Q  Gotit. And does the Civil Division have any role in

investigating - typically - investigating allegationsofalleged election improprieties?

A No.

Q You had a professional relationship with Mr. Clark that dated back some

years?

A Yes.

Q  Tellusa little bit more about how you had become acquainted with him and

when you had worked with him.

A sohe'sa good bit younger than me, but he worked at my old law firm. And

then he and | each were in the Bush administration, different agencies, but, you know, we

were in government. And then he went back to the law firm while | was still in the Bush

administration, and then | went back to the law firm later.

And then we both wound up going into the Trump administration. As you know,

first went to the Department of Transportation, and he went to the Environment

Division of Justice.

Q Yeah. Friendlywith him?

A Yeah, ina professional colleague kind of way.

Q Yeah.

A Yes.
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Q When the President raised his name on that December 24th call, were you

surprised?

A Yes. Quinical, | guess, is the way Id put i.

Q Yeah

A Itsurprised me that the Presidentof the United States would know, perhaps,

anyofthe Assistant Attorney Generals, but there might've been — | mean, he did know

Steve Engel, who headed OLC. So there were some that perhaps he might think he

would know, but t surprised me that he knew Jeff Clark.

Q Yeah. What did he say about Jeff Clark in that first conversation, first

mention?

A You know, I've tried to rememberit in greater detail, the ~ as best | can

recall, it was justa passing thing where he almost asked me if | knew Jeff Clark. ~ And, in

hindsight, | don't know why | didn't ask, "Why are you asking that?" or something. But,

at the time, it just kind of went by, and|tucked it awayafter the call and thought, “That's

odd. How does the President know JeffClark?"

So,as I say, | was quizzical about it. |thought it was curious, in a way that it

wasn't impossible but it just seemed unlikely.

Q Yeah

After the call with the President on the 24th, did you follow up with Mr. Clark?

A Yes.

Q Tellus about that. Was that a meeting or a phone call?

A Aphone call

a okay.

A Ibelieve that called him. |think the President referenced it the day

before Christmas sometime. | think that call was in the afternoon, if I'm remembering
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right. And so| didn't call on Christmas day, but I think the next day, Saturday the 26th,

called Jeff Clark.

And |didn't directly confront him at first. | think | asked him -- and, again, this is

in substance, because | don't have a transcript in my headofthe exact words, but the gist

being, "Jeff, anything going on that you think| should know about?", something like that.

And we had some back-and-forth, where he didn't immediately volunteer. ~ But

after some to-and-fro, he acknowledged that he had been at a meeting with the

President in the Oval Office, not alone, with other people. And | just remember being

extremely surprised at that, like, "What?" And --

Q Did he saywho else was in the meeting or how it came about?

A Howit came about, yes. The who, it seems that he would've told me that,

but don't remember who they were, with one exception, that he -- and | remember that

because of the how.

He was kindofdefensive about this, and so he was casting itas that he had had a

meeting with Congressman Perry from Pennsylvania and that, to his surprise, or, you

know, he hadn't anticipated it, that they somehow wound up at a meeting in the Oval

Office. And| think there were other people there. If he told me who they were, |

don't remember.

But they had this meeting. And he was very, very - as say, minimized ita bit.

There was this, “It just kind of happened." And | challenged him as to, "Well, why didn't

you tell me about it?"

Q Before you go there, did he say what he was talking to Congressman Perry

about or what, again, the subject matter wasthat led to this?

A lust can't remember if he didordidn't. Because, initially, he put this very

benign perspective on it, and he was somewhat apologetic. ~ He was assuring me that it
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hadn't been something he had anticipated and it wasn't going to happen again. And |

had told him, you certainly should've told me after the fact, but you should tell me if

you're even invited to such a meeting.

Q Yeh

A And,as I say, he was, at this juncture - you know, ts a tte different

later - but, at this juncture, he was apologetic. You know, "It won't happen again. |

agree with you. If geta request, Il et you or Rich Donoghue know."

And so | was, you know, perhaps too acceptingof that, in the sense that | now

don't remember more of that conversation, because he was casting it as sort of a fluky.

thing.

Q Yeah

Did he mention whether or not the White House chief of staff, Mark Meadows,

had any role in brokering thisor connecting him to Scott Perry or anyone?

A Idon't remember. | was curious after that as to how he and Congressman

Perry knew each other.

Q Yeah

A Butifl got answers to that, | don't remember what they were. And think

those wouldve stayed with me

Q Yeah

A ~andtheydon't. Solmust not -you know, that makes me infer that |

didn't get the answers to that.

Q You must've asked him about what was discussed. "What did you and the

President and Representative Perry talk about?" What did he say about that?

A Unfortunately, as si here, | just don't remember what he said about that.

suspect, in light of later developments, that it must have been about the election issues,
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but | can't sit here and say | remember thatthat'sexactly what he said. | just really

don't remember

a okay.

A atthatlevelofspecificity.

Q Right. So he didn't describe for you who said what or what the subject

matter was of the meeting, that you recall

A If he did, unfortunately, I have lost the details in my recollection.

a Okay.

And your reaction was to scold him, was to say, "Don't do that again"?

A Yes, that this can't happen, you know, this is not okay, that it's not okay at

multiple levels, right? He's having a meeting with the President of the United States.

that he hasn't told anyofhis superiors in the Department. It's not okay that he failed to

tell us after the fact.

It's well, | don't know if | knew the content or not. And | don't know if| knew,

did ook carefully at the contacts policy, but the contacts policy, of course, does address

Congress as well as the White House.

Q So was this in direct violation of the White House contacts policy that we

discussed an hour or so ago?

A Itmaybe. I think that's a question that needs to be assessed, because it

does depend on what was discussed. As | alluded to, if you have a meeting with the

White Housestaff about legislative proposals, that may be permitted. | would say it's

sill good practice to tell your bosses that you're participating in that. |think that's what

we would normally expect of people. But, depending on the contentof the meeting, it

might have been inconsistent.

a okay.
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You indicated, Mr. Rosen, that Mr. Clarkwas apologetic or was, essentially, not

pushing back when you

A That's right.

Q scolded him for having a meeting and not telling you about it.

A That'sright. He was apologetic, yes.

a okay.

A He was indicating, It won't happen again."

Q So, comingout of it, was it your impression that that was the end of it, that

this was a one-time thing that would not resurface?

A Thatwas my hope.

Q Yeah. Okay.

Allright. Let me move on to the next day, December 27th. And there'sa lot of

testimony in the Senate Judiciary Committee about a phone call that you had with the

President in which Mr. Donoghue was joined and there were some notes.

I'm not going to go through it all again, but | did want to go to one specific thing

that's reflected in Mr. Donoghue's notes in quotes. Mr. Donoghue reportsthat the

President said, "| don't expect you to do that. Justsay that the election was corrupt,

and leave the rest to me and Republican Congressmen."

Do you remember the President saying that during the phone call?

A Sol don't have any reason to challenge Rich Donoghue's notes

Q Uh-huh.

A but there -- there are places in it that | do rememberconcretely. I'd say,

“Oh, | remember that." ~ On that particular one, | don't remember it in the sense of a

quote that |could say, oh, yes, | remember that just ike that.

1 remember the general concept, that he said repeatedly to us: How has the
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Department of Justice not found the fraud? The frauds everywhere. People are

telling me that t's in Pennsylvania. I've heard this incident and that incident. You

Know, you guys need to get out there and find it, and you should be saying so.

So1 do remember the what Il call “the concept" that you're alluding to, which is

he wanted us to say things about that. But, of course, we didn't have the factual

foundation to do that

a Right

A Itwouldn't have been the right thing to do,

Q  Sothere are two separate things here. There's what the Department's

going to do and what the Department's going to say it's doing.

A Yes.

Q And that quote suggests that the President was very focused on the latter,

on the Department saying that the election was corrupt or announcing that it was doing

certain things, much more so than the actual investigation of the fraud.

Tell us more about the distinction that the President drew, if he did, between the

public statement versus the underlying investigation.

A So, you know, again, those are Rich's notes, and | don't dispute or challenge

them. But, in terms of the degree of emphasis, sometimes with the President, you

know, what people have seen on TV is also what you see in private. ~ He gets on a little

bit of a roll where he's just talking, you know, where he's laying out, there's all

this ~ people told me there's all this fraud and this, and you guys aren't doing anything,

and no one i saying anything about this, and you should be out saying what's going on

with this.

Sotrying to create a proportion of what's what, | don't have good ability to do

that, because it's a if there was a transcript, there might be sections where there are
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whole pages of the President speaking.

But, as say,| remember things that are consistent with Rich's notes, and that is

part of why | take no exception that, if that's what he wrote, that's what he wrote.

Q  Youindicatedearlierthat one of the things that the Department did not do

was to hold a press conference.

A That's right.

Q And there was suggestion that you do that, and you

A Yes.

Q appropriatelydid not.

So, again, what did the President say about why it was important to hold a press

conference or to publicly make certain statements about the election?

A Well, Il give you an example. | don't know f it's on thiscall or another

one, because someofthese bluralitle bit, but at one point he was saying: Many

people are saying the Departmentof Justice is missing in action. ~ You know, you're not

doing anything. No one sees you doing anything. No one sees you having any press

conferences. No one sees you denouncing the fraud that I'm hearing is all over the

place,

So that would be an illustration where - again, that's not an exact quote, but

that's the way| remember him. He would say, you know, "People are telling me the

Justice Department is missing in action.” And then we would say, "Mr. President, that's

just wrong. The Departmentof Justice has done itsjob. Just let us do our job." And

he would say, "Well if you're doing your job, why haven't you found the fraud that

everyone tells me is out there?" And we'd say, "Well, some people are giving you bad

information. ~ You're listening to the wrong people.” And, you know, it would go back

and forth like that.
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But| guess I've given kind ofa long answer, but to get to your point, it wasn't so

much that he would say, "Please schedule a press conference for 9:00 a.m. tomorrow,

and here's what you should say." He wasn't as direct ike that. It was more, "Oh, lots

of people have said you're notdoinganything. Why aren't you doing it? Why aren't

You out there talking about this? Why aren't you? You know, people say this. You

know, what's your response to what they say?"

Q The notes reflecta reference to the Republican Congressmen, that there is

some sort of role for the Republican Congress to play upon the heels ofa press

conference.

Tell me moreofwhat you recall, Mr. Rosen, about any discussion in that call or

other calls about the political strategyof the Republican Congress's role, anything at all

along those lines.

A same thing with the notes. | don't have a distinct recollection, on that

particular cal, of that exact phrase in Rich's notes, although | do not dispute it.

Q Uh-huh,

A actually have a recollectionof a different discussion on Congress, which is,

think at one point | suggested to him, ths is really not a productive course, to expect the

Justice Department to change ts position, because we function on the facts and the law.

That's what we do, okay? ~ And you've heard ourview of the facts.

And I said, "If you're hearing that there's something wrong with the elections, why

don't you just leave that to Congress?” meaning legislation. ~ And he was negative about

that. He said, "| don't think that's a solution. |think the Justice Department should do.

itsjob," or something like that.

So that's really more of the context. | don't think it was this December 27th call,

but it might've been, because | don't actually remember when it was.
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Q Uhhh
A Sothat'sa little different angle, but | do remember that he wasn't enamored

of in essence, leave Justice alone and let the legislative process, you know, worry about
the future of elections.

Q Did he say anything in this call or others about what Congress, then

Republicans in Congress, could o couldn't do with respect to elections?
A No, ldon't as|say — and that's the thing. |really don't remember much

reference to Congress. The one that stuck with me was more that "I don't want

Congress." But it was somewhat because he was suggesting, why doesn't the Justice

Department, quote, "do its job."

Ms. cheney. [Jl could 1just

I oe

Ms. Cheney. -- clarify on that, when he was saying, "I don't want Congress,” you

said earlier that that - ust a minute ago that that was a reference to legislation
Mr. Rosen. Yes
Ms. Cheney. not necessarily a reference to January 6th
Mr. Rosen. Correct,
Ms. Cheney. or
Mr. Rosen. Correct. No. Because | think was raising it more that if your

concern is about how elections are conducted -- we can't change the last one, but if your

concern i in the future, then well ust, you know, let Congress worry about that, And
he wasn't interested in that.
I Gut vith respect to this particular
Mr. Rosen. He wasn't interested at least as o stopping to say, the Justice

Department should look at thi.
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Ms. Cheney. Yeah. Yeah.

I Gtjust to follow up on that, with respect to this election, do you

remember himsaying anything about what Congress orthe Vice President could or

couldn't do with respect to certifying the results of the 2020 election?

Mr. Rosen. | don't remember that. ~ Again, 'm not challenging Rich's notes, but

I don't remember that.

I oy

I think we're going to take a break, because you have a call at noon and it's about

Sof. Do you want to break for lunch now? Is that

Mr. Brown. | think that would be great. Thanks.

EE on one coven
Mr. Brown. Like, 45 minutes?

I so ovbe

Mr. Brown. We can get back to the room at 12:45.

EEE 1245. We'll be back at 12:45. And we're going to get you a

conference room where you all can huddle up.

Mr. Brown. Great. Thanks.

IEE. Thankvou, Mr. Rosen. We'll break and be back at 12:45.

Mr. Rosen. Thanks.

(Recess)
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(12:47 pm)
ME.Gcon the record. Resumingafter lunch.

oI
Q Mr. Rosen, wewere just, when we left off, talkinga little bit about Jeffrey

Clark and the December 27th call that you had with the President and Mr. Donoghue

A Yeah.

Q immediately the next day, | want to now turn to December 28th, when

You got a phone call - excuse me — email -

A Yeah.

Q from Mr. Clark that had two specific requests. And what you've got in

front of you is marked as exhibit 5. I'd like you to turn to that email and the document

that's attached. Do you have that in front of you?

A ldo

Q Allright. Soiit looks like Monday, December 28th, at 4:40, Jeff Clark sends

you and Rich Donoghue an email asking -- there were two urgent action items. Do you

remember receiving this email?

A ldo.

Q Okay. You covered the ODNI request in Senate Judiciary testimony. But |

want to specifically call your attention to the attachment, the letter that Mr. Clark

attached that he'saskingessentially for you and Mr. Donoghue to sign. Doyou

remember getting and reviewing that draft letter?

A Yes

Q Do you have any idea who drafted it orsort of how it came about that

Mr. Clark sent it to you?
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A No. 1-Itried to draw him outa ttle bit about that the evening of this.

This is, | think, Monday the 28th.

a Yes

A 50we had a meeting at my conference room with him and me and Rich

Donoghue. And this seemed in many ways very strange. So | was - | was asking

him - well, | mean, there'sa long conversation that some of which we've already talked

about in the Senate, but|had I had challenged him on this isn't even the Department of

Justice's role. Okay? So where's this coming from? What's ths about? ~ And he just

wasn't very forthcoming. You know, he's: | think these are good ideas.

50 Rich Donoghue and I told him we didn'tthink they were good ideas, but | had

somewhat the same question you're posing and didn't really get answers.

Q Okay. Sohe didn't give you any information as to whether he'd been in

discussions with others about this or who may have been involved in the theories

proposed or the letter itself.

A No.

Q Okay. On page 3 of the letter, right in sort of the middle of the page,

there's a section of it about the power of State legislatures to appoint electors. ~ Very

specifically, in the middle of that first paragraph, the letter says Congress also explicitly

recognizes the power that State legislatures have to appoint electors, providing in 3

US.C., section 2, that and he's quoting the statute whenever any State has held an

election for the purpose of choosing electors and has failed to make a choice on the day.

prescribed by 3 U.S.C. section 1, the electors may be appointed on subsequent day in

such a manner as the legislature of such State may direct.

And then, based on that statutory provision, he then - the letter then specifically

raises the prospectof encouraging the Georgia legislature to hold a special session. And
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it says that the purposes of such special session would be to evaluate irregularities in the

election, determine whether there's violations, show which candidate for President won

the most legal votes, and then, three, whether the election failed to make a proper and

valid choice between candidates such that the General Assembly could take whatever

action is necessaryto ensure that oneof the slates of electors cast on December 14th will

be accepted by Congress on January 6th

So the theoryessentially s that, hey, Georgia, you should hold a special session to

essentially reassess whether or not the slate of electors is valid or not.

Do you recall any discussion of Mr. Clark orothers within the Department about

that independent legislature theory, the power of the State legislature to consider

alternate slates of electors, anythingalong those lines?

A No. No. When when --when eff Clark sent us ths, both Rich

Donoghue and | thought this was nonsensible ~ nonsensical in multiple ways. It was

quite obvious we didn't have a natural foundation that there was, in fact, fraud in

Georgia, number one. And, number two, that's not the role of the Justice Department

to tell State legislatures what to do. ~ Even if somebody agreed with the constitutional

arguments, it wouldn't be the Justice Department's role to go tell them to do that. Sol

think we just thought this was — was nonsensical.

Q Okay. So, when this came up from Mr. Clark, my question is: This had not

been something that had been vetted, considered —

A Noo

Q discussed within the Department.

A No. This was not something that was commissioned by Rich Donoghue or

me or, to my knowledge, anybody of authority in the Department. ~ This was not

something that Jeff Clark had previewed and said, "Hey, I'm working on this great idea."
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This thing popped up in the emails in the afternoon. And Rich Donoghue and| both

instantly said, what what ithis?

Q Yeah

A We Iwas we were already, you know, what I've characterized as

quizzical, at least | was, but | think Rich was, too, as to, what's going on with Jeff Clark?

Q Yeh

A Thisis odd, and we don't think this makes any sense. He sent | just

flipped away from the email. But if you look at the email lookat this; White hat

hackers have evidence in the public domain.

White hat hackers? That's - that's not an evidentiaryphrase that | have

familiarity with. ~ That is not something we would rely on.

And then, you know, a Dominion machine accessed the internet through a smart

thermostat with a net connection tral leading back to China.

He said hegot that off the internet. Sothis was peculiar.

Q And the point | want to make sure I'm clear on is that noneofthi, the ODNI

briefing or the allegationsof the thermostats nor the independentlegislature theory, had

been the product of ongoing work by the Department.

A Absolutely not.

Q Yeah. And Clark didn't give you any indication as to, other than what he

says in the email about the internet, about where he had come up with these ideas?

A Hedidn't. Andas|wasalluding to earlier, | challenged him. This is not

the Department's ole. So, you know, why are you saying this? Where, you know,

where's this coming from?

Q Yeah

A Trying to see if he would - he would say whatever. You know, "The
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smartest person in the world gave this to me," or

Q Yeah.

A or whatever. Congress, a Member of Congress or | don't know wh.

You know, but he — he wasn't forthcoming on that.

a Gotit

A He was just, "Its a good idea."

No, Jeff, we don't think so.

Q Yeah. Well, Mr. Donoghue actually puts pen topaper about an hour later.

A Uhhh

Q And, if you tur to the next exhibit, its No. 6, with a very thorough and

critical response

A Yes

QtMr. Clark, which you -- on which you are copied. Its an email from

Monday the 28th at 5:50 p.m.

A Yeah.

Q Andthe veryfirst paragraph about the - about Mr. Clark's proposals, he

says: | am unaware of ~ the investigations that | am aware of relate to suspicions of

misconduct that are of such small scale that they simply would not impact the outcome of

the Presidential election. ~ AG Barr made thatclear to the public only last week, and I'm

not aware of intervening developments that would change the conclusion.

Is that Mr. Donoghue essentially saying, Mr. Rosen, whatyou ust said that, hey,
there's no factual basis here on which we should encourage

A Yes

Q anything?

A Yes. And keep in mind Rich Donoghue, who's a very experienced
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prosecutor and is the | think the acronym is PADAG, P-A-D-A-G, who interfaces with the

USS. Attorneys, he -- and with the FBI - he has - he has beenfollowing this for weeks.

And Jeff Clark has no responsibility for any of this. ~ So I think Rich, even though he's

quite pointed in the email, he's actually a little bit understated.

Q Ifanyone in the Department would have reason to know about

investigations related to suspicions, it would be Rich Donoghue?

A Yes.

Q  NotMr. Clark.

A Correct.

Q Okay. He then in the second paragraph goes to your second point which is,

hey, this isn't legally appropriate for the Department of Justice. He specifically about

midway down says: | cannot imagine a scenario in which the Department would

recommend that a State assemble its legislature to determine whether already.-certified

election results should somehow be overridden by legislative action.

And then a little bit later: This would be a grave stepfor the Department to take.

And it could have tremendous constitutional, political, and social ramifications for

the country.

Again, fair to sayyourview collectively, you and Mr. Donoghue, was that this is

way outsideof the department's lane, telling the state legislature that it ought to convene

a special session.

A Absolutely. You're absolutelyright.

Q Yeah. And, when Mr. Donoghue says, "This would be a grave step for the

Department," did you agree with that?

A ldid.

Q  Andtellus why.
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A Well, because, at the time, we have this situation where the election results

have come in certified from the States. The electoral college has voted. The

Department of Justice has seen no widespread fraud. But the political process,if can

putt that way, is continuing to debate the legitimacy of the election.

And so | would say that it was never actually the Departmentof Justice's proper

role to dothis. But the point Rich is making, it's especially nota role to do that when

there's a roiling controversy out there that we would create misperceptions about.

Q Yeah. When you met with Mr. Clark, it was right after - | believe you said it

was around 6 o'clock. ~ So it was right after Mr. Donoghue sent this response? Was it

before orafter the email response was sent?

A Solet me think about that. | remember Rich Donoghue, andI discussed

this. And themeeting,|think,wasat6.

Q Yeah.

A 50,50, yeah, there's

Q The email states 5:50.

A Yeah, about 10 minutes. So it's about 10 minutes later that Jeff Clark

comes to in my conference room.

Q Beyond what you've already said confronting Mr. Clark about where this

comes from and not really providing information, tell me moreabout that. Is there

anything else he said about this specific request.

A Soa couple of things that stand out is | had already spokentoJeff Clark on

the phone about it's not okay to meet with the President without telling us and it's not

okay to be, you know, freelancing where | have to pull this out of you.

But Rich Donoghue reinforced that at the Monday evening meeting in extremely

appropriate but very blunt terms asin: You are way out of line. You know, this
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is this is way outside your role. You have you have no responsibilty in this area

He was very, very direct. And I reinforced it, too. But | - what really stuck with

mes Rich's verbal tone matches this emai.

Q Yeh

A twas quite forceful and appropriate.

Q Uhhh

A Andbutafter he sort of walked through that aspect of it, we told him that

we didn't agree. | told him | didn't see any basisforhim to have a DNI briefing. It

wasn't that he didn't have clearances. Its that he didn't have need to know.

50-50. but then the conversation more turned to "this is not the sort of" ~ i's see if

can say this more succinctly.

Somewhat like the second paragraph of Rich's email, the conversation turned to:

This is not appropriate for us. So why ~ where did ~ where did this come from? You

know, why do you want to do this? Because this, from our vantage point, or atleast

mine, came unexpected in the sense.

And, you know, |don't remember, you know, his words or the, you know, the back

and forth inparticular sentences. But | remember the gist of it was he just kept saying:

Because| think t's a good idea.

Iwas, like: Well, that doesn't really answer. Like, why do you think this is a

800d? You know, where is this coming from?

Q Yeah

A Andhe juststuckwith, you know: ~ Sorry you guys don't agree.

He did seem, | should | should probably clarify. He did seem to accept that,
well, | tried, but they don't want to dott, so okay.

You know, he didn't - he didn't come off at that point as insubordinate or, you
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Know: You guys better do this while you have the chance because Il show you or

something.

He wasn't he wasn't pushing back but hewas - he was being guarded. He

didn't — he didn't seem to want to tell us much about just where the where and why.

Twas just: | thought it was a good idea.

a Unhuh

A Sorry you guys don't agree.

Q When Mr. Donoghue confronted him with the violation of the White House

contact policy, do you remember him saying, “There's a lot more at stake here than a

policy"?
A lsthat isthatthis Monday night,or is that aterin theweek?

Q Do you ever remember him saying something like, "Oh, not that | don't care

about, but there's alot more at stakehere than a policy"?
A Not--not not the exact phrase, although | think the phrase comes out of

our I recently learned that Rich took some notes of a January 2 meeting. So I'd say

what Ive said before. | mean, Rich is a very reliable and sensible person. So don't

quarrel with his notes.

Q Yeah.

A But what you're asking me, | don't ~ | don't remember him fighting back at

this Monday night meeting in any way, you know, that there's something more important

than what you guys think.

As the week progressed, initially | thought that he was chastised, and, you know,

he had raised these things that we didn't agree with, but that would be that. Later in

the week got more concerning because he raised - | haven't been able to establish was it

a meeting, a call. But sometime on, either Thursday night of that week or on Friday, he
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told me that he had had another meeting or phone call with the President in which the

President had -- had asked him if he would be willing to take my jobifthe President

wanted to make a change. And they were going to resolve that by Monday.

So there was this shift that happened I'l call it Thursday. ~ It might be Friday.

Butin the earlier part -

Q Yeah

A —hewasn't resistant. And so so the point you were just asking about

don't think came up on the contacts policy in that period. | think, in the later period,

after he had - he had shared that he was going to do some due diligence to decide if he

wanted my job, he ~ he had asked for a couple of things.

You may remember, again, the DNI briefing he wanted again. And that was a

difficult question because, if he's going to brief the President, |reluctantly think it's

probablybetter that he's heard from Director Ratcliffe than that he not, evenif | don't

think he should brief the President. ~ But, at this point, he's telling me that this is

happening whether|agree with it or not. So, 501 let him have that briefing.

50 we have that followup meeting on Saturday, January 2nd, of Rich Donoghue

and 1, and | think, in that one, Rich Donoghue really berated him about the contacts

policy, among other things.

Q Yeah. Just we're going to get to the end of the week. But also that

meeting with Clark the night ofthis email exchange when — is there a suggestion to Clark

that what you're suggesting would constitute the Departmentof Justice meddling in this

election? And Mr. Clark responds: |think a lot of people have meddled in this

election.

Do you remember an exchange along those lineseither at that Monday night

meeting or subsequently?
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A NotattheMondaynightmeeting. ~At the subsequentone, |don'thave
enough granularity as to the, you know, the exact phrases that you're reading. | just

remember it was a very contentious session. He was he was no longer in the
apologetic or explain or whatever. He had moved to more contentious debating with

us. And, as | said, Rich took some notes. So, if those are in the notes --

Q Yeh
A —I'm not disputing them.

Q  lunderstand.

A just don't have enough granular memory.

Q Okay. Let me stop, because I'm going to get to the end game, so to speak.

But let me ask, see.
Ms. Cheney. | don't have any.

I rs. Luria, do you have any questions?
Mrs. Luria, Not right now. Thank you.
EEE Oty. How about yeah,Ian IE
Go ahead.

oI
Q Couple of questions. Mr. Rosen, if you could turn your attention to exhibit

5, the first page is the cover email that we were talking about recently
A Yeah
Q And that's the December 28th, 2020, email from JeffClark to you and

Mr. Donoghue. So, in the paragraph that starts with number one, where he asks forthe
classified briefing from DNI Ratcliffe, he writes in the second sentence of that paragraph

that, quote: | could then assess how that relates to activatingthe IEEPA - that's
VEEPA-
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A Right

Q and 2018 EO powers on such matters now twice removed - renewed by

the President.

What is your understanding of what Mr. Clark meant by activating the IEEPA and

2018 EO powers?

A ldon'tknow. I'm not sure I mean, | know what IEEPAs. It's, you know,

international sanctions authorities. | don't know what the 2018 EO is that he's

referencing. As I sit here, | don't know exactly what his theory was on that.

Q Did Mr. Clark ever mention to you the idea of having the Federal

Government seize voting machines?

A Can'truleitout. Butldon't specifically, you know, recall a proposal on

that,

Q So then on that - on the next page, which would be page 1 of the draft

letter

A Yes. I'mthere.

Q where he writes in the second sentence: We have identified significant

concerns that may have impacted the outcomeof the election in multiple States, does.

that accurately reflect what the Department of Justice's position was at the time?

A No. Itsactually the opposite.

Q On the next page, so this is page 2 of the draft letter, toward the end of the

first paragraph on that page, he writes: Time is of the essence as the U.S. Constitution

tasks Congress with convening a joint session to count electoral college certificates.

Then he cites the U.S. Constitution.

Consider objections to any of those certificates and decide between any

competing slates ofelector certificates.
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And then he continues on. When he referred there to decide between any

competing slates of elector certificates, at that point in time to your knowledge were

there any competing slates of elector certificates?

A Not that | was aware of.

Q Do you understand Mr. Clark there to be suggesting that the State of Georgia

submit a competing slate ofelector certificates?

A Boy, that's maybe a question for him.

Q And we definitely would love the opportunity to ask him that. But, if you

have any thoughts, we'd love to hear it.

A 1just remember that when Rich Donoghue and I received this, we were.

scratching our heads. You know, what in the world is this? And we - we rejected it,

and we were puzzled. You know, what's going on with Jeff Clark?

Q Going back to thecover email,sothat's again the first page of exhibit 5, in

the paragraph thatstartswith number two, he writes towards the end of that paragraph:

Personally, | see no valid downsides to sending out the letter.

Isit safe to say that you saw downsides to sending out the letter?

A ltissafe tosay that.

Q What would be the downsides?

A Well, all the things we've been talking about, that we don't have a factual

basis for assertingthatthere's fraud occurring or has occurred in Georgia and, for that

matter, any of the other States this might go to, that we don't have a legal support in the

sense that | don't think we carefully vetted his constitutional theory, but we do - this is

unusual to say the least. And we definitely thought, nomatter what comes out of that,

the - the - institutionally this is not the Department of Justice's role.

So those were three downsides. There would also be the risk we spoke about
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earlier of stepping into controversies that it's not our place to step into.

Q And! know you're reluctant to speculate on hypotheticals. But, at the time

that you got this letter and reviewed it and decided you did not want to send it, did you

think about what the possible consequences could be if you sent a letter like that?

A I don't want to sound cavalier. But | don't think we thought this was.

something that needs, you know, hours and hours of careful study. | think it was pretty

clear to us that this was not a good idea. So

Q Did you and Mr. Donoghue have anydiscussions where you sort of played

out what the scenarios could be if you sent something like this?

A No. Idon'tthink so because, as| said,| think it was pretty straightforward

that this is nota sensible thing to do.

Q Would you be willing to speculate on what could have happened if he'd sent

a letter like this?

A Ithinkit was just obvious to us that this was not aproperthing for the

Justice Department to be doing. | mean, if you look at Rich's emai, what did -- what did

he say back here?

There is no chance | would sign this letteror anything remotely like this.

Okay. That's how I think he and | both reacted to this. = So, while there's

multiple categories of defectiveness, it wasn't one that needed, you know, a 20-page

memo to set that out. It was it was it was plain. This is not a good idea, and we

don't want to doit. So we had that conversation in kind of short order.

EE oy.

Mr. Rosen. Initially thought that would be the end of it, but | was too hopeful.

I Eco ahead.

[Discussion off the record.]
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Mr. Rosen. So where we're just checking on what the executive order in 2018

was, which was sanctions in the event of foreign interference in United States election.
That's probably the reference.

ovI

Q Mr.Rosen, just to puta finer point maybe on whatfJJfust asked you, in

your view, would sending Mr. Clarks draft letter harm the Department as an institution?

A Well I think when you -when you do things that are not your proper

institutional role, that's harmful.
Q Okay. And! want to go back to something you spoke about earlier and see

if this jogs your memory abit, but I believe you said you had a call with the President on
the 23rd or 24th when he mentioned Mr. Clark's name for the first time.

A Yes. Theath

Q Andwas that the first time you heard the President talk about Mr. Clark?
A believe so, es.

Q Okay. And! believe that you mentioned, after Christmas on the 26th, you

spoke to Mr. Clark about why the President mentioned his name.
A That wasthe purpose of my call, as alluded to. | didn't immediately

confront him. 1 didn't say, in effect: | spoke to the President. He mentioned your

name. How does he know who you are?
a okay.

A I wasnitas blunt about that. | was | was more seeing if he was going to
volunteer. ~ But, eventually, after someback and forth, he revealed the meeting he had

attended.

Q Okay. And that meeting involved Representative Perry. Is that right?
A Yes
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Q Okay. Now there has been some public reporting that there was a meeting

with multiple Members of Congress at the White House on the 21st about

election-related issues. And | think Mark Meadows, the chief of staff, confirmed that via

a tweet ultimately. Does that jog your memory at all about your conversation with

Mr. Clark and why he had been at the White House, were other Members involved?

A Not specifically. But | know - | know what you're referencing because |

remember there were multiple media account of things going on at the White House

that, while | didn't have personal knowledge of, Axios and others were reporting on Mike

Lindell and these other people being at the White House and Sidney Powell and people

with various theories. It wouldn't surprise me if that's some of the people who were.

giving the President what| regarded as the wrong information, but | don't actually know

that fora fact

So, in terms of Jeff Clark, I'd saysomethingsimilar. Maybe one of those

meetings was the one he went to. But | - | don't have a recollection of him spelling that

outtome.

Q Okay.

A Unfortunately, just ~ 1 just don't remember well enough.

Q Okay. And want to talk to you also about the December 27th call where |

believe you conferenced in Mr. Donoghue. ~ And that involved the President as well. In

Mr. Donoghue's notes, he references John Eastman and Mark Martin and has a note that

says: P trusts him.

What do you remember about that aspect of the conversation?

A Sol think that day someone had sent overto us a draft Supreme Court brief

modeled on the Texas v. Pennsylvaniacasethat the Supreme Court had rejected. And

Iwas I think Rich Donoghue and Steve Engel and | had a meeting that we were there for
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t0 address an oversight set of issues that had produced some controversy that Members

of Congress who - | won't get nto all that, other than that Mr. Meadows had asserted to

me that the thing had - that he and AG Barr had resolved it. But now AG Barr was gone,

and it wasn't resolved, and he wanted to talk to me about getting it resolved.

But at that discussion Mr. Meadows raised with us: ~ Did you guys see the

Supreme Courtbrief that was sent over?

AndI thinkwe said: Haven't read it carefully, but it doesn't look viable.

And he responded in some sense -- and, again, I'm paraphrasing, because|

don't I'm repeating the substance rather than the words was: Well, Mark Martin

and John Eastman, who are, you know, these great legal scholars, think t's great idea.

And we said: Well, you know, we'll get back to you. But preliminary take is it

has problems, that it doesn't look like a good idea to us. But we've only had it 2 hours

or something like that, you know, whatever the timeframe was, which it was relatively
brief

Q Anda that time did you know who John Eastman or Mark Martin was?

A Byreputation of sorts, | knewthat they had each been deans at law schools.

And they were not personal friendsoranything like that. But | knew what | just said,

that they were law deans.

Q Okay. Nothing related toyour official business at the Department.

A No. No.

Q Okey. Andjusttogo-

A And cansay that did not meet with eitherofthem while | wasat the

Justice Department

Q So, just to go back now to exhibit 5 and theletter that Mr. Clark drafted, at

the beginning of today you had mentioned there being internal and external suggestions
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of what the Department should do or certain actions it should take. And |think you

mentioned Jeff Clark's letter as something that may have come up through DOJ but

certainly wasn't Department activity.

A That'sright.

Q Okay. Soisit fair then to say that this was not partof the Department's

official businessatthe time?

A Yes

Q And, to your knowledge, can Jeff Clarkasthe assistant -- Acting Assistant

Attorney General for the Civil Division, can he represent the President in a personal

capacity while also maintaining his role at the Department of Justice?

A Let me just make sure | understand the question. You're saying, can he

outside of his DOJ role represent the President ina personal capacity? And I'm

trying what I'm trying to distinguish is sometimes the President or others get sued in

their individual capacity. But they have some form of governmental immunity or the.

like. And so the government can represent them as individuals. That's not what you're

getting at. You're talking about, can a - can someone who's a government employee,

You know, have like a side gig representing a private person?

Q Correct. Outside of that kind of tort context that you just mentioned, could

Jeff Clark represent the President or the President's campaign ina personal capacity, to

your knowledge?

A Sol haven't ~I haven't done a thorough or careful legal evaluation of that.

It seems — it seems unlikely. But | would - you know, when you ask mefora legal

conclusion, probably | should be cautious because | don't ~ I don't really want to I'm

here, as | alluded to earlier, to say what | saw and what | heard and what | did and so

forth. 1 haven't done a careful legal assessment is there any scenario where that's
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allowed. | would say in general that's not allowed.

Q And, to your knowledge, in the postions reflected in Mr. Clark’ drat letter,

including asking a State to convene a special legislative session to review an election

outcome, is that a position, to your knowledge, that the Department hasever taken in the

past?

A Tmsorry. Imissed part of the question. Could you say that again?

Q sure. Soone of the things that Mr. Clark's letter suggests is that the State

of Georgia convene a special session of its legislature to review the election. Is

that that type of suggestion ever something that the Department has done in the past,

to your knowledge?

A 1am not awareof that having been done in the past, and no one has called

any instance of it to my attention.

|

Mrs. Luria, | understand you might have a question, a couple questions.

Mrs. Luria. Yes. Thank you

And |just wanted to follow up on the discussion that we've been havingabouthis

letter from Mr. Clark.

You know, | wanted to ask, first, was this an anomaly while you were in this

capacity as Acting Attorney General? Were there other times that people approached

Vou with material that you thought was completely superfluous, not based on fact, and

thisis, you know, using your description from earlier that you wouldn't even consider

acting on, did that happen at other times, or was this really the one time that you can

recall this happened during your tenure?

Mr. Rosen. This was anomalous.

Mrs. Luria. Okay. So, you know, | was going to ask you, when this happened on
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other occasions, what action did you take? | mean, what action would or could you take

in your capacity, you know, against another employee at the Department of Justice, you

know, who was not acting inwhat you may have deemed the best professional capacity,

Vou know, bringing things forward and suggested that they be acted on that has no legal

basis?

Mr. Rosen. So I'mglad you raised that. ~ With officials who are presidentially

appointed with Senate confirmation, which is a very small subset of the Department, the

only ones who can remove them are the President of the United States. So the

discipline that might exist with some others is not available with regard toa

Senate-confirmed Presidential appointee.

In Mr. Clark's case, he was Senate-confirmed in his environmental division

position. So he was not removable, and even the acting assignment for the Civil Division

was a Presidential designation. Sot would have taken the President to change it.

Mrs. Luria, Okay. Well, | appreciate you clarifying that because that was

actually going to be my next line of questioning. | mean, what recourse could you have

taken in this case based off of his position? And, you know, and I really was thinking
about, you know, the hearing and discussionthat we might have during this hearing. |

was thinking about checks and balances. And Ithink one of our most basic civics lessons

is, you know, the three branches of government and checks and balances amongst those

three branches of government.

And so, in thisparticular case, you know, as the headof the Departmentof Justice,

You know, what seems to be some influence coming from the executive branch, did you

question, like, what recourse could you take had this pressure not ended? | mean,

obviously, you were in a position where the President could have potentially removed

Vou and replaced you with someone else, and that is postulated that that could have:
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been Mr. Clark.

But what was going through your mind? Or what potential courses of action

were you considering you could take, you know, had there been more pressure or had

this not ended or had Mr. Clark continued to come to you with documents ike this and

request that you act on them?

Mr. Rosen. Yeah. So two different timeframes. In the timeframe of this

Monday, December 28th meeting, Mr. Clark, as | alluded to, was not resisting his

leadership's rejectionof his proposal. So, when Rich Donoghue and I said, "We don't

want to do this," he seemed to be accepting of that. ~ So, at that point, while the idea

seemed peculiar, sometimes, you know, people have a bad idea and you tell them it's a

bad idea and they accept that and life moves on. So that's in the early phase.

In the later phase, when we get to the weekend, ll these events windupwith a

Sunday night Oval Office meeting on January 3rd. And, at the end, not the very end but

deep into near the end of that meeting, the President did announce his conclusion that,

Vou know, that he was not going to make a change of replacing me with Jeff Clark.

After that, he did say: | don't want any punishments or recriminations against

Jeff Clark. And, again, that's a paraphrase. ~ But that was the concept was he didn't

want any - any consequences to Jeff Clark.

Sol think - | can't remember exactly who. It could have been me. It could

have beensomebodyelse. But we pointed out that, witha resignation, that, well the

Presidentithe only one who can remove Mr. Clark. ~ And he indicated, the President

indicated, he didn't want to do that.

Mrs. Luria. Okay. So, from my experience | don't have a legal background.

But do have a background ofa coupleofdecades in the military. ~ And, you know, kind

of what you're explaining sounds like what we would consider, you know, in the military
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and under the criminal history is something like undue command influence. You know,

the President - and I'm goingback to the suppressionof the three branches of

government and kind of where these balances fall out.

So did you feel as though that was an inappropriate comment from the President

to the DepartmentofJustice which should be independent? And was it contraryto

what you envisioned the checks and balances could be or should be, you know, between

the executive branch and the judicial branch?

Mr. Rosen. Well, | guess let me address that two ways. As a practical matter,

once the President had decided that he wasn't going to put Jeff Clark in charge, then the

prospect that this letter orother steps were going to happen appeared to have passed.

And it was only at that point, alittle over 2 weeks, 15 days or something, 17 days until the

end of the administration. So, as a practical matter, it seemed like there wasn'ta lot of

problem dealing with 17 days, that that would be in control,

At the constitutional question that you raised, there's just the practical reality that

the President makes those appointments. So, even if he hadn't said what he did, |

wouldn't have been able to fire him. | didn't have the authorityover the Presidential

appointees. Many other Department employees, most of the other Department

employees, yes.

But 50 it 50, independent of whether the President had said let this go or not,

the constitutional role is that the President is the ane who gets to hire and fire in those

defined positions. ~ And that's, you know, above my pay grade, if|can putit that way.

Mrs. Luria, So, as I'm thinking through this, you know, the - clearly understand

the Presidential appointment, the Senate confirmation. And, you know, we've been

talking about right now we've been isolated to two of the three branches of government.

Solis there any recourse in this situation or any similar situation in any governmental
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department, for example, where there can be some level of recourse? Is there a place

for Congress?

| mean, the Senate did have to confirm this individual. ~ But the Senate can't

remove this individual. Is there a process by which you at the time as Acting Attorney

General, is there anything in the law that would allow you to then come say, because

You're being pressured by the executive branch potentially with people acting on behalf

of the executive branch, providing you superfluous ideas and documents that they want

You to act on, that you have no one to turn to essentially, and was there any thought in

Your mind of, like, what could you do on inthis circumstance?

And I know 17 days at the time probably didn't seem very long. ~ But maybe in

retrospect, looking back on it, maybe we could now see a lot could have happened in 17

days.

Mr. Rosen. Well, you raise an interesting point.

1really don't have an immediate thought about that because really talking about

constitutional law in terms of what steps could be done to alter the appointments.

process, and | think it’s an interesting question. ~ But , as sit here, | think it's just one

that deserves and need more thought than |can give it at this time.

Mrs. Luria. | understand. | completely understand that aspect.

And 50, you know, did you at any point think of making any of these conversations

public in the sense that, you know, did you feel that this information was something that

needed to be known, you know, outsideof the DepartmentofJustice?

Mr. Rosen. So, and | appreciate that. I've thought that could be an area of

interest. So let's remember the comments that the President is making are very similar

to what he's saying publicly. He's - and there - the stories or incidents that he's

repeating are anes that people are telling him and/or he's seeing on TV or whatever. So
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there's not new information there of, you know, news flash, President Trump doesn't

accept the election result. That's in the public domain, as are, as was alluded to earlier,

these meetings that Sidney Powell and Mike Lindell and whoever. Those are in the

press.

Soit didn't seem to me that this was one of these situations where disclosure

changes the situation. ~The information there was out there. ~The challenge, wel, the

obligation, for the Departmentof Justice s to do the right thing. And so that's that's

where we had our focus is, okay, how do we handle these different kinds of situations?

And, as we said at the outset, wedidn't appoint any Special Counsels. We didn't have

any press conferences. We didn't send these letters to legislatures andthe like.

And | think that - that proved to be a good course of action. ~The most serious

moment, | suppose, was that Sunday night meeting,i it had if it had gone differently.

Butas to that, there were a whole series of arguments that were presented that Sunday

night. But oneof the consequences was that, if | was removed or resigned, then a

whole lot of other people were coming with me.

Mrs. Luria, And so

Mr. Rosen. And resigned.

Mrs. Luria, Right. | understand. Iwas a litte bit curious about that particular

comment because to me it seems like, you know, that perhaps would have led the people

who wanted to ultimately achieve this goal of overturning the election, it could have

given them more ofa free path because, as you mentioned just now inyour opening

statement, the whole listof things you didn't do was based really on your good judgment,

Mr. Donoghue's good judgment. Like, we're not going to take thesespurious things and

try to give them credence and pursue them

But, once you were gone, say Mr. Donoghue was gone, a whole bunch of other
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people who had said, you know, would that circumstance have happened where you

were removed, that they would have resigned as well, you know, is the thought in that

group that just enough public attention could have been brought, enough light brought

on what was happening, that it could have actually changed or stopped something?

Mr. Rosen. Well, you know, we're dealing there in the - in the world of

hypotheticals. Right? That we don't - we don't exactly know what would have

happened. So we just -

Mrs. Luria. None of your colleagues who said that they would have resigned

under that circumstance told you they were thinking about why they would have

resigned?

Mr. Rosen. ~ So remember the way that played out, | wasn't on the call that my

colleagues had. That Sunday afternoon, Rich Donoghue and Pat Hovakimian, who was

my senior counselor at the time, convened a senior leadership call. | wasn't actually on

it. 1just got the afterwards report that all these folks are going to resign if you're not

still the Acting Attorney General tomorrow morning.

And | think the best | can really say about these things is that people were using

their best judgment about how to proceed. It's hard to know what the hypothetical

alternative would have been, | mean, because that isn't what happened. But what

happened is the way we did proceed.

Mrs. Luria, So | guess overarchingly, you know, sort of takeaway from our

exchange here is that - and | would just ask if you could confirm that my thought process

iscorrectthat there really doesn't seem to be any measure by which, if the Department

of Justice is, in fact, not acting in accordance with the law or if someone within the

Department of Justiceistrying to act, it was an appointed or confirmed official with the

Department of Justice, not in accordance with the law, there's not anything in place that
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there's any recourse against, if the President doesn't hence, you know, agree that that

person should be removed and is acting out of bounds, there's nothing in place that can

hold that person accountable or potentially stop them from taking future action? Is

that am| correct in saying that?

Mr. Rosen. | think you're correct if we mean on an urgent basis. ~ Obviously,

there's congressional oversight. There's an inspector general. There are things that

take time.

Mrs. Luria. Okay. So congressional oversight and inspector general, like in the

case of what was going on, did it ever cross your mind, with congressional oversight, did it

ever cross your mind in any way, shape, or form that, like, you have a problem, an

imbalance of power, the checks and balances is kind of failing between two branches of

government, that the third branch of government had any role or that anyone potentially

needed to be notified or made aware, not of the factthat these things are somewhat

mirroring what's happening in public comment, but of the fact you have a senior

individual acting in a more senior role within the Department, heading the Civil Division,

bringing you superfluous information andpressuringyou to take action onit like you said

in our first question, that that was not normal? Like did you feel like you wanted to do

something more? Wasthataconcern?

Mr. Rosen. Well, I'm going to saya couple of things. One is we had to make

assessments along the way. And at least myjudgment is that the assessments we made

did, in fact, work out. |take your point that, what about some future occasion or

whatever? And | think that'sa different conversation. ~ But the way it proceeded did

work out.

And, in addition, there are a lot of complicated issues, you know, that | - |

don't 1 don't mean to be in a debate posture or something. But there are - there are
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things that, as we sit here today, have been sorted out but back then would not have

been, which is the, for example, privilege questions. | have the luxury today of being

able to share conversations with the President, with the President's counsel, because the

Department of Justice on behalf of the current President and the counsel for the past

President not objecting, But there are - that didn't get resolved, I think, until late July.

50 not trying to add complexity where it doesn't exist but what I'm trying to say

there are a series of complexities that do exist. And the course we did chart did work

out. I think the point you made that | would agree with is it is extremely important in

the Senate confirmation process that, at the front end, for the Congress or in that case

the Senate, | guess, to help ensure that the people that are appointed to responsible

positions are people of principle and character.

And | think it's worth thinking about prospectively the things you're pointing to.

But | think those need more thought than I've given instructively, that | can constructively

address today.

Mrs. Luria, No. understand that those are complex issues that are perhaps

things we look at in the work of this committee and how we, you know, prevent

something like this from happening in the future.

But did want to hear your personal perspective of having been the person in the

role, if there were things that went through your mind and actions that you thought you

would have liked to have been able to take or kind of what your feeling was as you found

yourselfin that situation.~ So | appreciate your feedback and your insight into that.

Ms. Luria. And | yield back.

1 don't have any further questions, and thank you for appearing before the

committee today?

Mr. Rosen. Thank you.
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I hanks, Mrs. Luria.

How are you feeling? Do you need a break, or can youkeepgoing?
Mr. Rosen. | think | can keep going. Seeifwe can push through this topic

ovI
Q  Imoprettyclose. Let me ask you to turn to exhibit 10, which are some

handwritten notes that Mr. Donoghue took of a meeting that occurred at the White

House on the 29th of December. This gts into tle bit of what my colleague

#252575
A Right

Q  Itlooks ike this is a meeting, Mr. Rosen, between ~ that you attended with
Rich. Itsays: Cof$ which | assume means the chief of staff — Mr. Meadows, the

White House counsel. ~ And you have P.P. and P.C, Pat Cipollone and Pat Philbin, and

Steve Engel is S.E. Do you remember this meeting?
A ldo. These aren't my notes, but | agree with your construction of those.

a okay
A Because | do remember this
Q Allright. And, again, | think you said the purpose of the meeting was some

oversight matters but that the conversation strayed into some election-related things.

A That's how remember ti thatthe reason we had the meeting and the
reason Steve Engel is there is because his office assists with the principles of the

congressional oversight issues, what things are appropriately have executive branch
equities, which things, how to address those questions.

Q Yeah. So the first two names are there on thenotes[Jfffnad asked you

about, Mark Martin and John Eastman. ~ And you indicated, | think, you had familiarity
with thembutdidn't have any personalcontactwith them.
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A That's ight.

Q Do you remember anything that Mr. Meadows or others in the meeting said

about them, other than Ptrusts their view, which is indicated in Mr. Donoghue's notes?

A Just what said before.

Q Yeah.

A I think this was in the contextof that they had sent the White House.

someone | think it may have been President's assistant had sent over this draft brief to

Jeff Wall, the solicitor general, and to me and | think to Rich Donoghue, too, and | think

chief of staff was saying this thingis endorsed by these law school deans.
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(1:45 p.m]
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a okay.

And, in the notes, there's an arrow from point 4: "Original J case. U.S. does not

have standing. DOJ should talk to the Olsons (attorneys who filedsimilar case)." And

there's an arrow from that up to Martin and Eastman.

Does that also refer to the possibilty of the filing of the Supreme Court case, the.

draft complaint of which had been emailed to you?

A Again, they're not my notes, but that is how | would construe it

Q Okay. Do you remember in the meetinga discussion where you,

Mr. Donoghue, or Mr. Engel put forth the view that there was no standing to bring this

particular Supreme Court matter?

A Yes. Ithinkitwaspretty summary,but | thinkwe justsaid, "We just got it

It doesn't look viable

Q Yeah

A but, you know, we'll get back to you shortly."

a Gotit

And the notes reflect an arrow under the name John Eastman. "CP will call him."

Do you have any recollection as to anyone agreeing to call Professor Eastman in the wake

ofthis meeting?

A No cp?

Q Unless 'm misreading Mr. Donoghue's notes, it looks like "CP wil call him."

A No, I'm agreeing with you that's what it says, but I'm trying to think -

Q Yeah Whoisthat?
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A ~-whoisCP? I don't remember that. And, as sit here, CP is not

registering with me.

a Okay.

Alright. Also, in these notes, it reflectsa discussion about Arturo lio. Do

Vou remember this allegation about an Italian source having some information about

A Yeah.

Q  -avotingissue? Tell uswhatyourecall about that.

A So, until saw these notes, | didn't actually remember this coming up at that

meeting that | remember as being about the oversight issues, which | think are the

nonresponsive redactions here.

Q Yeah

A But what| remember is, somebody sentover this letter or something

claiming that this person - Ithink i's — well, | se the notes. 1 don't actually remember

if the name was Arturo D'Elio or not, but the claim was that they were in "protective

custody," was the term, in taly because they knew about some foreign interference in

our election. And that was one | was not asfamiliarwith as, you know, Georgia,

Pennsylvania, or thingsthat the U.S. attorneys had debunked. So | didn't know what

that was.

Sol see on here, on the far left, it says, "J. Demers." | can't read what Rich's note

is about, but John Demers was the head of the National Security Division.

And I think what happened after this I'm not sure ~ | don't remember this

coming up at the meeting - was Rich and | aid, "Seeif John Demers ever heard of this

Buy." This kind of fits in the approach | was telling you before. Where we don't know.

anything, we're certainly not going to do something overt, but we're - can we figure out

what this is? You know, can we quickly say t's false?
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And | don't have any recollection of whether John Demers actually knew anything.

ornot. But what | remember is, one way or another, Rich Donoghue got some

information that the so-called "protective custody” was that the person had been

convictedof a crime and was in prison in Italy, which doesn't actually fit my definition of

“protective custody.” Custody, yes, but protective, no.

And, you know, | don't want to make lightof that, but it wasn't protective custody;

it was prison.

Q Yeah.

50 do you rememberwho brought that up, that whole line of facts about this

witness who was locked up in Italy and a purported election connection?

A I'm sure there's some documents on that that would help me remember

exactly. | see these notes, this meeting at the White House, so maybe it's there. | can't

remember if we'd heard about it from someone else. You'd have to help me remember

that.

Q Yeah. Butthe conclusion, it sounds like you're saying, is this is yet another

theory debunked.

A Yes.

Q That, upon some research

A Yes.

Q it was not something the Department pursued as a credible allegation of

election fraud.

A That's right.

Q Yeah.

A Atsome point later, there's some suggestion that there's, you know, a

YouTube linkor something that's supposed to corroborate this. And that turned out to
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be, you know, almost equally farfetched.

Q At some point, Mr. Meadows actually emailed you that YouTube link, and

Mr. Donoghue's response, upon receipt: "Pure insanity." Is that the same --

A Yes. Yes. Youve reminded meof that. That's right

Q Yeah. And did that accurately characterize your reaction, as well to this

theory, that it just

A Yes

Q was pure insanity, no basis whatsoever?

A I'm going to understate. It was not corroborated.

Q Yeah. Okay.

So, laterthat day, Mr. Rosen,after this meeting, the President called you directly.

There was a phone conversation, and there's some discussion about the possibility of the

Supreme Court — this is not reflected in notes, but | believe you testified previously that

there's a followup phone call with the President himself. Do you remember that?

A Sol think Rich and | had a phone call with the President sometime on that

Tuesday.

Q Uhhh

A I'm trying to remember if the brief came up in that one or not. It wouldn't

surprise me if it did.

What | remember better was that, on Wednesday, after the Kurt Olsen incident, |

spoke to the President. | think that was just me, or Rich may have been in my office, but

1 don't think it was on the speakerphone. Some of these were on speakerphone with

me and Rich, and some, it was just me, but Rich could've been in my office.

And the way | remember it is, on Wednesday, | wound up telling the President,

“This doesn't work. ~ There's multiple problems with it. And the Department ofJustice
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is not going to be able todo it" And

Q And what was his reaction?

A Hewasaccepting of it. He didn't actually argue. |didn't know that going

into the call

Q Uh-huh.

A solhad prepared. You probably remember these notes that OLC, | guess

Steve's office, had prepared for me.

Q Right

A But the President just acquiesced.

Q Yeah. Soyou conveyed to him, "Hey, we don't have standing to file this,"

told him that explicitly, andheacquiesced.

A Yes.

a Okay.

A And tomy best recollection - I've been asked this before, is, did it come

back?

Q Yeah.

AI can't say definitively, but | don't think so. I think that was the end of it.

Q Now, there was one case in which the Department did intervene. Is that

right? | think you mentioned--

A Yeah.

Q in opening statement there was only one matter in which

A Yeah.

Q there was standing and Department did intervene. ~ And can you tell us

about that?

A Well, it didn't intervene. It was - the Vice President was the defendant.
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Q Yeah. Itwas Gohmertv. Pence

A Yeah.

So Congressman Gohmert fled a lawsuit. |think that was filed early in the week

between Christmas and New Year. Andheclaimed in the lawsuit that theVice President

had the authority- I'm going to oversimplify here, but he claimed that the Vice President

had the authority to overturn the election. ~ And | can't remember if it was he should be

directed todo so. | can't remember what the relief was. But the theory of the lawsuit

was that the Vice President had that authority.

And we took the position that Congressman Gohmert had no standing to bring any

such case and the case should be thrown out. ~ And we filed that brief, and the case was

thrown out.

Q Okay. And the reason that the DepartmentofJustice was involved in that

was because the defendant in the case was the Vice President.

A Thats right.

Q  Soyou're defending, appropriately, in your institutional role as the

Department of Justice, the sitting Vice President, who'd been sued by a Member of

Congress.

A Thats right.

Q Andthe legal argument essentially was, there's no standing, right? There's

no institutionally appropriate basis for you, Congressman Gohmert, to sue the Vice

President, and it therefore should be dismissed?

A Thats right.

Q And the judge agreed.

A Hed.

Q  Andwasthat -
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A And that was quickly, too, by the way. |think he ruled during that week.

Q Yeah. And that's the only case, theonlyelection-related matter, actual

pending litigation, in which the Departmentwas engaged throughout this periodof time.

A Tothe best of my knowledge, that's correct.

Q Right. Okay.

During this period of time, you receive a number of emails from the chief of staff

tothe President, Mr. Meadows. ~ Do you remember those emails?

A Generally.

Q Yeah. And tellus, generally, was it your view that when Mr. Meadows

passed along those emails that he was vouching for the credibility of the allegations, or,

rather, "Hey, for what its worth, here's something for you to look nto"?

A Well I think the way | can answer that is that, most of them, the email came

across and that was the end of it. He didn't call me or raise it at a meeting or anything.

So most of those were just, he sent an email, and that was the end of it

Therewas that one that we were alluding to, the "pure insanity”thing. That was

atthe end of the week. | think it was Friday, which was also New Year's Day, but

Rich Donoghue and | were working, so so a litle bit of, perhaps, frustration had built

up, just litte.

And that one he actually called me about. And so that was different than most

of them. Most of them were just, "See attached," you know, "Take a look at this." ~ But

that one, he called.

And he claimed that the person that was in the YouTube video had more

information and should be interviewed. And I said, "| don't think so." Don't want to

dothat. And he revealed that that person was working with Mr. Giuliani. ~ And Isaid,
“Well, now I'm definitely not meeting with him."
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And he said, you know, "But what if he has evidence?" I said, "If he has" and

thisis, again, paraphrased, but the thrust of this was, "What if he has important

evidence?" And | said, "If he has evidence, he can walk into any one of 55 FBI field

offices or headquarters and askto see an agent and present his evidence."

And the first call, Mr. Meadows said, "Okay, that's fine. Gott." But then he

called back. And he said that he had relayed that answer to Mr. Giuliani, who was

insulted or offended or something, and, you know, asked if | would meet with him. And

just reiterated, "No. Not happening,” you know, "This is the end of that."

Q Because you hada policy that you weren't going to meet with him or anyone

else who was associated with the President's

A Right. That was the rule of thumb that

Q Yeah

A we were working under.

Q Yeah

Tell me more about your relationship with Mr. Meadows. Did you have a good

relationship with him?

A Generally, yes.

Q Uh-huh,

A When | was previously at Transportation, he was on the Transportation

Committee --

a okay.

A the House Transportation Committee. So | had known him, not asa close

friend or anything, but | knew most of the membersof that committee.

Q Yeah. Could you compare his perspective on these election issues to

Mr. Cipollone's? Was he more or less willing to entertain them,orgave them more or
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less credibility than Mr. Cipollone?

A That's a hard one to answer, because | spoke more often with Mr. Cipollone

and probably more openly.

Q Yeah.

A Sol don't knowif I can put a qualitative assessment on that.

Q Yeah.

The role that you paint of Mr. Cipollone is as moreof a truth teller, that he's

someone who'swilling to tell the President, "Hey, no factual basis here, and that wouldn't

be appropriate.”

Would you say that Mr. Meadows was a truth teller or not, in your observation, in

termsofdiscussions withorabout the President?

A Right. Right. So,as I've said, try to respond in terms of what | saw,

heard, observed personally --

Q Yeah.

A and Mr. Cipollone was in all three of the Oval meetings that | attended

when | was Acting Attorney General. Mr. Meadows, | think, was only in one of them,

and| don't rememberwhat he said. ~ So, as| sit here right now, just trying to remember

about that, | don't have an anecdote or something factual to share on that.

You know, when |, on Sunday, called and said | needed a meeting with the.

President about the Jeff Clark situation, he immediately responded. He set it up within

minutes.

Q Uh-huh. It sounds like ~ and correct meif I'm incorrectly

characterizing that you didn't witness him, much like you did with Mr. Cipollone,

pushing back, saying no, telling the President things that disagreed with what the

President was
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A Well, what I'm saying is he wasn't even at the meetings.

Q Wasn't present

A Yeah.

Q Okay. Fairenough. Yeah

1 just have a coupleof things that | want to ask youaboutthat final meeting, the

January 3rd meeting. Again, you testified at length about it.

There was a man named Eric Herschmann present?

A Yes.

Q Tellme about him. What was his role, and what was your relationship with

him?

A Sohe was someone | met when he joined the administration. He wasn't

somebody that I'd known previously. But he was, you know, on the White House staff,

and -

Q  Isheanattomey?

A Heisanattomey. He'sa former prosecutor.

Q Uh-huh.

A But! forget what his title was.

Q Yeah. He was notin the White House Counsel's Office?

A He was not, but he had a ttle something ike "Senior Advisor to the

President” or —

a Okay.

A That may not be exactly right, but it's in the neighborhood.

Q Uh-huh

A Andl dealt with him - I've met him a small number of times, but he'd been,

You know — what's the word — congenial to deal with.
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Q Yeh

A And so he was at the Sunday night meeting. |think he had called me, that

he had heard, I'm assuming from either Mr. Cipollone or Mr. Meadows, that it was

happening, and had called me and just told me he was going to come to it.

Q Yeah. Did he say why? twas the only meeting inwhich he shows up.

A Yeah

Q Why was he there? Did he or others say?

A don't rememberexactly. But know what he said at the meeting, and

that makes me think that he had indicated something along - you know, that he had

previewed where he was coming from, which was that he thought the Department of

Justice should be left to do its work n the way thatitthinks is appropriate.

Q Yeah. He's actually quite directly critical of Mr. Clark and his credentials

during the meeting with the President. Is that right?

A Absolutely correct.

Q Calls him out, saying, "No experience. You're not qualified for this job."

A Yes

Q Said all that directly to Mr. Clark and to the President in that meeting?

A Yes

Q Okay. Soitsoundslike in the meeting everyone agrees but Mr. Clark that it

would be a terrible mistake for the President to make that change.

A That's how | remember it, vs.

Q Yeh

The one quote that | wanted to ask you about is, at some point t's reported that

the President says, “I know you, Jeff," pointing or gesturing toward you, “and you're not

going to do anything. You don't even know or agree about the election. | don't know
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Jeff Clark, but he'll do something about the election," essentially making this juxtaposition

between you represent inaction and Clark represents action. ~ So the discussion is not

just who's going to serve, but is the Department going to take action?

Is that accurate? Sort of, you and your status is tied to action versus inaction?

A I would agree with that. |think the dialogue that you recited |think s, in

substance, right. Again, | don't have a transcript, but it's consistent with how|

remember thatplayingout.

a Okay.

And, during the meeting, the lone voiceforaction orfor change is Mr. Clark.

A Correct.

Q Do youremember any argument he put forth specifically as to why he could

or should be installed and what action he would or should take as a result?

A Well, he made arguments about why the letter would be effective, that he

thought it would -- he said that it would set off multiple reactions.

Q  Sothisis theletterthat we talked about a little before

A Yes.

Q that you and Mr. Donoghue had clearly said no factual basis and --

A That'sright.

Q clearly inappropriate for the Department?

A Thatsright,

Q The letter was back, and at the meeting it's discussed that he would send

such a letter?

A Yes.

a Okay.

A And so he advocated for that.
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He also defended his own credentials against some of the attacks that were being

made. He argued that the rest of the room were being self-defeating, you know, that, if

You don't try it, you don't know what's going to happen, | think was the nature of that.

Let me think. ~ This was a very, very long meeting.

Q Yeah

A And everybody spoke at onetimeor another. Some people spoke

repeatedly. The President interjected some places. There were a few places he spoke

at greater length, but a lot of the meeting, he let other people talk.

Q Uh-huh,

A And sso I'm trying to remember the different places that Jeff Clark spoke.

Because he spoke more than once. And| have more the image, that he would get in a

debate, you know, that Rich Donoghue and he would have back-and-forth, and

Steve Engel and he would have back-and-forth, and Eric Herschmann and he would have

back-and-forth

Q Yeah.

A that thatoccurred numeroustimes.

But the overall substance was, different people in the room were saying, this is

not legally well-founded, this is not the Department's role, this letter is inappropriate.

They challenged Jeff Clark's qualifications to even be making these arguments. They

challenged both whether he was qualified to be Attorney General but also is he even

qualified to address election fraud, you know, even from his current position, let's say.

Q Uh-huh,

A And so there's ths range of issues.

Now, at more than one juncture, a numberof people do raise that, if this goes

ahead, there are going to be resignations. ~ And |think lots of people raised that. | let
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other people speak to that, for obvious reasons, that they were speaking in support of

me, soit wasn't my place to speak to. Jeff Clark didn't speak to that, but | think almost

everybody else did. | remember Pat Cipollone spoke to i, Rich Donoghue.

There was one moment where | remember Steve Engel, and Steve was explaining

why he thought it was inappropriatefor the Departmentof Justice to be sending a letter

to Georgia and that he had multiple reasons for that. ~ And he commented that, fit

went, that there would be resignations. And, again, this is in substance. | don't

remember the exact words.

And then Steve Engel, when he was saying that, the President said to him, "Well,

Steve, you've been at Justice the whole time. You wouldn't resign." And Steve -- |

remember this because t was very vivid said, "No, Mr. President. If you replace Jeff

Rosen with Jeff Clark and send this letter, | would have no choice. |would have to

resign.”

And the President looked to me, startled, and said, "Steve, you wouldn't resign."

And Engel repeated it. He said, "Mi. President, | would have no choice. | would have

to resign.”

So that was highly corroborative of what had been said byother folks.

Q Uhh,

Sothe only substantive election-related action that was discussed was the sending

of the letter? Was there also adiscussionof the special counsel or the press conference

or the Supreme Court brief, the itany of possible things that had been considered that

You mentioned in your opening statement?

A don't remember them being discussed in individual - you know, what

about the Supreme Court brief

Q Yeah.
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A —orwhatabout this? | remember ata higher level of generality, that there

are more steps. ~The focus was on the etter

Q Uhhh,

A and that the letter would produce multiple steps and would, you know, be

connected to some kinds of public statements. Because, by definition, the letter wasn't

going to stay secret.

Sol don't remember it in terms of going back to that Supreme Court brief or

something. | remember it just more, there's this one approach that says, in effect, do

nothing, and this other approach that says, start taking steps. And the debate was.

about that. And I think | agreed with your question earlier, that the approach and the

people were effectively merged.

Q Yeah

Well, | don't want to correct you, but when you say "do nothing," at this point the

Department had done a great deal already with respect to evaluating claims of election

fraud. That had already occurred

A No,that's right. "Do nothing" is a shorthand for

Q For prospectively do nothing?

A For prospectively taking steps that would be critical of the election and its

validity.

Q ise

Allright. So the President makes a decision in the meeting, basically decides, I'm

going to stay put, I'm not going to replace you, Acting Attorney General Rosen, with

Mr. Clark.

Did he explain why? Whatwas the reason, if any, he cited astowhy he stayed

put with you as the leader of the Department?
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A He was very conclusory about that. ~ He just made a declarative statement

that, all ight, we're just not going to do ths, we're not going to make a change,
something to that effect

Q Did he cite the resignations or the damage it would do to make a change?

A No,it wasn't ~ you know, in a room full of lawyers, you'll forgive me - it

wasn't like judge that said, here's my opinion, here's where | come out

Q Andhere's the reason?

A here's the four reasons. It was more declaratory. ~ You know, we'd been

there for a long time, | think 2, 2-1/2 hours at that point, something like that, andhejust

declared, okay, we're not going to make the change.

Q Without explanation? He doesn't tet to any specific factor?

A No. Aslsaid, he didn't tie it to a statement of reasons.

Q Yeah

A As! alluded to, there had been a number of fairly memorable moments

during the courseofthe discussion, so everybody there probably has their own

perspectives on which one was the key.

a Unhuh

A You know, there were several that | remember really well. Others, not so

well, because it was a very long meeting.

Q Yeh

A The Engel anecdote that just mentioned. Eric Herschmann and - he and

others, but Eric Herschmann. It was a very vivid attack on Jeff Clark's qualifications.

Q so the reasons put forth were Mr. Clark's personal lack ofqualificationsor

experience with elections; the letter to State officials, again, would not be appropriate

institutionally; and the resignations. "Hey, the Department will empty out if this has.
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occurred.”

Those are sort of the main arguments against a change, as you recall?

A Those, but there were a couple of others.

Q  Uhhuh

A Maybe they were slightly abstract, that this is not the right thing to do, this is

notin the best interest of the country.

Q  Ubhuh

A Im trying to remember some specifics.

1 mean, there was some discussion, again, that you're getting bad information,

that these episodes of alleged fraud, that people have said this, that, or the other

incident, those aren't valid. That was repetitive, to some extent, but it did come up

again.

Q  Unhuh. Yeah

A But those are certainly someofthe big ones.

Q see

After he announced his decision, did Mr. Clark continue to push, continue to argue

his case, despite the fact that the President had announced he wouldn't make a change?

A Not when the President said, look, we're just going to ~ we're not going to

make the change, when he, in effect, announced a decision.

Earlier on, there were some moments where it wasn'tclear if maybe we were

done, and so Mr. Clark did make a push then.

But he also did the opposite one time, too. 1 think, you know, you may recall in

the Senate hearing, | pointed out that, at one point, he actually said to the President, I

think it's time to call the question."

So there was some of both, you know,of
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Q Andwhat did the Presidentsaywhen he said it was time to call the

question? Did he say, "It's my decision as to when to call the question," or something

like that?

A He hada facial expression that said that.

Q "Don't tell me when it's time

A Yeah

Q  -todecide’?

A Yeah. And the discussion wound up continuingquite a fair amount after

that, too, actually.

a okay.

A But when the President announced his bottom line, i | can putitthat way, |

think Mr. Clark was accepting that the President gets to make the call.

Q Yeah

A It probably wasn't what he had thought -- what he, Jeff Clark, thought going

in. But the Presidentgetstomakethecall.

Q Yeah

And did that, Mr. Rosen, essentially end it? When | say it," | meanpushing you

allegations of alleged voter fraud or suggestions that the Department should take certain

action. | have a sense that this meeting was sort of the punctuation here, that, okay,

Department of Justice is not any longer going to be a source of relieffor the President

A Iperceive it the way you just said, that that was the end of it. And | would

say that's somewhat corroborated by: ~The President had been calling me with some

regularity in those 2 weeks, andafter January 3rd he did not,

Q Yeah. No more contact with him until the very last well, did you ever

have any more contact with the Presidentafter that meeting?
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A Ithink, generally, no, except he called,| think, on the 19th. And I think he

was calling various Cabinet officers and just saying, “Thank you for your service."

Q Yeah. see

How about Mr. Meadows? Did he continue to call you, talk with you, post- this

meeting on January 3rd about anything, inparticular about the election?

A Tomybest recollection as I'm sitting here is that he didn't talk to me about

the election but he did contact me about some other stuff

Q Yeah.

A including that oversight issue

a Gotit.

A that had not been resolved.

Q Yeah. Which I'm not - okay.

[Discussion off the record.]

Mr. Rosen. Sojusta clarification.

ovIN

a sure.

A January 6th think of as being about a riot, but | suppose if you define that

as also being about the electoral count because that was going on that day

Q see

A there was a point in the early afternoon when Mr. Meadows and

Mr. Cipollone called me.

Q Uh-huh

A And we can talk some more about that if you

Q We will, butJES is B0ing to get into that day. | appreciate the

clarification.
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1 just have a couple broad, general questions, and then I'l stop and I'l turn it over

again.

Your motivation throughout this, was it to keep your job or to prevent the misuse

of the Departmentof Justice for improper political purposes?

A Well, the latter. As I said before, it was not about me or me keeping my

job. There was only a month to go in the administration. And if there had been a

decision to have Rich Donoghue or Steve Engel or someone that | thought was very

well-qualified andof asimilar outlook, | would've said that that's fine. I'm not really the

issue.

So it was really moreabout just | felt strongly then, now - I think this about all of

government - that the people who serve the public should bedoing their utmost best to

do the right things for the right reasons

Q Uh-huh.

A to take very seriously their honoring oftheirobligations under the

Constitution and their fidelity of the rule of law. And|just looked at that as an

obligation --

Q Yeah.

A and one that | wanted to fulfill. And I felt that the people that | was

working with, with one exception, had the same perspective.

Q Yeah. Andit worked, essentially? The rule of law, in your view, with

respect to the Department of Justice, held.

A Right

Q Yeah.

1 was trying to get you before to sortofdistinguish Mr. Cipollone from

Mr. Meadows in terms of who was a truth teller.
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Who else was on the list of people, in your conversations with the President, who

were telling the truth, who were saying to him, "Hey, that's incorrect, there's no evidence

here," pushing back against someofthe theories that you were hearing from him?

A Certainly Mr. Herschmann. | only saw him at that Sunday night meeting,

but he was definitely in the category of somebody who was giving very candid and honest

advice.

Q Uh-huh. Mr.Cipollone and Mr. Philbin both

A Yes.

Q  --wereinthis category?

A Yes.

Q  Whodelse, in your observation?

A You know, this was a pretty short window of time and a pretty limited

a tis

A numberofobservations.

Q Alot happened in that short amount of time.

A Letme think about that. Who else did | even deal with or see in that

window of time?

I mean, my general observation was that the people | dealt with in the White

House Counsel's Office -- and that was my most frequent contact --

Q Uh-huh

A were people of integrity that were trying to do the right things. But I'm

trying to think of names and did they have the role that you're talking about, of needing

to speak with the President

1 don't rememberanyone otherthan Mr. Cipollone and Mr. Philbin and -

Q Yeah.
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A Mr. Herschmann as being in the sessions | was in.

Q Yeah.

How about on the other side? Not necessarily in the sessions, but names that

would come up as sources of this opposite view that said, "Hey, there's a lot of fraud, and

Department of Justice isn't doing enough"? Who were the voices, in your direct

observation or what you've heard, who were pushing those kinds of ideas to the

President?

A So some of this would be hearsay and deductionrather than --

Q Uh-huh. That's okay.

A observation. Butt just seemed to me that the people that were giving

the President what | regarded as wrong information were mostly outside of government.

‘They were people that were either affiliated with his campaign or were in some manner

purporting to be supporters. But that's where the misinformation, or, at least,

information that | did notthink was accurate, was coming from.

Within the White House or the administration, I'l give that some thought, but, as

I'm sitting here, I'm not perceiving that there are people that arelike the campaign

people saying that there's fraud.

a Gotit.

A But! have toqualify that, just in candor, that - let's just say | have a very

limited pool of observations. 1, at the Justice Department, have an important role, but|

don't have daily or hourly visibility in the White House.

Q Yeah.

How about the President himself? Was it your impression that he believed these

theories? Was he taking them seriously and giving them credibility?

A Well, as1 said,|can tell you the things he was saying, but | don't purport that
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1 can get in his head or read the mindofPresident Trump. 1 think, to some extent, those

are the kinds of things that, as you assemble the record of your own work, you're the

finder of facts as to what inferences and conclusions come out of it.

Q Yeah

1 asked you thisa tle bit before, but I'm just trying to get yoursense of whether,

during your discussions with him, he was more interested in getting to the bottom of the

allegationsor the Department saying something publicly about the fact that it was looking,

into these. Which of those goals came up more or seemed to be more important to

him?

A Imean, it's reallya variant of what I'm just saying, is, | just don't know that

could purport to get into the President's mind

Q Yeah

A can only relate what are the things he said to me in substance.

Q Yeah.

A And i've tried to do that today. But would not purport that I'm the right

person to get inside the President's mind.

Q I completely understand.

I ctme stop and turn first to Ms. Cheney and Mrs. Luria and then

around the room.

Ms. Cheney. Mr. Rosen, there were press reports at the time that you took over

that describe the President in various ways as agitated, people inside as unnerved. Is

that accurate?

Mr. Rosen, There were, yes.

Ms. Cheney. Is it accurate tht the President seemed agitated and

Mr. Rosen, Oh.
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Ms. Cheney. ~~and unnerved?

Mr. Rosen. So was aware, ina loose way, because | didn't have time to read

every media article or whatever, but sometimes people would bring tomyattention a clip

or an article or something that would indicate that the President was extremely focused

on the election as opposed to other business of government. And | think my.

conversations with him would corroborate that he was very focused on the election.

In terms of was he disturbed or the like, | can only speak to my own experience,

but, in my conversations, | don't remember him ever, you know, raising his voice or

shouting at me or being emotional in some way.

S0,as1 said, | can really only go from my own experience, but | definitely agree

that he had a focus on the electoral result.

Ms. Cheney. When you first learned that Mr. Clark had had a meeting at the

White House, did you talk to Pat Cipollone about it?

Mr. Rosen. Yes. | don't remember for sureif | called him, but | remember | had

a conversation with him about it when he and | had a lunch during the holidays. And it

was mostly social, but | had said to him along the lines of, "Did you know Jeff Clark was at

a meeting with the President at the White House last week?"

And my recollection is he was as surprised as | was, that that was news to him and

was not something that he knewofor had authorized.

Ms. Cheney. And was presumably not in the meeting, as far as you know.

Mr. Rosen. My understanding is he was not at the meeting.

Ms. Cheney. Did you have discussions with Greg Jacob?

Mr. Rosen. Let me think about that. | mean, | know Greg Jacob, but the

reason I'm pausing is, | can't remember if | spoke with him or if | just heard that Claire:

Murray or somebody at the Justice Department had spoken with him when the Gohmert
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case was filed. Because | think the Vice President's counsel had to weigh in on that and

somebody asked the Justice Department to represent him.

1 think, in theory — this is 2, you know, legal nuance - that the Vice President has

this — or you probably have heard of something -

Ms. Cheney. Shh. Shh. Shh. He's a [inaudible] of two branches.

Mr. Rosen. That's right

Sol remember there was some legal thing that had to be sorted out as to whether

the Vice President wanted the Justice Department to represent him, but the upshot was

he did.

Sol can't remember if Greg Jacob would've called me about that and just said, "I

want a meeting with the Vice President," or if | heard about that secondhand. But that's

the only thing that's coming to mind.

Ms. Cheney. Sowas there a moment or time before January 6th when you

became aware that there were these discussions going on about the Vice President's role

on January 6th?

Mr. Rosen. No. | have subsequently, in recent months, seen press accounts

about some of this. But |don'tthinkat the time | was aware of this set of issues, other

than the Gohmert case. ~ But some of the things that I've subsequently read about John

Eastman had a six-page memo and things like that, | don't - my best recollection is | was.

not aware of it at the time.

Ms. Cheney. What about, did you become awareof any meetings with Mike

Flynn or Lindell at the time, and the President?

Mr. Rosen. So think some of that was in the public reporting. That's one of

thethings | was alluding to, | think when | was answering Congresswoman Luria, that

there were media accounts out there that some of those people - | forgot about
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Mr. Flynn, but Sidney Powell, Mike Lindel - there were media accounts of these going

on.

1 wasnt present at them, and | didn't have anybody reporting to me what

happened at them, but had a just general awareness from media accounts that that has

happened.

Ms. Cheney. And did Pat Cipollone ever tell you what he thought about the

President's claims about election fraud?

Mr. Rosen. So the way you've stated that, I'm not sure. ~ Because the way the

conversations with him went more was that he was supportive of the Department's

position, you know, that "the Department should do what you think is right," "| agree the

Department should proceed the way you think best."

1 would be surprised if he didn't agree on the Department's posture that there had

not been widespread fraud, but | don't know if | can specifically remember that or not.

But | have more of this big-picture recollection that he was very supportive of the

Department and me. And | maybe I'm not sure i | assumed he agreed or he said he

agreed.

Ms. Cheney. And then mylast question: In the meeting on the 3rd, did he

speak out and say, | also will resign?

Mr. Rosen. Yes.

Ms. Cheney. And did Pat Philbin as well?

Mr. Rosen. He may have. | think Pat Cipollone recited that lots of people were

going to resign and that it would include him. And while | don't have a specific, you

know, again, word-for-word kind of recollection, if he did that the way| remember it, I'm

sure he would've included Pat Philbin, because they werevery closelyaligned.

So Pat Cipollone was one of the people who said that there would be lots of
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resignations. | remember Rich Donoghue doing that. | remember Steve Engel, and

then he personalized it. Probably others. That's what I'm saying. Pat Philbin,

probably, but | don't have as cleara recollection.

Ms. Cheney. Okay. That's it

a
_— ue

ovI:

Q Regarding what I'l call the John Eastman theory that the Vice President can

reject electors, to your knowledge, did anybody ask the Office of Legal Counsel at DOJ for

an opinion on that?
A NotthatI have any recollection of. When I'v learned about these things, |

have thought, "Gee, would that have occurred?” But | don't have any recollection of

being aware that it did.

Q As you referenced earlier, the Vice President, particularly when he's

presiding over something like a joint session of Congress, wears these two hats, some

Article |, some Article I.
Is there any reason, based on that or anything else, why OLC would not be able to

render an opinion regarding the Vice President's role?

A Is there any reason why OLC would not be able to render an opinion? |
don't know the answer to that question. | think | just have to say what | said before. |

don't have a recollection of being aware that that question went to them or that they

answered it.

Q So you talked earlier about the Department of Justice policy on

communications with the White House and Congress, which is exhibit 1. Right behind

that - actually, before | move on, otherthan Jeff Clark, are you aware of anybody at the
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Department of Justice who violated this policy with regard to the 2020 election?

A Aslsit here today, | don't remember any.

Q Right behind that memo in exhibit 1 should be another memo, this one

being a White House memo dated January 27th, 2017 —

A Right,

Q from Don McGahn. And the subject is "Communications restrictions with

personnel at the Department of Justice."

Is it fair to describe that as being sort of the other side of the coin, meaning i's

the White House's policy regarding communicationsback and forth betweentheJustice

Department and the White House?

A Yes.

Q  Andif you look at the bottom of page 1, the last sentence says, "The

President, Vice President, Counsel to the President, and Deputy Counsel to the President

are the only White House individuals who may initiate a conversation with DOJ about a

specific case or investigation."

A Iseethat.

Q Did Mark Meadows comply with that?

A So remember that, in addition to those people, they can authorize

somebody. So the Presidentor the White House Counsel can authorize somebody.

And, at some early juncture, | think | asked Pat Cipollone about Meadows and was

told that he had been authorized. | don't remember if he was authorized for just this

one thing that | was asking about or more broadly, but | have a recollection that

1+ because | had raised a concern, which is, are you guys aware Meadows, you know,

emailed me or called me orwhatever the episode was, and the response | got back was,

well, he's been authorized.
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Q Did Mr. Cipollone say who had authorized Mr. Meadows to do that?

A He may have, but, unfortunately, as sit here today, | don't remember fit

was the President or the White House Counsel

Q Presumably those would be the only ones who would have that kind of

authority?

A That would be my understanding.

Q Did Mr. Cipollone express any concern about the fact that Mr. Meadows had

that authorization?

A Noton the particular incident. He and | had some conversation about

making sure that the contacts policy was being adhered to. So think he was, again,

supportive, that he and | agreed we'd want people i the right channels.

But on that particular one that had and | wish | could remember what the

episode was, but that | had just raised as a concern, he wasn't troubled by that one.

Q Was he concerned, to your knowledge, about any of the communications

between Mr. Meadows and the Justice Department regarding the 2020 election?

A You'd probably have to ask him that, in that | don't have a detailed enough

recollection about subsequent conversations on that coming up.

Q Leaving aside Mr. Meadows, who may have had authorization pursuant to

this memo, are you aware of anybody on the White House staff who acted in violation of

this memo with regard to the 2020 election?

A Ithink that | would need documents to kind of refresh who contacted me

and when.

Q Nothing is coming to mind, as you sit here today?

A Notas sit here right now; nothing is just popping up. ~Butthe volume of

records and things that | remember looking at as | prepared for the Senate interview and
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then this one makes me think that | would need to do that to give you a good answer.

Q Ifyou think of anything later, can you have your counsel let us know?

A Yes

Q You spoke earlier about the request from Kurt Olsen and others that the

Department of Justice initiate an original action in the Supreme Court and your strongly

held view that the Justice Department would not have standing to bring such a complaint.

A That wasoneof several problems with it,butyes.

Q That was going to be my next question. Did you ever have conversations

about the merits of such a lawsuit if the Justice Department could get past the standing

issue?

A No, because, remember, this was -- we had an initial reaction, thisthing is

not viable. And then the SG's Office had said, there's multiple legal problems with this

And then | wanted to translate the multiple legal problems into some talking-points type

stuff.

So there was never a point where we said, if it weren't for standing, this would be

agood case. No, that didn't happen.

Q Do you have a view as to whether, aside from standing, such a case would

have any merit?

A Well had a view at the time that it was rife with legal problems.

Q  Inadditionto standing?

A Yes.

[Discussion held off record.)

BYI

Q  Doyou needa moment?

A Well, I'm justrecalling that - | can't rememberf this s in the earlier
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interview or not, but there's documents where the Solicitor General's Office and OLC each

prepared one-pagers for me. And so could refer you to those as some of the issues

that were problems with the document.

Q Okay. And we have at least the Steve Engel memo. I'm happy to go

through it, but if you don't really recall things beyond what's on the face of the memo, |

don't wanttotake up your time.

A Okay. Well, think the only thing|would add is, so when | called the

President, | didn't literally, you know, read the document or something. It was input to

me, and then | turned it into, "Mr. President, ths is not something we can do."

Q So, inyour SenateJudiciarytestimony -- and this is at page 158, startingat

line 12, which you can find, or | can just read it to you if you'd like.

A sure.
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[2:44 p.m]
Mr. Rosen, Sure.

ovI:

Q believe this is referringto January 3rd that Jeff Clark told you, and I'm

quoting from the transcript: The schedule had moved up and that the President had

decided to offer him -- meaning Mr. Clark —- the position, and he had decided to take it.

So that | would be replaced that Sunday, and the Department would chart a different

path, closed quote.

Is it fair to say that, by January 3rd, at least, the President had at least

preliminarily made a decision to offer the position of Acting Attorney General to Jeff

Clark?

A So this is what Jeff Clark told me, butI had not heard that from the President
or, really, anybody from the White House. So this is part of why| take the initiative and

1 say, well, I'm not going to accept that this is the message, or I'll read about it in a tweet

or somethinglike that. | called Mr. Meadows and said: | need to see the President.

fm the line is drawn now. So the sentence that you read from my earlier testimony is

accurate as to whatJeff Clark said.

Q Knowing everything you know now, but for the fact that you reached out to

Mr. Meadows and requested a meeting with the President, do you think that the

President would have gone through with his plan to appoint Jeff Clark as Acting Attorney

General?

A So this goes back, and | apologize for doing this again, but you're asking me

the hypothetical counterfactual, and | really think my role is to talk about what actually

did happen, what | saw, what | heard, where | was. ~The what would have happened,
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what — you know, what would have happened in a different world than what actually

happened, | understand the question, and | don't mean to be difficult, but|just don't

think that's my role as a factual witness.
Q But! do think you may have some facts relevant to that question. So, at

the beginning of the meeting on January 3rd, is it fair to say that the President appeared

to you to be inclined to replace you with eff Clark as Acting Attorney General?
A Well, again, | just -- | would point to what he said and with the qualifier it

‘wasn't literally the first thing, you know, as we entered the room. It was -- there was

some table setting and some initial, you know, who's who and some preliminaries, but

very, very early in the meeting, the President made these remarks that I've paraphrased.

Again, it's not an exact transcript, but where he underscored - he looked at me and he
underscored: Well, the one thing we know is you're not going to do anything. You

don't even agree that the concerns that are being presented are valid. And here is.

someone who has a different view, so why shouldn't | do that, you know? That's how
the discussion then proceeded.

| started off by explaining why | thought the course | had was the right one under

the law inaccordance with the legal merits. It was the best thing for the country and,
for those reasons, was also the right thing for him.

Q You testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee, and here I'm referring

tothe transcrip, page 112, ines 14 and 15, and, again, just read you the quote. Its
very short. You said, quote: It wasn't necessarily a very encouraging moment earlier,

closed quote. So! think you're referring there to early on in the meeting. So was it

your sense that your side seemed to be losing early on in the meeting?

A Well, | think you read the right quote. It was not an encouraging start, but

it was the right ending.
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Q 50, as you've described, there are several things that happened that appear

to have contributed to the President's decision not to replace you with Jeff Clark. ~ Those

would seem to include the fact that Jeff Clark told you about thePresident'salleged

intention to appoint him as Acting Attorney General.

A Hedidtellme. He did say that

Q The fact that you reached out to Mr. Meadows to request a meeting with

the President; the fact that you, Mr. Donoghue, Mr. Engel, Mr. Cipollone, Mr. Feldman,

and Mr. Herschmann were all opposed to appointing Jeff Clark as acting Attorney

General; the fact that, as | thinkyou said, multiple people in the meeting said that

essentially the senior leadership of the Departmentof Justice would resign if the

President went forward with replacing you as Attorney General.

Ms. Cheney. 1 think you have to say the word. I'm new at this.

Mr. Rosen. I'm wating for the -- there's a numberof clauses to this thing.

Ms. Cheney. 1 see that.

Mr. Rosen. ~ He is summarizing various things from earlier discussions about the

meeting, and I'm not actually nodding in agreement or disagreement. I'm just saying

You're summarizing. I'm following you.

oyIN

Q  Isit safe to say that there wereseveral things that happened that eventually

led to the President deciding not to remove you as Acting Attorney General?

A Ithinkit's accurate to say there was an extensive discussion that included

the elements you just walked through, and at the end of that discussion, the President

said he wasn't going to make the change.

Q And,regarding that January 3rd meeting where both the draft Jeffrey Clark

letter to the Georgia officials and the idea of replacing you as Acting Attorney General
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were discussed, you testified before the Senate that those were tied together. In what

way were those two things, meaning the draft letter from Jeff Clark and appointing Jeff

Clark as Acting Attorney General ted together?
A So think this goes back to the discussion we had with [IED that

the personnel and the approach were bound together, that it wasn't -- well, here is

maybe a simple way to say it. There was no scenario in which he got to keep me and
send a letter to Georgia because I'd resign before that happened. And, likewise, Jeff

Clark, if he had been chosen, did not indicate that he would be pleased to be the Acting.

Attorney General and take no actions with respect to the validity of the election.

Q Sol know you're reluctant to speculate on what could have happened, but

based on what Jef Clark had said to you,were you under the impression that, f Jef Clark
had been appointed Acting Attorney General, he would have sent theletter or something

like it to State officials in Georgia?

A Yesh. Idon't-I'm not speculating there. He advocated that he wanted
to do that.

Q And believe he referred to it or maybe even labeled it at some point as a

proof-of-concept letter. Is that correct?
A Yes
Q And, from that, did you take it that he wanted to senda similar letter to

other States as well?

A Yes, because | think he had said that. | don't know if he said tat the
meeting or he said that to me and Rich Donoghue i the earlier conversations. But, at
some point, | think he had said that, while Georgia was the focal, that he would think

that, as you alluded to, it's a proof of concept to do other places as well.

Q And did Jeff Clark ever indicate that if he were appointed Acting Attorney
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General, he would statepubliclythat the 2020 Presidential election was corrupt?

A Maybe not as blunt as you just said it but

Q What's the best way to describe it?

A That he advocated not just that the letter be sent but that there be public

assertions about the improprietieswith regard to the 2020 election.

Q And did Jeff Clark ever express an opinion whether, if he had been appointed

Acting Attorney General, he would have the Department of Justice file an origina action

in the Supreme Court?

AI don't remember the Supreme Court thing coming up at the Sunday night

meeting, so have to harken backto whether | commented on that ater on. ~ As sit

here right now, nothing's coming to mind, but that - that's one | might need to think

about.

Q So, regarding the President's suggestion that he might change the

Department of Justice's leadership during one of your meetings with the President,

Mr. Donoghue's notes indicated that he said something to the ~ that he, Mr. Donoghue,

said something to the effect of "fine, but that won't change the Department's position."

Do you remember him saying something along those lines?

A Yes. That--thisis in the early phase, right, where we know that Jeff at

that early phase, we were aware thatJeffClark had gone to this meeting at the Oval, but

we did not have insight that he had a different path in mind. ~ So, when the President

raised that comment that - again, 'm just paraphrasing, that Jeff - people tell me Jeff

Clark is greatorwhatever, we somewhat discounted that as in, you know, fine.

You you've met him once. But, you know, the Department's position is the

Department's position.

Q Sot’ certainly understandable that, given what Mr. Donoghue knew at the
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time, that he would think that changing the personnel would not change the

Department's position. But, knowing everything that subsequently transpired, do you

think that he was right to say that changing the personnel would not change the

Department's position?

A Well at the time when | think both Rich and said variants of that, I think

You were referencing around Sunday, December 27th timeframe, that’s what we thought.

think at the January 3rd meeting, which is ~ | was going to say i's along time later. It's

onlya week. It's aweek later. Mr. Clark has indicated, has said it so this was not

conjecture. He said he wanted to pursue a different path, including sending that etter

tothe Georgia legislators.

Q So, given everything you know today, isn't it likely that changing Acting

Attorneys General would have changed the Department's approach to matters related to

the 2020 election?

A Mr. Clark said that if he were made Acting Attorney General, he wanted to

send that letter.

Q  Soyou said earlier that the Department of Justice maintained its integrity

and maintained the rule of law.

A Right

Q Do you have any concern that, if Jeff lark had been appointed Acting

Attorney General, that the Department would not have been able to maintain the rule of

law?

A Well in terms of what | said, was talking again about what did happen, not

about the what i, if a different outcome had occurred. So the point | was making is that

the steps we took did, infact, result in the circumstance to where the Department

maintained its obligations under the Constitution and consistent with the rule of law. Is
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it possible that if there if things had gone differently, you know, of course. ~ Anything is

possible if it didn't go the way it actually did go.

EEE Con| have just a minute?

Ms. Cheney. You can, but| have another question I'm going to ask first.

EE coheed
Ms. Cheney. Do you want a break?

Mr. Brown. Yeah. We'd ike a break.

Isvc oto problem. We'll take S or 10 minutes.

Mr. Brown. Thanks. Great.

[Recess.)

IE. t's co back on the record. So we're close, promise, to finishing

with this election-related stuff. [illlhas a couple more questions to follow up on.

IEE | didn't know if Congresswoman Cheney wanted to ask anything first.

Ms. Cheney. Oh.

Just back on an issue, and | understand we are asking you to speculate, but your

request for an emergency meeting on a Sunday in the Oval Office with the President and

the fact that you had the entire leadership of the Department of Justice threaten to

resign, senior members, including White House counsel, threaten to resign, that would

only happenif you considered this to be a threat, that there was something very serious

that you needed to address. Is that right?

Mr. Rosen. Yes. Jeff Clark had told me that the President was going to replace

me that day. So! didn't knowif thatwas accurate or notor if that was just his.

perception or if that was something the President had said. But, if that wasgoing to

happen, then | wanted to speak to the President first. So that's why | requested a

meeting that very day, but it was - it hinged on what Jeff Clark told me.
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Ms. Cheney. And you said before that, if that were going to happen and you

were going to be replaced by Donoghue or Engel, that, you know, that would not have

caused you concern.

Mr. Rosen. That's right.

Ms. Cheney. So the threat here, the concern here, thefearthat drove you to ask

for this meeting was the potential for replacement by Jeff Clark. Is that accurate?

Mr. Rosen, Yes.

Ms. Cheney. Okay. That'sall.

EE oy

ovI

Q Mr. Rosen, during your tenure as Acting Attorney General of the United

States, were you involved in any discussions about the potential invocation of the 25th

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?

A Sol understand why that was an issue because,afterJanuary6th, the

next in the aftermath the next day and the next several days, people were justifiably

very upset, but | don't recall ever having had any discussions about that.

Q And, presumably, if you had had such discussions on a matter of that

magnitude, you'd remember it. Is that right?

A Itendtothink | would.

Q Did you ever have any discussions about the possible use of the Insurrection

Act?

A Notthat! recall.

Q Did you have any discussions about the potential for the President to

establish martial law?

A Notthat! recall
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EE har al have.

ovI

Q Very quickly

50, as | understand it, on December 29th, Molly Michael, the President's assistant,

emailed you a draft complaint of the original jurisdiction complaint for the Supreme

Court. Isthatright? Youremember that?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And, later that day, | believe you received a text message from a

person named Bill Olson saying that the President has instructed Kurt Olson to meet with

You aboutthiscomplaint. Is thatright?

A Gee. Can you refresh me on that?

Q Well, | guess what I'm getting to is, did Kurt Olson ultimately reach you

about this Supreme Court case?

A Yes. Yes. Myrecollection is that Kurt Olson had called all around the

Department. He called John Moran, who was then my Chief of Staff. ~ He called Jeff

Wall. He called all over the place saying he has this urgent need to talk to me, but| had

not actually agreed to talk to him or taking the meeting, and then somehow he got my

cell phone. And my best recollection is that | didn't recognize t. ~ So| picked up, and he

wasthere.

Q Okay. And, justto be clear, Kurt Olson is not a Department of Justice

employee?

A He'snot. He'snot.

Q Okay. When you spoke to Mr. Olson after picking up, did he say who his

client was, who he was representing?

A Solet me takea half step back. There's actually two calls with him.
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There's one on the Tuesday and one on the Wednesday. Well, the Wednesday is the

one we talked about some notes on earlier, the gist of which is | say: You're out of this

conversation.

He had said something to the effect that the President wants you to file this case

by noon today, and Isaid: Oh, yeah? He hasn't said that to me, and I'm not going to

have this conversation with you.

The first conversation, which is what | think you and | were talking about,I think

he initially had some small talk and then wanted to talk about the brief. And | said to

him | think he shared that he had been counsel or oneofthe counsel on Texas' lawsuit

against Pennsylvania that the Supreme Court had rejected, and that had been, as |

understood it, rejected at least in part on standing grounds. So think | said to him:

You have a standing problem. You have a standing problem, you know. | mean, you're

not going to be able to get around that.

And he was purporting at that time that he had talked to the President, but | think

Ichallenged him: Is the President your client?

And he gave evasive answers, you know: | think I've told you what I'm

doing - or, you know, something like that. So that first call ended on the — I've said

before, from my vantage point, something of a polite brush off, ike: Okay. You got

me. You say that you're helping the President do a case like the Texas case. You've

gota standing problem. See ya, you know.

And - but he tried again the next day, and that was a more contentious kind of

all.

Q Okay. Sodid he and just to clarify, did he say he's representing the

President in his personal capacity, the campaign? Did he say anything like that?

A He had said the President wants this, you know. The President wants this.
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filed. And so | was challenging him. Well, who are you, you know? The President

didn't tell me that. Who are you? And, when challenged, he would give answers like,

I've told you who I'mspeaking for or something like that. So | think he was purporting
to represent the President, but when | subsequently spoke to the Presiden, the President
didn't say, whydidn't you do what Kurt Olson asked or anything like that? Kurt Olson

did't even come up in that ~ in the call with the President.
Q Okay. Andisit fair to say that, outside of maybe the qui tam context, the

responsibility for drafting complaints on behalf of the United States is a responsibility for

the Departmentof Justice and not private attorneys?

A Ingeneral, | think that's true, particularly as to the drafting. However, in

the Supreme Court, think there is a process of consultation where sometimes when the

government is trying to decide whether to intervene in the case or take a position in the

case, there sometimes are consultations witheitherStates, if the States are affected, or

sometimes private parties. So there's nuance to this. But, as to draftinga government
brief, | think you're right.

Q And, to be clear, KurtOlson wasn't askingyou to intervene in a case. This

was on behalf of the United States origina jurisdictionof the Supreme Court, correct?
A That's right.

EE hots all.

EE Aicight. Anybody else? No?
Allright. Let's move on now to more January 6th specific stuff. My colleague,

Iccto move t Forward.
oYE—

Q just want to begin with | do have your House testimony. | reviewed it, and

1 just want to use that as a guide map for the interview. Hopefully, we can move
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through it pretty fast becauseofwhat you've already testified to.

A Great.

Q We're going to begin with the preparations for January 6th, but | wanted to

take a step back and start with the November 12th and the December 14th marches that

occurred, the Million MAGA Marches, | believe they were referred to. What was your

role at the Departmentat that time? This would be --

A For both of those, | was Deputy Attorney General.

Q And were youfamiliarwith any involvement the DOJ had in those two

rallies?

A Atavery high level in that the -- you know, demonstrations, rallies, protests

iin the district are relatively common. And so the U.S. attorney and the Department's

law enforcement components, specifically FBI and ATF and the U.S. Marshals, often are in

coordination with the police just to see are there things you need? Are there things we

have to anticipate? The U.S. attorney in particular as to those, my recollection, was the

one coordinating because if there were problems, the U.S. attorney is the one who would

prosecute any violence or vandalismor other crimes.

Q And that would be Michael Sherwin at the time

A Yes.

Q in the Districtof Columbia?

A Yes.

Q Were you aware of incidents of violence that occurred during those two

rallies?

A Yes. The--Ithinkit's the second one. There was some counter

demonstrators in what | would characterize as scuffles at hotels, one or more hotels,

between the protesters and counter protesters. | don't remember a lot of details about
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those, butI have some recollection that the U.S. attorney did bring some charges.

Q Do you rememberif a SIOC was set up for either of those rallies?

A believe there was not

Q I'm just going to move forward, then, to when the preparations began

specifically for January 6th. You said in your statement to the House committee that

formal information coordination activities among DOJ and its components, as well as local

folks, began during the week of December 28th. Is that correct?

A Yes

Q And we don't need to go through al these exhibits, of course, but exhibit 22,

which | believe you have in front of you, was an email from yourselfto Michael Sherwin --

A Uh-huh,

Q concerning specifically January 6th. ~ Do you know what prompted you to

send that

A es.

Q email at that time?

A Ido. Sol think just before Christmas, we had some awareness of another

one of these ralies. | don't remember if it was through news accounts or a tweet or

what, but there was some suggestion that people were going to come for another I

can't remember. Was it maybe *stop the steal" or something like that. ~ And so Mike

was ~ Mike Sherwin was headed out of town, but | told himover the holidays, | want to

talk. We should just make sure that all the normal things are being done, we give this

some attention, and he was in agreement with that.

So had tried to reach him, | think, on Tuesday, and| had missed him. S01asked

my assistantto ust set up a time and - 50 we could tak becausethe U.S. Attomey's

Office, as said, coordinates closely with all the police departments because they would
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prosecute in D.C. both locally and Federal charges referred by any of the police. So had

asked Mike to make sure that all appropriate coordination was underway and to let me

know if there were anyone indicating they need help, resources, whatever.

Q Let mejuststopyou there for a second. You mentioned news reports

triggered this call to Michael Sherwin.

A Uhhh,

Q Did you learn anythingin any briefing that would — that raised a concern

with you?

A No. Itwas the other way. It was that | learned there was another rally

coming, and that caused me to say | know all the folks in the Department are very

professional,and they know their jobs, but | just want to make sure this is getting some

attention for my own satisfaction that | know everybody's doing what they need to do,

so

Q Do you sorry to interrupt.

A 1didthat with Mike. Yeah. I'msorry. |did this with Mike. |also did

this with the FBI.

Q Great. And was there anything in the news reports that you were seeing.

outside of your capacity as the Attorney General at that time that raised this concern with

you?

A Nothing | could point to specific. | think that, because there had been

some confrontations or violence at the previous ones and that | wanted to make sure |

understood what kind of numbers were coming - the previous ones had not been they

had —they were sizable, but they were not tens of thousands. And so | was more

interested in what do we know about this, and let's make sure people are paying

attention.
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Q Did Michael Sherwin shareyour concern about the upcoming rally?

A Ithinkso. I mean, he was responsive. He was: | agree with you, you

know. We'll be on top of this.

Q And did you learn anything from the FBI about any potential specific concern

forthe potential for violence on January 6th?

A Well,sothese initial ones, | would characterize them as more touching base,

just making sure that other people are thinking about the issues. So talked to

somebody at the FBI. | can't remember if this is right before Christmas or after, but it

was the same thing, you know. Is everybody on top of this stuff? And | just got what

Id call a summary, yes, you know. We're aware.

Q Would your contact at the FBI beDirector Wray, or would you have reached

out to David Bowdich?

A Itcould be either, and it depended alitle bit on holiday schedules.

Q Fair enough.

A Andin what Il call this pre-December 28th, I don't have a clear recollection

whichof them it was. | think the week of - between the holidays, think Director Wray

was away, and, actually, Mike Sherwin was away, but he was doing a lot othings by

conference call, which is why | knew he was working | guess is the way I'l put it.

Director Wray is always working.

But, in that week, as | said in the House testimony, the efforts accelerated as in

this email in exhibit 22. | wanted to get Mike on the phone and just get an update, you

know: What's going to happen this week? What do we know? What - are there any

crowd estimates? That type of thing

Q believe, from the exhibits we put inyour calendar, actually, so that will be

part of the record, which goes from December 14th until | believe January 6th. ~ But one
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ofthecalendar entries is that December 30th call you had with Michael Sherwin about

January 6th. And, on that cal, do you remember - do you remember during that call

whether there was any raised concern about anything specifically, or did you end that call

feeling that preparations had begun?

A Both. I receiveda report that the preparations had begun, and he

indicated to me that there were going to be - well, a multi-agency coordination, that in

addition to hs office coordinating with the police, they were going to set up some

conference calls. And | can't rememberif t's on that Wednesday or a couple of days
later because he did wind up checking in afterwards.

But learnedthatthe Metro Police were setting up a joint operations center and

that the FBI had set up at the Washington field office a command post to enable the

police, the DOJ law enforcement agencies, and DHS andI think the Park Police to, you

know, sit side by side and have daily coordination.

Q At some point, as you said in your House testimony, the DOJ components

were activated to prepare for January 6th.

A Yes

Q Whenwas that decision made?

A Icouldn't put a day on it as sit here now, but it was, you know, within a

weekof January6th.

Q And was thata decision from the Bureau,or was it coming from yourselfor

Mr. Donoghue?

A Itwas hybrid in the sense that we, Mr. Donoghue and |, gave a general

direction that we wanted everybody to be maximally prepared to do things, but we left it

to them to implement, you know, what -- does that mean theyre going to add extra

SWAT teams or ~ the operational and tactical parts were really their responsibilty, but
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we gave general top-down direction. We wanted full preparedness.

Q And which componentswere called upon to do so?

A FBI was the main one, but also ATF -- Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms -- US.

Marshals. | think Rich Donoghue spoke with DEA, but that was very conditional because

they're less well-equipped is the way | would put it.

Q Right. So that brings us to the end of December, December 30th, and then

we go into a different phase now, the beginning of the first week of January. Is there a

call on January 3rd with the Department of Defense?

A Andothers. So we have two calls on Sunday and Monday, the 3rd and the

4th, with the Defense Department, the Homeland Security Department, Interior. |

believe Secretary Berner was on those calls and somebody from the Park Police. My

best recollection i that Robert O'Brien, the White House national security

counselor/homeland security advisor. The first day me and Rich Donoghue. The

second day| had asked David Bowdich and Mike Sherwin to join as well.

Q  Onthe first cal the January 3rd call, to start with that, who initiated that

all?

A Secretary Miller. Acting Secretary MilleofDOD.

Q Generally, what was discussed, from your memory?

A Two there were two general topics. One was that DOD -- DOD had not

been part of and I'm talking really DOD's responsibility is the National Guard. They 1

think «1 don't think | learned this until later, but as it turned out, they had not been part

of either the MPD, JOCC, nor the WFO, FBI post. So they didn't know about the

coordination activities that were going on to find how we share information and any

needs for assistance.

So they wanted to get plugged into things, and they were proposing that the FBI
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set upa SIC, a coordination center at the FBI. ~ SIOC is an acronym for I believe it's

Strategic Information and Operations Center. So they wanted to raise, | think not

knowing that there were already MPD and FB command posts, having a SIOC.

And the | think the other issue of discussion was we were - this merges a couple

of issues, but we were comparing what we knew about crowd size estimates, and think

we and maybe DHS were concerned that all contingencies be planned for where the

National Guard might be needed, and they were concerned that the National Guard

shouldbe the last line, you know. The law enforcement support for the police should

come before them. So those were the initial discussions on Sunday. They got resolved

on Monday.

Q Okay. Let me start with the two issues that you brought up. So DOD

asked fora SIOC to be set up

A Yes

Q  ~asyoujust mentioned. On January 3rd, had a decision been made that

Vou know of about whether the Bureau would set up a SIOC?

A S0,atthat point, the Bureau did not think that was necessary because they

had the Washington field office command post. They had everyone there. And they

would - their if recall correctly, their thought was they used the National Coordination

Center, the SIOC, for multicty, multiday events. And this was a local D.C. event, and so

normally they would do that out of the Washington field office. So initially they

were - the FBI was resistant to the SIOC.

Q Ultimately, a SIOC was set up.

A Yes, uh-huh.

Q  welllgetto that.

A We'll come tothat.
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Q On the second aspect of that that you mentioned, DOD was concerned

about contingency plans; they didn't want the National Guard to be used unless it was a

last

A Thats right

Q resort. Isthat right?

A Yes

Q As part of that conversation, dd they ask if DOJ was going to be the civilian

lead for the operations?

A Sothat's not reallya term that | used, but | think you may be right that they

raised it. That became something we had longer conversation about on Monday. On

Sunday, they used that pretty much as the SIOC. We want you to be the lead and to set

pa sIoC

a okay.

A And so, initially, at least the way | construed it, those were synonymous:

Are you going to run the SIOC?

Q Isee. So,inyour recollection, they used the phrase "SIOC." | just want to

point out, and | can provide them to you ifyou don't have them, Rich Donoghue’s notes

from that meeting. Do you want to look at them?

A Yeah. Idon't think I'veseen those.

Q Sure. Inthat I can hand theseover to you. This would be January 3rd at

the top.

BE Ac they in the binder?
IEE. o. didnot provide these. Sorry--

EE binder -

EEE eoing to mark that as an exhibit -
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Mr. Rosen. So one thing| should just mention just so can see which these are
is | -- there were both these multi-agency calls

oYI
a Right
A --butlalso had calls with just SecretaryMiller and myself after both Sunday

and Monday.
Q Okay.

A Sol'm going to look at this, but do you knowof the notes from the Miller call

or from the multi-agency calls?

Q This is from the multi-agency calls where Rich Donoghue was on.

Vactually only have one copy.
oy.

ovI

Q From the notes, it says ~ thisis again from what he wrote down. DOD
askedforcivilian lead for ops in D.C., asked if DOJ is willing to do that as they did in

Lafayette Square.

A onokay.
Q Doyou see that?
A do. Now that see that, that reminds me. | sid that we did not think

we were going to do things like Lafayette Square.
Q Right. So Rich has put in these notes, it says: Not prepared to do that

Is that your recollection of what your response was too?

A Yes, because I fet that they were merging some things that did't have to go
together. They were asking for coordination through a SIOC, but we already had a WFO
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command post. They wanted to make sure that that they were plugged into the

discussions other people were having. | was sympathetic to that, but the FBI didn't

thinkthe SIOC was the way to do that.

And then when they brought up they want to doit like Lafayette Square, | said:

First of al, that'sa totally different kind of situation, but that's that - no, not going to

commit to doing it ike that, you know.

Q Can you explain why? Well first, you said it was a totally different

situation. Can you expand on that?

A Well, at least the way | remember itis that Lafayette Square came up after

there had been some days of violence, one or more. I'm now blockingifit was the

second day or thethird day, but it was a situation where there had been multicity

violence, and there had already been violence in the District.

And the ~ this was going - Lafayette Square was going to be by the White House,

and had not been involved in the operational or tactical part of Lafayette Square, but my

loose understanding had been that that had been handled on an ad hoc way. It

wasn't Il cal it just standard. | could be wrong about that because | wasn't closely

involved, but | wanted to get across to the Defense Department that that's not how we

want to dothis. We want to use the conventional approach as that the police are

responsible, and we're going to provide support

Q From what you did observe during the summer of 2020, the protests that

occurred, did DOJ serve as the coordinator of the Federal agencies that responded?

A Iwould say that the circumstances varied because that was a multcity thing.

We did runa SIOC, but there were some places, Minneapolis comes to mind, where large

numbers of National Guard troops were called out by the Governor and other places like

Oregon where the Governor would not call out the National Guard, and DHS actually
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wound up with the lead. But DOJ had a support role at the courthouse with the U.S.

Marshals. So these things varied, and that was one of my concerns is so saying we're

going to do it lke Lafayette Park, that's apples and oranges

Q What occurred in D.C. during the summer, though? You said, in Portland,|

think you just said, DHS took on the lead. Was there a lead during the summer?

A See, to me, there's some semantics here, and the use of "lead" doesn't

actually help. What we really havetodefine is who'sdoing what? What are people's

rolls and responsibilities? And sothat's where we tried to move the conversation to

and is partofwhy | asked Dave Bowdich and Mike Sherwinto join the Monday call

because they're more operational.

Q  Gotit. Before we go to that Monday call, though, just to wrap up kind of

the summer aspect of it, what would you say was the role and responsibility of DOJ

during the summer in D.C.?

A There were - the thing | wasmost familiarwith,but this is not the most

germane part, was the arrests and prosecutions because | was less involved in the tactical

and the coordination among the policing part of things. So | don't have I'm not the

ideal person to kind of walk through how the stuff in the summer was all done

Q Uh-huh,

A because | was more focused on the prosecutorial aspect in the different

cities. But we did run a SIOC for an extended period of time at the FBI.

Q And, from your memory, was DOD a part of that SIOC?

A think so for at least partof the time and because the National Guard was

heavily involved in some locations.

Q And, before we move to January 4th, just want to be clear: Asof January

3rd, a SIOC was not going to be set up, but a Washington field office command post was.
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tobe set up?

A Yes, which was a coordination. _ It's information sharing.

Q Right. But there'sa significant difference between the FBI headquarters’

SI0C versus the field office's command post. Is thatfairto say?

A Notinthis context. Conceptually, at least the way it was explained to me,

is the SIOC tends to be multicity, multi-eventon pretty multiple days. But thatis when

they tend to use it versus single incidents, single city kind of thing where we use the field

office. But in this instance, the - they were really the same. They're just a way to

have people in a room so you can share information quickly and stay abreast.

Q And,at that time, the thought on January 3rd was the Washington field

office command post would suffice for January 6th?

A That that's how | understood the Bureau's preference.

Q There's obviously these kind of comparing narratives, what DOD thought

DOJ's role was, and | want to talk about that a litle bit more. But, on January 3rd, do

You know who hosted that call? You said it was initiated by Secretary Miller. Was

there anyone from the White House on that call?

A Ibelieve from memory, | -- my best recollection is that Robert O'Brien was

onthe call.

Q Apart from him, do you rememberifthere was anyone else?

A Not that| remember, but | think most of the principals did have staff with

them, so it's possible he did, and | just don't remember who it was.

Q And from DOD's review of the eventsofJanuary 6th, they believed that, as

of January 3rd, as a result of that call, the Department of Justice was designatedasthe

leadFederal agency. You're shaking your head now vigorously. If you could expand on

that.
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A So-yeah. So, remember. There'sa call onthe 3rd. There'sacallon

the th, the afternoon of the 4th, and | speak to Secretary Miller after both of those. So

the first call ends with some indeterminateness that - sorry. | dropped a piece of paper.

So the first call more surfaces the issues, and the way | remember it, and | have to

look at Rich Donoghue's notes here because | don't think I've seen these before, is -- one

request is that there be a SIOC, and the other is this general concern about the National

Guard as the last resort kind of thing.

So I have a meeting with the FBI on Monday morning. ~ That first calls a Sunday.

And I talk to them generally about the issues, and then | also ask Dave Bowdich to join me

for the second call because it's already scheduled. And | then| believe | asked Mike

Sherwin, who was back in D.C., to join as well along with me and Rich Donoghue.

So, the second call, we have very explicit conversation about who's doing what;

‘what are the roles and responsibilities that the -- so we have some discussion about the.

crowd size because there's different but similar estimates, 10- to 20,000, 10- to 30,000,

something along those lines. But discussion about we need to -- the police are reporting.

that, if it's 10- to 30,000, they have it in hand, that it's ~ they've handled that before. At

least thisis what's coming to me, and thisis what's being discussed on the call, that if it's

10-0 30,000, but if t's more than that, people have to think about the contingencies.

And DHS can provide support, the FBI and other DOJ agencies can provide some support,

but we have limited numbers of people. And, in particular, what DOJ doesn't have is

anyone, or at least any meaningful numbers, who do crowd control or street policing, that

the National Guard are the ones who have the numbers. So the way this discussion

goes

Q And I'm sorry tostop you. So this would be the January 4th discussion --

A Yes.
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Q you're discussing?

A Yes

Q So one - just anequick question before we switch to January ath. You

said, afterthe call on January 3rd, you had a direct call with Secretary Miller.

A Yeah.

Q Do you remember what was discussed on that cal, before we get to January

ath?

A Ithink he and | actually tended to see things alike, and I think that the nature

of that call I don't remember what the specifics was: It sounds like there's some

issues here that we should be able to solve, you know. Let's getwith our teams and

solve this.

Q Okay. So-sorry. Before we go into the January4th call with DOD, and

believe you had a call with Michael Sherwin before that DOD call, so we can talk about

that as well. But, at the end of January 3rd, just so I'm clear, DOD thinks that the DOJ's

been designated asa result of that

A Ifthey're saying that, | don't know why they're saying that.

Q  Butyou but that's not your understanding?

A That's not my understanding.

Q Okay. Didyouhear from anyone at the White House concerning this

so-called designation? And | understand it's semantics, but we'll adopt their

terminology.

A Notthat! recall

Q Did anyone at DOD on January 3rd inform you we learned that you were

the you've been designatedas the lead?

A No, because onthe 3rd, I had the multi-agency call and | had the call with
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Secretary Miller, and in neitherofthose had the FBI or DOJ agreed to be in any kind of

lead. We hadn't even agreed to establish the SIOC.

a Sojust-

A And

Q Sorry. One more aspect before we get to January 3rd. From DOD's

perspective, one of they had a request from Mayor Bowserfor the D.C. National Guard,

as you're aware of. One of the conditions Secretary McCarthy put forth for approving.

the request was that a lead Federal agency would be named other than -- other than

Department of Defense.

A Solhaven't heard that, but that would seem, if we put the semantics aside,

consistent with their desire to have the National Guard be the last resort rather than

earlier in the queue, let's say.

Q And, just, again, focusing on January 3rd, is it possible that the White House

had informed DOD about this "designation," in quotes, and not informed DOJ?

A Itjust didn't seem like that's how things would work. Why would the

White House be doing any designation? Again, this is a protest in the Capitol where the

three police departments are responsible for the security and crowd control, and so it

doesn't make sense to me that the White House would do anything on that.

Their main - from a legal point of view, their main authority is to enable the use

ofthe National Guard, and it's my understanding, and | don't remember if it's from what |

knew later, that the President had authorized the use of the National Guard on Sunday.

Q Sol think, and I'm paraphrasing what you're saying, but it would be unusual

for the White House to be involved in making such designations?

A Yes, with a caveat, the caveat being there's a different category of things

than demonstrations in the Capitol where there are national special security events.
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And DHS really designates those, but | think the statutory authority is the President or

DH,
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52pm]

oI

Q Correct. You're talking about the NSSE.

A Yeah, yeah, for NSSE. Now, I'm not aware of anybody having asked for this

rally tobe an NSSE. There's usually one ortwo NSSES ayear, and they're — the

inauguration was one.

Q Correct.
A Butthe rallies and protest and demonstrations, I'm not aware of any of them

having been an NSSE.

Q  Soallof hiss news to DOJ about the designation on January 3rd? And we

can moveoffthis.

A It's at least it's not the way | remember it.

Q okay.
| just want to enter this exhibit that's the January -- it's exhibit 26, which is a letter

from Secretary McCarthy to yourself.

A So, before we do that

a sue

A should |just finish getting into the January 4th stuff?
Q Yep, yes, we can jump ahead to --

A Because | think | can talk aboutthe--

Q sue

A —McCarthy letter pretty simply.

Q Yep

A Sowe had this call on the 4th. And, at my request, Dave Bowdich really
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lays out we decided that we would agree to setup a SIOC, albeit it was going to start on

Tuesdayafternoon, January Sth, and go 24/7 through January 6th, but that it was largely

wasgoing to fold in DODto theexistingcoordination discussions that had gone on, that if

they want to go to FBI headquarters and be in the SIOC and have people there, fine, but

We put on the screen, in essence | wasn't there, so I'm probably getting a litle beyond

my personal knowledge here, but — they would plug in the WFO command post

coordination activites.

Q Sowasthere anything specific that led to deciding to set up a SIOC?

A That DOD had requested it, and we decided to make that as a concession.

But, in the course of doing that - this is where | was going -- Dave Bowdich laid

outand I reinforced: Look, here's what we do, here's what we don't do, here's what we.

need other people to do.

So we start with step one, which is the Park Police are responsible for the Federal

grounds; the MPD are responsible for the city and its streets; and the Capitol Police have

the Capitol. And, of course, they're the legislative branch. So DOJ and DHS provide

support.

And Chad Wolf was on this call too, by the way, so DHS is in this, as was Interior.

So Bowdich lays out: DOJ does crime intelligence, and we share that. ~ By the

‘way, DHS does that too and they share it. So we wil do crime intelligence. We will do

information sharing. We're already doingit. That is, we will share the intelligence, and

‘we will share -- we will get people in a room together, as in the command post and then

the SIO, so that, if there's new information on crowd size,not just crime intelligence but

operational aspects of the rally, we will do information sharing.

We are always the lead on prosecution, because we're the only ones who can do

prosecutions in the District, at least the felonies,
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And so Dave Bowdich sets out, those are the three things we do.

Now, the police are the first of these. If something goes wrong,ifthe crowd size

is way different than we expect, then -- we have tactical support, DHS has some tactical

support, but we don't do crowd control and street policing. We don't have the people

todothat. We have, by and large, detectives and prosecutors. And so we were very

explicit about that

Q Okay. And sorry let me just make sure we're clear on that. This is the

January 4th 5:30 call with Department of Defense, correct?

A Yes.

Q And you said Chad Wolf was on it. Do you remember who else was on that

call from DOD?

A Somy recollections, it's the same group as the day before. It could've

varied by -- some variation, as in | added Dave Bowdich and Mike Sherwin. The DHS and

Interior people, | don't remember who were with their Cabinet officers, but Secretary

Bernhardt and Secretary Wolf were on the call. | think Robert O'Brien was on again.

And DOD Acting SecretaryMiller was on the call. But DOD had more people than the

restof us. They had, you know, a number of the military chain of command were on the

call. They probably identified them, but | don't remember who was who.

Q  Doyou remember if General Milley was on that call?

A Ithink probably, but| couldn't say for certain.

Q  Doyou remember if Kash Patel, the chief of staff for the Defense Secretary,

was there?

A Again, that would seem reasonable. But what | remember is it was just

Acting Secretary Miller and, | would say, a dozen DOD people.

Q Well, we might just take a second here. | handed your counsel the January.
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4th notes from Rich Donoghue, which, in essence, describes exactlywhat you just stated,

that Mr. Bowdich had outlined four buckets of, kind of, aspects for January 6th: intel,

command posts, and investigations. Is that

A Investigations and prosecutions, yeah.

Q Investigations and prosecutions.

Andis it fair to say DOJ agreed that you would take the lead on three of those

buckets, meaning intel, command posts, and prosecutions?

A Yes.

Q  Butnot the street.

A Correct. We would not be responsible for crowd control o street policing.

And if there were contingencies - nobody knew at that point exactly what they were,

ight? There could be violence at the Ellipse. There could be violence at the

Capitol that we and DHS could provide some tactical support. ~ But f the

numbers - and, at the time, we were thinking numbers. We weren't thinking about

what actually happened, necessarily, but just - then the National Guard has to be

available.

And DOD's posture was, okay, we get that, but National Guard should be last

resort. And nobody was really fighting that. It was more just, okay, so let's plug DOD,

through the SIOC, into the coordination mechanisms, and then let's understand people's

roles and responsibilities.

And we're all ina support function, because the police, in their respective

jurisdictions, are the front line. Everyone else is support and assistance. But DOD has

much larger numbers, if it comes to it.

And so | never -1 don't recall, at least - and I hope the notes corroborate this - 1

don't recall ever agreeing or saying we're the lead agency, because that obfuscates. |
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think Dave Bowdich and | were making the point, what are everyone's roles and

responsibilities, so everyone can dotheir jobs? And so that's how we approached it.

And, you know, as| said at the top of thewhole thing -

Q Uh-huh

A --Ithink, while DOJ was in a support role that day, we did what we were

supposed todo. We had prepared and we supplied assistance to restore orderatthe

Capitol - not exclusively. MPD and DHS and, you know, lots of people sent help, but we

did our part.

Q Do you rememberifDOD again brought up the role of the Department of

Justiceduring the summer in that call, on the January 4th call?

Aldon. Dothe notes suggestit? |don't remember that.

Q Mr. Donoghue's notes reflect a breakdown of DOJ's components, if you want

to take a minute and look at that.

A Canyou point mea little bit to

Q Sure. I¥'satthe bottom. It says -- the right-hand - Mr. Donoghue's

handwriting is a lttle bit confusing here, but it says, "Summer," and then it breaks down:

500 Park Police, 160 - 600 Capitol Police, 475 -- hopefully we're lookingat the same

notes. Do

A Yeah.

Q  -yousee that?

A Yeah, I don't know what that is. Is that "Chairman"?

Q  Itthen goes on to say, "8,000 available in NCR."

And then Mr. Donoghue's notes says, "... therefore, should be plenty of forces

available without using Federal military troops."

Do you remember that discussion?
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A Sol don't remember the numbers, but | do remember the discussion that

the National Guard should be the last resort, because the police have plenty of people,

Vou guys at DHS and DOJ should be able to supply people, and since the crowd estimate is

10,000 to 30,000, it just shouldn't have to get to DOD.

1 did push back on that, as in, | don't disagree with the principle - the military is

certainly not the first resort in a domestic violence -- but that we had to prepare for

contingencies. What fit didn't all go according to script, you know, the way the first

two had gone, in a fairly conventionalway? A litle bit of street violence, or violence at

a hotel, if | remember correctly. But, look, the what-ifs, then the people that have the

big numbers are the National Guard.

Q And what was the response to -

A Sothe way | remember that is what I'd call a grudging "you have a point, but

we shouldn't get there, you know, we shouldn't need to get there" kind of thing.

And when | spoke to Secretary Miller afterwards, he -- as | aid, he and tended to

see eye-to-eye pretty well, and Ithink he was appreciative that we had agreed to do the

SI0C and plug them into the information sharing. ~ And he agreed with me that they

should think through the contingencies. ~ So he was supportive of that and said, basically,

Vou know, we understand.

Now, what the contingencies were, of course, is hard to foretell. But the one |

was most concerned about, which turned out actually not to be the issue, was, what if

there's 10 times as many people as the estimates, or something like that.

So he said, you've raised good points -- you know, again, I'm paraphrasing. |

can'tsay these are quotes. But | think we had what | perceived as agreement. We get

what everyone's roles and responsibilities are. We do agree the National Guard's not

the first line of call. Butifthere's contingencies, everybody's got to do their part.
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Q And did you feel, at the end of that January 3rd interagency call, your direct

call with Secretary Miller, then the January4th interagency call, and your direct call with

Secretary Miller, that DOJ and DOD were on the same page going into January 6th?
A Idid. Idid. |thought we had had constructive conversations and had

reached an understanding along the lines | said, that we're in support roles to the police,

but, in the support roles, here's what DOJ does, here's whatother people have to do,
here's dealing with contingencies.

Q You wanted to talk about exhibit 26, the letter from Secretary McCarthy.

A Yeah.

Q just understandthis to be the -- well, what did you understand this to be, as

far as why Secretary McCarthy
A Yeah. Sol brought along -- because | thought this was going to come

up -- Executive Order 11485. | can pass that over to you.

Q sure. Thankyou.
A Sothere'sa 1969 executive order. You know, back in the late '60s, the

National Guard did wind up being used for some riot control. And there was an

executive order putin. It actually replaced an earlier one from the early 60s,butthis
one from 1969 has been in effect ever since.

And it sets out that the Secretary of Defense is authorized and directed to

supervise, administer, and control the Army National Guard and Air National Guard for
uses in civilian disturbances.

But there is a section that calls for the Attorney General to be able to advise the

President about the legal alternatives and if there's any impediments to using the

National Guard.
So there'sa longstanding practice -- and this is really moreof an OLC issue than
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mine.

Q Uh-huh.

A I'd somewhat forgot about this until documents refreshed me.

So, when the Army is going to use the National Guard, they send over a

letter -- and you'll notice the last paragraph of the letter says, "My contact is Amy Luyster,

Office of General Counsel, Department of the Army." They send over a etter that goes
to DOJ's OLC to see if there are any legal impediments. So it's OLC just checking off that

there is not going to be some illegality to the proposed useof the National Guard, so the

President could be told of that before he authorizes it.

So this -- my best recollection, | don't think | even saw this January 4th letter. |

think it probably, whenit came in, got directly routed over to OLC.

Q Uh-huh.

A Ithink | heard about it later, because | think OLC advised that the proposed

use was fine. It was going to be using 340 Guard to dotraffic control. ~ And, at some

point, OLC came back to me with a draft letter saying we need to document for the file

that we had given this advice that it's okay.

Q Right

A Sol think that's -- that's what | think, at least, as they were marked

previously, | guess, exhibit 26 and 27 --

Q Right

A are just compliance with this Executive Order 11485. They don't have

real significance, in my opinion.

There's certainly nothing about them that would suggest the FBI or the Justice

Department is responsible for deploying military personnel, right? Is there any world in

which the Defense Department would say lawyers at the Justice Department get to
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supersede or direct the chain of command in the Defense Department, in the military?

It doesn't even make sense.

Q So, just to close out this letter, it's based upon what you just said, the

Executive Order 11485. You were not sent this letter, in your opinion, because DOJ was

deemed the lead Federal agency on January 6th.

A Correct

Q Okay.

And, again, exhibit 27 is your January 12th response, which, as you say, probably

got sentto OLC. And then you responded afterwards.

A That's how | had perceived this, as best | can recall.

EE Gcfore we kind of move on to January 6th, really | just have

‘onetopic to hit on the Sth--is there anything about the DOD calls?

Ms. Cheney?

Anyone?

I

Q Let mejust go back to exhibit 23 in yourbinder just to clarify some things

here.

A Okay.

Q Exhibit 23 is an email from[J to Rich Donoghue. Again, you're not

on these emails. I'm not spending much timeatal on this but it goes to your point

about the crowd estimates. And as of January 4th at 12:21, at least, it indicates there

was no current plans fora SIOC.

A That'sright. That's consistent with what | said.

Q Then-

A Ande
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Q  Goahead.

A Canljust finish out from the prior?

Q Ofcourse. Sorry.

A Ido want to emphasize that, in someways — because I've seen a litle bit of

this back-and-forth about "lead agency” - I think that's a semantic thing that is confusing

rather than helpful, in two ways.

It's the way I talked about, that what really matters is what are the roles and

responsibilities and do people fulfil them. And as|maintained in my May hearing,

think that, while DOJ was in a support rol, it fulfilled its functions.

But think i’ also distracts from the underlying issue, which is, what difference

does it make whether you use that label ornot? ~The Capitol Police, who are responsible

for securing the Capitol, had been unable to provide it, and the rioters were getting into

the building. So, at that point, everyone has a responsibilty to help. ~ And the issue is,

are they helping?

And so, does it mean anything if DHS has sent up Secret Service agents and ICE

agents and Federal Protective Service and DOJ has sent ATF and FBI and U.S. Marshals?

What matters is whattheyre doing and are they doing it effectively, not is DHS the lead,

is DOJ the lead.

1 just feel that that's a semantic distraction from the fact that the real problem

here is that the security at the Capitol that the police were supposed to provide - for

whatever reason, they weren't able to provide that security, and then a response was

needed.

Q appreciate you expanding on that, because it i an issue that goesback and

forth on it.

And, in your mind
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Mr. Brown. Can | pause for a second?

I sue

Mr. Brown, This really important for us. We're happy totake as much
time —1 do not want you to rush through this and miss the argument because we were

rushingthrough it. If we need to come back, if we need to stay longer, we'll stay longer

tonight, We don't want you to rush through this at all, because it's really important.

ME. | appreciate that. | think that, once weget to January 6th, it

will probably be 30 minutes.

Mr. Brown, Okay. Great.

ME 50 we're seeing the light at the endof the tunnel.
Mr. Brown. Okay. Thank you.

MEE you're good. Do you want to take pause now, or

Mr. Brown. No, no, no, but --

EEE Okay.

Mr. Brown. just don't rush through it, because it's better for people to hear it

than not.
EEN. No, | appreciate that.

Mr. Rosen. Okay. So you were talking about the documents that had indicated

that,as of — | guess it's - early in the day, DHS had sent this memo that said no SIOC

contemplated.

Mr. Rosen, And then I'm sure Director Bowdich, later in the day, changed that.

ovIN

Q Correct. Andyou had mentioned that setting up the SIOC was as a result of

DOD asking for it. Were there any additional factors that you know of that led to setting.
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up the sioc?

A Well, as! say, just that| think Rich Donoghue and talked with the FBI

leadership about it, and they were amenable as long as it was kind of understood this

isn'ta multi-cty, multi-day thing, but we could make it work

Q So, as far as you knew, was there any available intelligence or threat

information that led to setting up a SIOC?

A That's nottheway | remember it. The way | remember t, it was partly an

accommodation of DOD and partly that, as a practical matter, it could be done just

consistent with what was already being done.

Q Understood.

xibit 24 is 3 202 emi rrJRwho's th chief of Counterterrorism to
Mr. Donoghue and Mr. Sherwin

A Yeah, let me just clarify one thing there, because you might wonder why

|

Q Uhhh

A [Else to be on my direct staff. He had been in ODAG. And he had

previously worked on some SIOC-type issues and some coordination with FBI. So |

think | would estimate it was probably Rich, but someone inour office said, lets see if

I: ilable to help out because it's the holiday season and not everybody's here.

Q Are you familiar with this reporting? This exhibit includes information

received from a nonprofit group called the SITE Intelligence Group

Now, | certainly — | know you're not on this email. | think the larger question is:

What did you, in your position, know about any online reports or open sources about the

threat to the Capitol?

And let me just say, this particular email, it called for: ~ Online forum is
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threatening attacks on Democrat and Republican politicians. There's calls to occupy

Federal buildings, and there's calls to invade the Capitol Building.

This is specifically on January 4th as part of the threat assessment.

Were you aware of this on January 4th?

A I don't remember ever having seen this email.

And, in terms of the threat assessment, | received some updates from the FBI that

Monday morning and on Wednesday. | don't remember this document or this set of

information being init. | have more ofa recollection about what I'l characterize as the

robustness of their efforts to look for information and that they were sharing it through

the command post and then, later, the SIOC.

Q Can you explain what you meanbythe robust efforts they were taking?

A That they had put, you know, significant resources, number of people, and

effortintoit.

Q Just toclarify, the FBI had put significant resources into the intelligence

gathering or to

A Yes.

a okay.

A Yes. That's my best recollection, that they reported that they were putting.

resources into that, because that was an area that we could be helpful and supportive of

the police, as to what are we seeing or hearing.

I'lletyouask the next question. | have some thoughts about this in the big

picture, but l let youask the questions.

Q What are your thoughts about the big-picture threat assessment going into

January 6th?

A Ifeel that, while | totally understand why this committee and others want to
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understand the detailed picture, there's really two aspects that, for me, stand out.

On the one hand, the risk of violence is almost common sense. ~ There's reports

thata lot of people are coming toa rally who are unhappy about the election. ~ And it

may not betotallyclear if they're going to get violentornot at the Ellipse, at the Capital,

or somewhere else, but the need for the police agencies and others, but especially the

frontline crowd control, to prepare doesn't really turn on how detailed the crime

warnings are, that this is kind of obvious, on the one hand.

And then, on the other hand, especially in light of things I've seen subsequently.

from the Capitol Police inspector general and others, there were specific warnings of

threats that were available to the Capitol Police. And the FBI, my understanding 1

didn't know this before January 6th, but subsequently - did share a report from the

Norfolk Field Office three different ways

Soit's both ways. It was common sense that they should be prepared because

there was threats of crowds and violence in the atmosphere and there was specifics.

So, from my vantage point, while | certainly, as | say, understand the reason that

the committees want to understand each step of the process, the big picture is what |

said: Common sense says they needed to prepare, and there were specific warnings.

that were provided, according to the Capitol Police inspector general and others, to the

Capitol Police. And that's the bottom line.

Q What responsibility do you think there was in terms of the threat assessment

being issued? Would that have made a difference, in your perception?

A Particularly given my point one before, you could deduce that | don't see

why that's any kind of game changer.

Q  Sowhat'syour response to Chief Sund, who testified that intelligence drives

the preparation, and they didn't have the intelligence for them to prepare differently?
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That'sa paraphrase.

A Well, that's point two, which is, the Capitol Police inspector general says

they had lots of intelligence warnings.

And can't speak for the Bureau on the granularity of what they saw and what

they assessed. | do know Director Wray and Assistant Director Sanborn have addressed

that. And, again, | do understand why it's desirable to piece together who did what

when. | don't take exception to that in any way.

Q Uh-huh.

A I'mijust saying, from where Isit, the bottom line is, some risk was obvious,

and some specific threat warnings were actually in the possession of the Capitol Police.

So the effort to get into the adequacy of the crime intelligence strikes me as a bit ofa red

herring.

Q Onthe January 4th call or atanytime inyour conversations with Secretary

Miller, did he express any concern aboutparticular groups arriving on January 6th? The

Proud Boys or Boogaloo Bois?

A No,Idon't recall that,

1 do recall that Mike Sherwin, the acting U.S. attorney, told me that one of |

thinkthe leader of the ~I think it's the Proud Boys - had come to the District but been

arrested on January 4th and that that had gone right into the courthouse, and judge had

issued an order requiring him to leave the District, which | think happened.

Q Exhibit 28s draft statement from the Department that was not released.

And, in that statement, it says ~~ do you have that in front of you?

A ldo.

Q we anticipate the protests to be peaceful.

A Yeah, | remember this one. We did not actually put out a statement. |
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think there was, as the document reflects, some back-and-forth and some editing. And |

think the ultimate conclusion was, what's the objective we're trying -- was a question:

What's the objective we're trying to achieve, and are we really positioned to achieve it by

a release like this?

So the decision was not to send one out, because the objective was not

‘well-defined and the sufficiency of the support for things to achieve the objective wasn't

there.

Q was

A It's my recollection that this didn't go out.

Q Right. Would it have been accurate to say that we, DOJ, anticipate the

protests to be peaceful, based upon everything you all knewat this point, going back to

your intelligence?

A What! would say is, | think that there was some thought that by -- when we

anticipate and expect, | don'tthink that'sa report on the intelligence. |think that, as a

draft, was a way of saying, “You people that are coming, this is what we expect of you."

Q Uh-huh,

A But,asa tool to get them to realize that and salute and say, "Yep, you said it,

we'll do it" there was nota lot of belief that that was how things would work. So, as |

said, this one didn't go out.

Q Exhibit 29 isaletter from Mayor Bowser to yourself, Secretary Miller, and

Secretary McCarthy.

A Yes.

Q And thiswasdated JanuarySth

Now, in this letter, it's very explicit. She states in the bottom paragraph, "To be

clear, the District of Columbia is not requesting other Federal law enforcement personnel
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and discourages any additional deployment without immediate notification to, and

consultation with, MPD if such plans are underway."

A Yes

Q  Atthat point, were there plans for the DOJ tactical unit components, rather,

to be prepositioned, at you stated in your House testimony?

A Ithink the answer to is that yes, but let me provide the context.

Sol remember this letter, and |think we regarded it as just corroborative of the

reports that the various police departments felt that, with the crowd estimates what they

were, that they had seen ralies and demonstrations like that before. So| think we

viewed this as corroborative that they feel they have it in hand.

That doesn't mean that we shouldn't have our own contingency planning. So we

did have those tactical teams available. They were not policing the streets. They were

not doing crowd control. They were not - | don't think it was inconsistent with the

mayor's request here, actually.

I think t and, if| recall, with the exception of the SWAT teams at the FBI

headquarters, | think they were prepositioned in Virginia, for the most part. Could be

exceptions to that. The FB Director and ATF Director and the like would have more

granularity than | do, buta loose recollection.

Sol think the context is, you know, if there are bombs, we should be prepared to

deal with bomb squads. If there's hostages, we should be prepared to have the FB

Hostage Rescue Team on standby in Quantico, as we did.

Q Sot did not impact DOJ's preparations in any way.

A No,I don't think it impacted the preparations, but, as | say, | think t was

corroborativethat the - in this case, the MPD, but that the police departments felt that

they would have it under control.
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Q And, in her letter, she references the Park Police, the Capitol Police, MPD,

Secret Service. Was there a point of contact from DOJ to eachof those agencies?

A That's a level of specificity beyond my recollection. But what | would say is,

we had people at the MPD's Joint Operations Center. ~ They had people from MPD at the

FBI's Washington Field Office command post. ~The U.S. attorney has convened multiple

phone calls and has people talking to the MPD every single day. So, while | can't name

who's each other's contact by name, | think that there have been ongoing efforts to have

everybody talking to everybody.

IE. econ cither take a pause noworwe canstartwith January

6th.

Mr. Rosen. Yeah, let's keep going.

Mr. Brown. Nah, lets take a break.

Mr. Rosen. Okay. Sounds like we're taking a break. ~ Great.

Recess.)

IE el 50 back onthe record.

ovIN

QI think where we ended was the end of January 5th. So we can start with

January 6th, the morning of.

A Okay.

Q So you said you had abriefing that morning?

A Yes. Imetwith the FBI leadership,

Q  Andwas that in person or was it -

A Itwasin person.

Q What was the, you know, assessment going into the day of this?

A So, the day before, the Sth, there had been crowds, there had been what ll
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call mini-ralles that day. There had been some, and those had been, at least as it was

reported to me, basically incident.free. So that was a hopeful note. Nota reason to

letthe guard down or anything, but just nothing bad had happened on Tuesday.

And then, on Wednesday, it was more of a situational update: We've got

everybody ready. We're going to hope for the best, preparefor the worst.

Q  Andithink that's

A And, you know,I say that in hindsight, of course. | don't think anybody

contemplated exactly, you know, how bad that afternoon turned out to be.

Q Why don't we juststartwith when you frst and | know this s aid outa bit

in your House testimony, about when you first became concerned about the events that

were going on.

1 know Mr. Trump's speech started about 1 o'clock. Is that right? Did you

watch Mr. Trump's speech?

A Ididn't. |called Us.AttorneyMike Sherwin while it was going on, and |

turned it on at that point just so that | could see the crowd size. So| didn't actually

watch the whole speech, but | saw a segment of it probably near the end. Because,

while it was on, called Mike Sherwin.

He was actually in the vicinity, monitoring, himself, | think with some of his own

folks. And, as| said in the May hearing, he reported that the crowd size appeared,

visually, to be either at the low end or even below the lowend of the estimate. But, of

course, it's just the Elipse; it’s not the whole day yet.

Q When you were listening to the end of Mr. Trump's speech, were you

concerned about anything that you were hearing at that time?

A Sothat's why | was saying, | had the picture on, but 1 was on the phone, so |

wasn't really listening to the content at the time.
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Q  Wasthat-

A You know, | was reall focused atthe time, for whatever, on: Is there

violence? How bigs the crowd? Is there disruption? Is it unruly? You know, that

kind of thing.

Q It sounded at that time - | know Mr. Trump's speech went on for about 70

minutes. So do youthink you - can you estimate when you talked to Mr. Sherwin?

A One of the exhibits are some notes | made after the fact of some of my

phone calls.

Q Oh, great. Wecan startwith those.

A That's exhibit 40. Sol guess Il just tell youwhat this is, and then we can

look at the call to Sherwin.

Q  Unhuh

A But sometime shorty after January 6th, | believe that the DOJ Government

Affairs advised us that there were requests for | think it was records ora briefing or

something about the day. So this is my handwriting. | just puttogether quickly a ist.

1 don't think it’s a comprehensive lst, but it's what | could put together quickly.

a or

A Ofthe phone calls that | had that day.
Q  Soifwe could just kind of go through them with your handwriting.

Soit says 1055

A Yeah. So10:55, that's a call with Pat Cipollone. And it looks like there

was a followup 6 minutes later. | don't actually remember much about that one.

Q Do you knowif Mir. Cipollone called youordid you reach out to him?

A don't actually remember. Like, thi call doesn‘ stick with me. tis in the
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notes, but| don't remember what that was about. It might not have — well I shouldn't

even speculate.

Q The third ine there, can you tell uswhat that says?

A Tried Sherwin at the Ellipse 12:40, 1:09. And then | got him at 1:17.

Q Now, the 1:17 call sounds likeitwas duringMr. Trump's speech.

A Yes

Q  Andit sounded like, at the end of that call — and you tell me - you weren't

100 concerned because there wasn't a negative report from Mr. Sherwin at that time.

A Right. Right. mean, think we knew it was, you know, the first quarter;

the game wasn't over, if you want to think of it that way. It was early, but at least the

inital report was: ~ Crowd size doesn't appear to be unexpected, and the conduct so far

is okay.

Q  Sothen have you a 2:33 call with Sherwin?

A Yes

Q Hadanything changed at that point?

A Yeah. Imean,at that point, | think the Capitol has been breached. And |

think we're talking about, does he know what's going on, that | see some things - Istil

have theTV on at that point. And a lot of people have come into my office, and my

office is turning into, you know, a mini command post of its own.

Q Uhuh. And who was in your office at that time?

A Rich Donoghuefor sure, and then there were a bunch of people that were

coming in and out, and | think Marc Raimond, whose job was public affairs but had just

volunteered to help man the phones and things

I'm trying to remember. Because this was a day when | think remote work was

maybe encouraged — | don't remember exactly — that attendance at the
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building people were working, but attendance at the building was less than an ordinary.

Wednesday. So there were some people who had come up and just volunteered to help

out.

But then there were people coming into my office, sometimes handing me a

phone, you know, saying, someone wants to talk to you, and they couldn't get you, they
called me, and I told them I'd come get you. Which is part of why this phone lst isn't

comprehensive. But it was an effort by me to take down the ones | could remember or

saw inmy call lst.

Q So, at 2:33, when you called Michael Sherwin, was he stil at the Ellipse?

A No. Ithink he had walked up Pennsylvania Avenue and was | don't think

he was in the Capitol, but think he was on Pennsylvania Avenue, near the Capitol.

Q And

A Or, meant Constitution Avenue.

Q The 2:39 entry, can youread that?

A That's "Moran with Schumer." So John Moran is at this point my chief of

staff, and he calls me to say he’s going to patch through to Senator Schumer.

Q And was it just Senator Schumer on the phone, or were there other

Members?

A Ican't exactly remember. | remember that the thrust of this was Senator

Schumer saying, "Do you know what's going on up here? Can you help?" and me just

reporting that, at this point, we're sending people asquickas we can.

Q Letsgotothe 2:43entry.

A letmesee. That's"Donoghue at IOC."

a okay.

A S0you may remember, in my written testimony, Rich Donoghue had been in
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my office, and then he and | had planned to goover to the SIOC, but I couldn't get out.

‘There's calls coming in, and there's people trying to grab me. AndI said, Rich, why don't

You go overtothe SIOC, and I'll catchupas soon as | can. So he wentoverthere, and

then we spoke about his update from over there.

Q Just to goback to Senator Schumer's call, how would you describe the tone

of that call?

A Unhappy?

Q And before we, kind of, talk about the time after that, | just want to ask you

about - this would be exhibit 32. And this is ~ you mentioned Marc Raimondi was.

present at your office.

A Yeah.

Q He's the press person.

A Yes.

Q And I'm just hoping you can clarify what he's saying here.

‘This is an email to you that says, "We are receiving several requests on what the

Federal response is. The Capitol Police have said they have asked for MPD and Federal

assistance. Thus far| have been referring media to the Capitol Police and MPD. If we

are going to have a more engaged posture, we should consider what we will say about it

or who we want to designate our DOJentitythat we can speak on behalf of."

So it seems at that point, at 2:37, that there was not a DOJ presence or activation

towardsthe Capitol. Canyou clarify?

A Yeah. There was an activation. And, in fact, ATF had —first, they had sent

people to address the bomb threat at the -- | can't remember if it was the RNC or the DNC

or both, because | think there were bomb threats at both, but | forget which one had

caused ATF to send people over.
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And then they initially redeployed some of them to the Capitol but then sent out

more people. And, atleast the way it was reported to me - and this may not have

been, you know, contemporaneous at 2:37. | don't think| knew this at 2:37. But

later became aware that they had -- they reported that they had had large numbers at

the Capitol by about 2:40. It wasn't, maybe, allof the people

Q Uh-huh

A they ultimately sent, but it was —the characterization that | got was large

numbers.

Q And those were the ATF agents who had responded to the pipe bombs but

then went --

A No. Some of those were that, but then they sent more. ~ So they got

larger numbers by 2:40.

Q Andthenif you look at the next -

A And can ljust~

a ohsorry.

A So, when Marc's raising this, he doesn't actually know what's already

happened. AndIthinkthis is what triggers him to come spend the better part of the

afternoon with me, actually. Marc's a very good press person, but we probably had

made a mistake of not keeping him sufficiently in the loop before this. So he does

come, and he ultimately spends the bulk of afternoon with me.

So what | would just say on this is, he's reporting that he's getting requests, but he

doesn't know what he's supposed to say.

Q Apart from ATF, though, the other prepositioned units that you spoke

about

A Uh-huh.
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Q were they told to head to the Capitol at that time?

A Generally, yes.

Ithink this thing went in a coupleofstages. | think Rich Donoghue and | initially

said, let's tell the components you know, the Bureau, ATF, and the Marshals - get help.

Not get help of this person or this unit, but ust get help. And then they respond. And

then Rich, in particular, is following up, of course, with some more specificsofwho's

doing what, because he goesover to the SIOC initially.

And so we rely on the leadership of the components to knowwhatthey're doing,

of course, but we'd like to get some feedback of what are they doing. ~ So that becomes

an iterative process. | think theinitialthing was just, tell them to provide help.

Q Gotcha.

So, just going back to your call log, then, at 2:43, you speak to Mr. Donoghue,

Who's at the SIOC. Was there any sense from thatconversation that he would be going.

towards the Capitol?

A Notyet.

a Okay.

A Ithink that probably comes up, you know, 15, 20 minutes later.

Q The 2:57 entry, who's that?

A Cipollone and Meadows.

a okay.

A so

Q  Goahead.

A Sol have a recollection of speaking to them earlier than this, but | saw this in

the notes. So | don't know if i's thiscallor the earlier one that | have recollection of,

but they called and basically said what most of the people who called me were saying:
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Have you seen this stuff going on at the Capitol? Can you send help?

And | don't think | was theonly one they were calling. | think they were calling

DHS and DOD, you know, anybodytheythought could help.

So they were requesting that DOJ take whatever measures it could do to provide

assistance at the Capitol. And we said, we're on it, that's what we're doing.

Q What was the tone of that call with Mr. Cipollone and Mr. Meadows?

A Urgent. Itwasurgent. [twas let me see. Again, thisone's 2 minutes,

roughly. And | don't know why but | seem to remember either an earlier callorthat |

have the wrong time on this or something, but | remember, when|first spoke to them,

they were both on the line and it was urgent. Their tone was, this is urgent.

Q  Didthey indicateif anyone else wason the ine?

A No.

Q  Anddid they indicate they were with Mr. Trump?

A No.

Q The 3:01, sorry, | can't read your handwriting.

A Yeah, I'msorry. | have poor handwriting. But that's 3:01, that's

Donoghue. |thinkthis is when he tells me that he and Dave Bowdich are talking and

they really think that they should go up to the Capitol, and is that okay with me. And |

think |said it is, that, you know -- because we don't know what exactly what the situation

is, but it sounds like that would be helpful.

Q Why,ifyou have a SIOC set up, didn't you know what the situation was

without Mr. Donoghue going physicallyto the Capitol?

A Because the SIOC relies on input of the participants. So the Capitol Police

are one of the participants, really through the WFO, but they're linked to the SIOC.

Sol don't actually know the answer as to what the Capitol Police were reporting
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or not at that point. | didn't get, again, that level of granularity. | just knew that two

guys | think extremely highly of and who are very capable are saying that —- they weren't

saying the SIOC's shutting down or anything, when there's other very capable people in

the SIOC. They're saying that they think it would be helpful for them to go up to the

Capitol. And | said, that's okay, yeah, if you think that's a sensible move, go for it, let's

doit. And they did.

Q At 3:10, that entry there?

A That'sa congressional call. | don't remember who that is, but | got a

number of congressional calls during the day of Members. And, again, | don't think they

were just calling me. | think they were calling multiple agencies, like, saying, again, in so

many words: Are you awareofthis terrible situation here, and can you provide some

help?

And, you know, the consistent answer, in different forms, is: We are aware of it,

and we're going to do everything possible. We're sending people as urgently as we can,

Q Sothat3:10call --

A And, remember, ultimately, they don't all arrive at once, but we sent from

the Department of Justice components over 500 agents and officers to the Capitol to help

restore order very urgently.

Q That 3:10 call, though, you don't know who specifically it was?

A ldont. dont.

Q  Thenat3ar?

A Thats Cipollone.

Q And

A And think he's just askingfor an update. And | think I'm telling him we've

got some people there and more on the way.
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Q Okay. Ithink exhibit 33 is an update from[JJ s2vine. “an 81 swat

resources in the NCR," which i the national capital region, "and agent teams are headed

to the Capitol to clear the Capitol." And that would be 3:30.

In your sense and, again, just don't have any — just rely onyour own

memory is that around the time that you believe FBI arrived to the Capitol? Or

earlier?

A 1don't have a good recollection on what | was told about that. You know,

thefact JJJJfllsent this email, 'm not on it, but it makes sense to me that he's

reporting-I see to Rich Donoghue - this update. So, you know, Rich s, | think, with

Dave Bowdich at this point, so maybe he knows more. ~ But, on this one, Id have to defer

to the twoof them.
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[4:55 p.m.)

oYIE

Q Are you able, when Mr. Cipollone called you, though, to provide any update

asfaras

A Yes. Its not-- don't think he's asking for, and | don't give him an update

that says there's 12 bomb technicians

a sure.

A and6 of this, or that kindof specificity. It's more, "We've got ATF, FBI,

US. Marshals all in urgent mode. Some people have arrived. I'm getting reports. I'm

going to get some more there shortly." It's that kindof update. Those may not be,

again, exact words, but conceptually, that's the sort of thing I'm trying to do.

Q Yep. Right. And I'm going to go to exhibit 34, but you're not on this email

either. So who are you getting your updates from? Is it primarily Mr. Donoghue and

Mr. Bowdich?

A Yes. They're the key ones. And|am hearing there are people that are

helping out ad hoc.

1 mean, just as an illustration, John Daukas, who, remember, John was the

principal deputy in the Civil Rights Division, but he was in the office that day, and, you

know, he was aware from TV what was going on. And he came upto my office, "How

can help?" you know.

And I said, "lohn, thanksfor the offer. Here's some things | need you to do.

Call these three people, you know. Follow up on this. Get back to me."

And | think similar things happened with that, with a couple of other people. But

itt was ad hoe, so, unfortunately,|— that's not reflected in this call lst.
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a Gott.

This exhibit this will be 34 -- this is a 3:48 updatefrom[J s2vine, "HRT

willbe fast roping into the Capitol area.”

A Yeah

Q "FBI will be staging DOJ resources to secure and clear the Capitol”
A Sothis was the folks from Quantico had been helicoptered up. This says

348.

Q And want to ask a question about the timing, because | understand, you
Know, there is a delay in information that’ from real time and what's ging on there.

Butis that a sense that that's the first time that anyone from the Bureau gets to the
Capitol, around that time?

A No, don't think so, because Dave Bowdich is already there.

Q  Thatstue. Okay.

A But think the hostage rescue teams were had been on alert at Quantico,

And 1 don't remember the why, but | just remember being told at some point that the

fastest way to get them up was going to be to helicopter them, and that meant they were
going to have to fast rope into the Capitol area.

Q Going back toyourcal list, 3:25, it looked like that's redacted, but let me

move onto 3 - think that's 3 | can't read t. Oh, it looks like the call with Bowdich is
318.

A Yes. Right. That's Bowdich. And dont remember the specifics oft. |
just remember that | spoke with he and Rich Donoghue with great frequency.

Q  Uhhuh

A And also connected some other people who wanted more on-the-ground
reporting type stuf, too.
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Q Isityour memory that at 3:18 Mr. Bowdich was at the Capitol?

A Ithinkso. There may be other records that could refresh us - or refresh

me at least on that. But my general recollection is that it was around 3 that

Mr. Donoghue and Mr. Bowdich decided to go up to the Capitol. And it's, you know, not

very far from FBI headquarters to the Capitol, but |also don't know what impediments

they would have facedgetting through.

a Right

A Sol'm not totally sure.

Q 3:20, whoisthatcall to?

A Sherwin. That's Mike Sherwin, real quick update. |don't remember

specifics of what that was, but he was on Constitution Ave, so and | don't remember if

at this point he had headed back to his office or not. | know that, at a later point, he got

focused on there is going to be some arrests and some prosecutions.

Q  Sollljust march through these until the end there.

503:30, it looks like that's Bowdich again.

A Yes.

Q 3360s

A That says, "Donoghue at Capitol."

Q Okay. That's helpful

A So,atleast that one, he's at the Capitol when we speak. So maybe that

means, theearlier ones, that Dave Bowdich isn't at the Capitol, or for some reason|made

a note on Rich and didn't on Dave, unfortunately. | don't remember.

Q  3:38,is that Bowdich again?

A Yes.

a 3s?
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A Donoghue.

Q Donoghue?

A Yep. Then there is this call with Steve Engel at 4:13. That's just follow-up

on an email exchange.

Q And was that about the deputization of the --

A Pretty much.

a okay

A Because at this point, we were trying to - I think Rich Donoghue and | were

having some conversations about are we going to need to bring DEA intothis just to have.

some armed personnel at the Capitol.

Butthey can't you know, they don't haveshields or anythinglike that. So the

questions, is it going to be useful to have some people thatare just, you know, armed

agents? And if we are going todo that, they have to be deputized, because

a Right

A they don't have the authority to be there otherwise.

So we had some discussion and sorted out with Steve. | think the ultimate call,

after some consultation with the people we were trying to help at the Capitol, was that

that wasn't going to be desirable.

Q Okay. 4:31, it's Donoghue again?

A Yes

Q  4:34isa White House call?

A Yeah. Sothat's--my best recollection is that's Vice President Pence.

Q Where was Mr. Penceatthe time?

A Somewhere at the Capitol.

Q And did hecall you,orwereyouasked tomake that
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A No. Hecalledme. That's why went through the White House

switchboard.

Q  Itlooks like that's a 6-minute call. Is that right?

A Yes

Q And what was discussed on that call?

A ltwasa variant of what I'm saying many of these calls were ike. He was,

Vou know, reporting on the circumstance from his vantage point and asking what we

were doing and could we do more to help out and my reporting, as best | could, on what

we were doing. And there was no higher priority or urgency than trying to provide

additional support and resources to restore order at the Capitol.

Q What wasyour sense at that time, at 4:34, what the situation was at the

Capitol?

A Itwas improvinga lot was the report | was getting, in the sense that there

were additional resources from Justice Department, from DHS. |think the Metro Police

had supplieda lot of police officers. learned later, think, that other jurisdictions also

did, but | don't think| knew that at the time.

And so| thinkthey were having some success at clearing the Capitol, but there

were a lot of unknowns as | understood it, which is: What damage? Are there people

hiding? Could there be explosives? It wasfarfrom, "The coastis clear,” but it was

improving in terms of the riot situation, is how | understood it.

And | think it was around this time that| had become aware -- | think ATF was

working one Chamberand the FBI the other Chamber, and I'v lost trackof which was

which,

Q Uh-huh,

A Butthey had divided up. They were coordinating with the Capitol Police,
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who, as | said before, are theresponsible authority, but — so my understanding i the

situation was improving, but | think everybody was aware that we wanted to get to a

situation where it was completely secure and Congress could return.

Q Did Mr. Pence ask you specifically about whether they would be able to

resume session of the joint Congress that evening?

A I don't specifically remember. You know, he may have, but |,

unfortunately, in the blur of all these calls during the day, | only remember the general

thrust being, you know, "Can you tell me a little bit about how you can help and what

You're doing, and can you do more?"

Q What was the toneat that time? You saidthingswere improving, but --

A One thing | remember was Vice President Pence, because he was

extraordinarily calm. He was very calm and measured. And that,| mean, it just was

what twas. That's what| remember.

Q Was there anyone else on the call with you?

AI don't think there was anybody else on the call. 1 think Marc Raimondi

might have been in my office, because Marc spent a good part of the day in my office,

partly as a courier, partly as a updating me on things. He was very magnanimous about

saying, "I'l do whatever | can do to help."

Q Was there any inquiry from Mr. Pence about the National Guard to you?

A Not that recall

Q The last entrythere at 4:42 in this column?

A Sothat says Raimondi. So at some point he had left my office, but he had

called me. | suspect Id have to reconstructa tle bit with these documents --

Q Uh-huh.

A that he and | had a discussion that we needed to get out a statement.
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And | suspect its about that, but that's a little bit of guess, because time of day seems

about right, but | don't - | can't say | remember the exact conversation.

Q Let me directyourattention to exhibit 35, which is about the press

statement. And, if you lookat the middle part of that statement, it says, "DOD had

issued a statement that said the law enforcement response will be led by the Department

of Justice."

And I know we have belabored this point, but, on a new day, on January 6th, this

is the statement that's released by the Pentagon.

A Yeah. Well, suppose that they mean that we're the ones who are going to

prosecute the wrongdoers, that that's an accurate statement, that the law enforcement

response in terms of investigating and prosecuting would be led by the Department of

Justice. | can't speak to what they were doingorwhy they phrased it the waythey did.

Q Had you had anydiscussion with - prior tothat time, to 4o'clock, had you

had any discussion with any DOD official about --

A Yeah. Yeah. Soatsome pointin the afternoon, I want to say in the

neighborhood of quarter to 3 to 3 o'clock, there was another multiagency call that did

include White House officials. It included DHS, Chad Wolf and others. It included a

number of people from DOD, including Secretary Miller, but | couldn't say the full range

of whowas on. There were someone from Interior. That may have been

Secretary Bernhardt, but I'm not totally certain.

And the White House contingent, my recollection, it did include Pat Cipollone, |

think Robert O'Brien was on. There may have been others. It's a litle bitof a blur.

But there was a call, and | don't remember all the specifics, but it was in the

nature of, "We need" -- "Everybody needs all hands on deck.”

Q  Isthat reflected in the notes of exhibit 30 as the 2:48 p.m. date?
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A It'sin the bottom right corner.

Q Okay. So just so I'm clear on this, so it's 2:48, DOD, Secretary of Defense;

5 o'clock, DOD, Secretary
A Yeah. Those are shorthands, so let me --

Q Yes
A Those are the multiagency things. | think DOD supplied the

telecommunications capacity, because there are a lot of people on these calls. So it's

DOD, it's DHS, it's White House, it's Interior. I'm trying to remember if there was

anybody else. It's several of us at Justice.

And we had this initial call. And then we had set up, if|remember correctly, that

we would do hourly calls, but for some reason there s not a 4 o'clock, and | don't
remember why that is.

So maybe I'm wrong that it's hourly. But there were calls at 5,6, and 7. And

the 71s the one | rememberverywell
Q During any ~ sorry.

[Discussion off the record.)

oYI
Q During any of these interagency calls where you said the White House would

be on those calls 3s well, was there any discussion or request or President Trump to issue
astatement to quel the violence?

A Not that | recall, but one of the challenges here i, of these calls, the only
one | remember really well is the 7 o'clock.

The others, as | said, this dayis just so full ofcalls and discussions and people in

and out of my office and the like that much ofits a blur. So | don't have good
recollection of the content of these calls. | just remember that the general thrust was
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we need everybody to, you know, do their part.

Do you want to hold the 7 o'clock and come around once there is --

Q Yeah. think we can come back to the 7 o'clock. Isthat the one where

Mr. Donoghue briefed

A Yes.

Q everyone on the call?

A Yes. And that one had the congressional leadership as well as the White

House staff, and my recollection is the Vice President was onthatcall as well.

Q Okay. Whydon't we go through the second column sowe could have a

clear record of it

A Okay. Allright.

Q Starting from the top, it says you tell me what it says.

A 5:31pm. is Donoghue.

a okay.

A Thenthereis a5:32 that'sCipollone.

5:39, | think that s, is another call with Mike Sherwin, acting U.S. attorney.

5:41 s Rich Donoghue again.

5:51 is Sherwin again.

6:33 is Sherwin again.

I think the Sherwin calls pick up late in the day because we start turning our

attention - we're not you know, we haven't - the Capitol is not fully restored, but the

situation is improving, so we turnour attention somewhat to the law is going to be

enforced.

And so think that's some of what Mike Sherwin and | are discussing.

Q Uh-huh
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A But I'm stil talking to Rich Donoghue in particular, who is sili the, you

know, Capitol.

Q  Somy. 6:34, that's -

A Yes

Q Donoghue?

A Yes. That'sDonoghue. I can't read my own writing 6:38 is Sherwin

again.

a san

A Yeah. 8:37isDonoghue. | think at thatpoint he's calling totell methat

he's going to come back to DOJ, that he thinks Congress has resumed at --

Q Uhhh

AIthink it was about 8:05, and he thinks his work up there is done, and he's

headingback to DOL. And he just gives me a general update of what's happened.

Q Did Mr. Donoghue ever convey that he had received cals from the White

House as well?

A think put Pat Cipollone through to him at one point.

a okay.

A Ithink there was something where I said ~ | don't remember the details, but

151d, "You know, Pat, | don't know the answertothat, but why don't| patch in Rich

Donoghue, put you through to Rich Donoghue.”

Q  Thenextoneis--'msorry. | can't read that

A Thisisat:06. There is a number that | can't remember what it was, so it's

just I remember have a cal, and | have a phone number, but | can't remeber what it

i. Son

Q And then the 9:08is?
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A Yeah. 9:09is Cipollone, and then 10:31 is Cipollone.

Q Now, at that point, at 10:31, are you still at DOJ?

A Yeah. Ithinkl was just getting ready to leave.

Q Do you remember the substance of that call? It's not -- at that time, the

joint session had resumed?

A Idon't remember the specifics. | thinkitwas a bit ofa recap, but | really

don't remember the specifics at all.

Q Whatwas the sense of Mr. Cipollone's demeanor at the endof that day?

A Well, | think it wasa dispiriting day for all of us. | mean, it's a really terrible

‘thing that people attacked the Capitol.

Q Do you remember anything from those conversations with any — anyone

during the day that struck you in terms of how it had hit people, these high-level

government officials that you were talking to?

A Pretty much what | was just saying. | think it was dispiriting to all of us,

that it was exhausting, and, you know, it had been a very intense day.

But it was a response to something that was -- that should never happen. And

it 1 think that it was, a | say, it was dispiriting. It was troubling. ~ And it was — there

was a fatigue, like this is not something that should ever happen, and look at the day

we've all had, just, you know, a mile a minute.

And you can really only imagine for the folks in Congress how terrible it is, and the

individual police officers, the Capitol Police and the Metro Police who were dealing with it

even before they got assistance from Federal agencies. You know, some real heroism

and courage. But what a terrible thing to go through.

So, as | say, | think it wassome combination of dispiritedness and fatigue.

IE fore | move on from this exhibit, | just want to make sure if
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anyone hasanyquestions about the calls that day.

Ms. Cheney. | do SEER

Jeff, can youtalk about, over the course of the day, whether it occurred to you at

all to think about President Trump and what he was doing?

Mr. Rosen. In some sense. | mean, you can see there is so much going on that

there is nota lot of timeforwhat Il call reflection.

But I think that | think | learned at some point he had put out some kind ofa

statement that was not what we would have wished for. You may have it and refresh

me. | don't remember the specifics. But | just remembered thinking that's not what

we would have wished for.

And the White House staff were -- at least the ones | dealt with, and they're

reflected on this, which, at least to my best recollection, were Pat Cipollone,

Robert O'Brien, and Mark Meadows -- they were very much in the same posture we were:

Let's get as much help to the Capitol as fast as possible.

S01 think that there was at least the hope that somebody in the White House

could talk to the President.

Ms. Cheney. And were thereanydiscussions about that?

Mr. Rosen. That'swhat I'm saying, is|~ it's such a blur, the day is such a blur

that just don't recall that.

Ms. Cheney. Did you — how did you think about the fact that you had talked to

everybody up to the Vice President, but not the President?

Mr. Rosen. Well, 1, asI say, | think the initial statement that| had seen put out

was not what we would have wished for. And I'm really not ~ not really even sure how

to respond to that, because we got so focused during the day on what we have to do and

what can we do and trying to be in a posture of being part of the solution, trying to be
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helpful.

Obviously, the situation was terrible, but once this breach of the Capitol occurred

there was this tremendousurgency and just ongoing all day long, you know -- what's

happening, what can we do, what else do we know, and what do wehear from DHS, what

do we know -- that it just gets caught up in the moment of: Let's do our job. You

know, we'll do our job, and let's hope everybody is doing what they're supposed to do.

And that's how | remember it.

Ms. Cheney. In terms of the first statement, do you recall the statement that the

President put out calling the Vice President a coward?

Mr. Rosen. Yeah. I didn't actually see it, but someone had come into my office

and said a variant of, "You will not believe this statement." And it wassomething similar

to what you just said -- again, | don't remember the exact words - and just being both

surprised and disappointed at that statement.

Ms. Cheney. Did you have any reason to believe at any moment that the

President was taking action? Did anybody come to you and say, "He's taking action to

stop this"?

Mr. Rosen. Not - no, not in those words or equivalent. Just the fact that Mark

Meadows and other White House staff were saying, "Do everything you can to help

address this situation.”

Ms. Cheney. But they weren't telling you what theyare trying to do

Mr. Rosen. No,

Ms. Cheney. ~ internally?

Mr. Rosen. No. At least not that | remember. The thing that just sticks with

meis this urgency of, "Can everybody try to get help?"

Ms. Cheney. Okay.
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I -—n?

EE es

oYIN

Q On these calls, Mr. Rosen, you just mentioned that the statement that

President Trump issued was not what you had wished for. ~ Did you want the President

to make a statement to address what was happening at the Capitol?

A Tlltry not to be semantic about this. | didn't st and reflect, you know,

what are the threethings that the White House should do that will solve this, because I'm

so focused on what | have to do.

But| certainly thought that, if the President had said something more positive

than what Congresswoman Cheney had just said, if he had urged peopl to stop this, that

that would have been a good thing.

Q And did you express that in any of the calls that day, that the President

should say something?

A 1just don't remember, you know, that the as | say, the conversations are

sucha blur. And felt like we had at Justice - and particularly FBI - so many things we

had to be doing that | had to make sure we were doing what we're supposed to be doing

and hope that everybody else is doing the same.

And more than hope. | mean, there, obviously, was coordination going on. ~ But

it's kind of first things first. ~ Do your own job.

Q And you said it's not what you had wished for or would have wished for.

What would you have wished for as theleader of Federal law enforcementdealing with

this at the time?

A Well, asI said, | just - | think that it would have been a good thing if the

President would have said something positive and constructive, to say this needs to stop.
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Q Andjust to clarify or kind of rephrase the question that came up earlier, in

your conversations with the Vice President that day, did he express a desire to continue

the joint session to continue counting the votes?

A just don't remember at that levelof specificity. I'm not saying he didn't, |

just -- or did -- | just it's just too much of a blur these months later.

EE Thankyou

I. |think 'm wrapping up, Mr. Rosen. | really appreciate you

going through this. And, obviously, the emotions of the day are conveyed as something.

that won't be read in the transcript, but we appreciate you going through that.

ovI

Q Going back to the exhibit of your handwritten notes, | want to clarify a box

we didn't go through. Again, if | could read it, | would

A sure. What's
Q  Thisis exhibit

A Oh.

Q Your handwritten notes.

A Yes. So where it says "other calls from memory."

Q Uh-huh.

A And say, okay, 5 the SecDef, et al, meaning "and others,” multiple, that's
the interagency cals.

Q Uh-huh.

A Solrecall that| had those calls. | recall that| received a call from Speaker

Pelosi and a separate call from Leader McCarthy.

I think this says Senator Schumer, Senator McConnell's staff, and -- well, this is in

here. It says McConnell but | don't actually remember speaking with
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Senator McConnell. | think it washischiefofstaff that called me.

And then VP Pence, | marked 2X, but | think that includesthe 4:34 and the.

7 o'clock ==

a okay.

A istheway | rememberthat.

So that's more the leadership type calls that| remember having received. It's

not comprehensive because there were some individual Members of Congress who also

called at some points

But these, as | alluded to, they all had asimilar flavor in the sense that they're |

don't think | was the only one they were calling. | think they were calling, saying, “There

is an urgent situation up here, and can you provide assistance?"

Q Do you remember anything specific fromyour call with Mr. McCarthy?

A No. Assay, just this general tenor, that all the calls had a similarity. The

‘wordsdiffered, the sequence may have differed, but the general tenor was, "There is an

urgent situation here, and can you help? Can you let us know what you're doing?"

Q The next page has a typed version.

A Yes.

Q Andthat's just a typed version of what's the first page, or some of them --

A It'sa separate thing. |think | had asked somebody --

a oh

A -tofigure out frommyassistant's desk what calls had come in. So it's a

different lst, but it overlaps, because, if you look at the 4:53 to 6:59, those are either

preparatory to or the calls| was talking about as happening at 5,6, and 7. | think some

of those may not have got to me, but they were announcing there will be a call at 7, there

will be a call at 6.
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The two that are marked "JCC," | think, were inquiring as to would | be available at

some later time.

Q  The3:37call?

A Sol think that's the Eric Herschmann tried to reach me, but | don't think he

did. I think, as | said, this list was put together at after the fact --

Q Gott

A and think I learned in compiling this that he had tried to call me. Maybe

he got me, but | don't recall that he did.

And the earlier calls, you know, Jeffrey Wall is the Solicitor General. That's what

Icallin the morning. We had some regular Department business talking about some

ongoing litigation.

Q During those interagency calls, did anyone express any concern about the

arrival of the D.C. National Guard?

A Notthat!recall. And | would expect that there was discussion that the

Guard was going to be called out, was going to be supplied to the Capitol. But | don't

really rememberthe specifics of that. | had more the general recollection that it was.

everybody needs to do what they can do.

Q It sounds like from what you'resaying that everybody on those interagency

calls were working together to try to restore some security to the Capitol. Is that fair?

A That's how | perceived it. | mean, asI say, I, unfortunately, do not

remember the specific conversations or any back and forth, but | just had this general

impression that, yes, people were trying to work together to have each department do

what it could do.

Q Just to follow up on Ms. Cheney's lineof questioning, was there any time,

after January 6th, did you ever have a conversation with Mr. Cipolloneoranyone to say,
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"Hey, | wish Mr. Trump had done more on that day"?

A It'sagood question, but, like muchof this, | can't actually say yes or no,

because t's just i's to much in the past, and so much stuff was happening that | just
can't remember, "Did we talk about X, did wetalk about Y, did we talk aboutZ?"

It's possible, but | just don't recall.

Qn yourview of the events of that day, what do you identity 3 the key factor
that led to the attack?

A Well, | always start that the perpetrators are the first ones that should be

identified as responsible, right?

Mr. Brown. Can we have a minute? Can we go off the record?

se
EE. An, Reg, these are the last questions.

Mr. Brown. No, gett.

EE
[Discussion off the record.]

Mr. Brown. We can go back on.

Mr. Rosen, Okay.
So| just start with the general proposition that you start with the perpetrators.

And so the Department immediately focused on the investigation and identification of any

wrongdoing. And it was the 7th, January 7th, that we first brought charges. And | think,

by the time | left, which was only 2 weeks later, there had been over a hundred people

charged.
That continued, and, obviously, the investigation continued, and the Department's

done whatever it's done. And I'm nottalking about any individual situation. I'm just

saying that the acts of violence associated with the attack on the Capitol that day, we felt
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strongly that there were violations of the law, they need to be addressed. And sol

continue to think that's ight.

ovI

Q How much responsibility do you put -- do you place on the events of

spreading the li that the election was stolen and that impact on January 6th?

A Well, this harkensback to some things early in the day. I'm trying, in my

role here as a factual witness, to refrain from opinions and conclusions, because|see that

as the purview of others in the process, that my role is, as I've said earlier today, to

describe what | saw, what | heard, what | said, what | did, what | saw other people do.

And then the conclusions from that are really for others, that maybe there is some.

other time or place where we all share opinions. But | think the role | should really try

to hold myself in this process is more to what | know factually so that | could contribute

to the efforts to understand the facts.

Q  lappreciate that. And | appreciate our conversation earlier about the

intelligence piece of it.

Do you -- and you mentioned that Norfolk, Virginia, intelligence product. Were

you aware of any other intelligence product about January 6th specifically?

A Notthatirecall. Even that one learned of after the fact.

a Okay.

A I didn't know about it before January 6th.

But, you know, when | was -- | was briefed by the FBI about these things, but its

another area where | don't remember anybody saying, "Here, look at this intelligence

product or that intelligence product, or focus on it."

Q Right

A Ithink it was more high level than that.
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Q So, in your House testimony when you said the FBI shared the nteligence
they had with their law enforcement partners, that was told to you?

A That's right
Q Okay. Do you believe that, had the FBI and DHS issued a joint intelligence

bulletin about the potential for violence on January 6th, would that have affected

anybody's security plans?
A Well, again, that's an opinion or conclusion from what happened, and I think,

as | alluded to earlier, it seemed to me -- and maybe | ventured slightly intosome opinion

here --that the risks of violence and the need to prepare were apparent.

Ihot ends my questions.
1 ust want to mark from the fo the record that counsel provided ~ you

provided your statements, so | wanted them marked as an exhibit.

We skipped so many exhibits that | don't know, I'll consult with the court reporter

what exhibit number this should be. Il cal it exhibit 4, because that's what I have on
the file.

But this includes your statements from January 6th, January 7th, January 8th, as

well as a January DOJ press release, a January 13th video statement that you made, the
January 14th SIOC visit that you made, and a January 19th pre-inauguration press release

that you made.
And Il include in this your House testimony, because | had not marked that prior

as an exhibit.
Mr. Rosen. That sounds good.
EE. We just have a lite bit more.
Ms. Cheney, go ahead.

Ms. Cheney. Mr. Rosen, you talked about the fact that the possibilty of violence
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was common sense, that it was out there, that people knew that it was coming. You

talked about the fact that you were dealing with the President continuing to ask about a

quantumof claims about the electionthat you had demonstrated - the Department

demonstrated weren't true.

You talked about the fact that your view was the President did not do enough.

I'm not trying to put words in your mouth, but in termsofon that day, on the day of the

6th, the statement that you heard about was insufficient.

Do you believe that it is the responsibility of the Presidentofthe United States,

consistent with his oath, to defend the Constitution, including on a day like that when

there was a mob that had attacked the Capitol while Congress was counting electoral

votes?

Mr. Rosen. ~ Sobearwith me, because there were multiple prefatory comments,

and rather than go through those, let me justsay in a big picture way, | think every

President has an obligation to adhere to the U.S. Constitution. And in fact, all of us

as when we're public officials, have that obligation.

Ms. Cheney. And that would include coming to the aid of any of theother two

branches of government while they were under attack?

Mr. Rosen. ~The only reason I'm pausing here is not because we've stated it as

what's in the Constitution. | don't know that the Constitution actually has a provision

that envisions the Capitol being under attack. |think that would have horrified the

Founders,

So find myself--the way| have answered has created an awkwardness that| |

don't mean to be difficult on your question. | think that there is nogetting around that

January 6th was a horrible day. It should never have happened, and | hope it won't

happen again. It shouldn't ever happen again.
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Ms. Cheney. And on a day like that, when Congress is engaged ina

constitutionally prescribed effort to count electoral votes, and the President of the United

States, as you've described for us, was not engaged in aneffort that was obvious to stop

the attack, s that an accurate description?

Mr. Rosen. Step one is | would hope there would never be an attack on the.

Capitol

Step two, | would hope that the people who provide the security could prevent an

attack. In this case, I'm referencing the Capitol Police.

And I mean no disrespect to the heroic efforts of the many police officers that day.

I'm just saying that that part of it, would ike to see everybody doing whatever they can to

try to prevent that from happening in the first place and from restoring order if it's

occurred.

Ms. Cheney. Well, want to thank you for your efforts on that day and in the

lead-up tot. And | wish everybody had been asengaged and active as you were. And

know it was very difficult circumstances. ~ So thankyou.

Mr. Rosen. Thank you.

Ms. Cheney. Thank youforappearingtoday.

Mr. Rosen. Thank you.

IE. Gcfore we stop, any other follow-ups?

BEE Conyou thinkofanything else that this committeeshould know that

you haven't already told it?

Mr. Rosen. We, you know, we've had a very full day. So it's the nature of these

things that probably anybody will think of something tomorrow that we could have today.

But think in lightof how full and extensive this conversation has been, there is nothing

jumping out at me right at this moment.
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IE. Wel, as we said before, Mr. Rosen, we will get you a transcript, a

draft of this. You'll have a chance to go over it and make any corrections.

Let me just echo Ms. Cheney's thanks. | appreciateit. | know you've told this

story and retold the story several times, but i's an important story, and we appreciate

yourwillingness to continue to do that and to be truthful with your - and patient with al

of your answers today.

Mr. Rosen. Well, thank you. And theonlyother thing | always like to doin

these things, if you'd just indulge me, is | had the privilege to be the Acting Attorney

General, but of course there i this whole team of people.

And we've talked about thefact Rich Donoghue, you know, and David Bowdich

went to the rotunda, and | haven't even really mentioned Regina Lombardo, the head of

ATF, who had her people get up there on a really urgent basis.

1 can't name them all, but just would ike to express my appreciation to the

people at the Justice Department that worked with me and that | had, for that period, the

opportunity to lead

EE. Appreciate that. Okay.

EE Thankyou.

ME. | think that concludes it, Mr. Rosen. Thank you very much.

EN Thanks so much.

(Whereupon, at 5:44 p.m, the interview was concluded]
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